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Potato.

We have

repeatedly alluded to the importance of planting potatoes early, if we
.lie to
xpect the best results. At "this sea-

a
f the year everything relating to this
duubiu plant has a practical interest to
every fanner. If therclore any reader ot

■■

l’loughiuai: has experimented with
i< crop, and .succeeded in working out
important results, we shall be glad to
eat from him. and to lay his results he-
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our readers immediate)}'.
We know
\cral sueli among our own readers, and
we are sure that
they ean suggest many
points of great interest and value; l.et
1 s hear Irom them.
re

A Bnttor

So: is ami

o

-i

:lied. A soil too wet. tilled with water'
will lmrdly do, and if it is too light and
in it
light to be on a northerly expos
l he potato ought not to be subjected
•••••
'/ rent heat, ami f the tubers iie too
ir the suffice ot a warm soil
exposed
uie in,
f tin- sun. they will he
blaze
if !e to injury about as niuel; as if tiiey

kept eolistanliy wet
comparatively new
e
long in cultivation.

soil is better than
An old pasture

A

a cleared forest with the sod newly
■red with the plough ot the spade must
reeiiuiei! as one of the best soils for
lies
With a little well rotted comharrowed in thoix uglily upon such a
! to give the plants a
good start, we
i>e raised
good crops on comparative!v
of so,;
.\n old pasture contains much
actable matter, and tlie tubers delight
the mellow ben which such a soil atrds, min cuine out in the lull clean and
We have also raised good potaa th\.
in a muck} soil apparently having
!tie but vegetable matter in it.
This
•>

only be done in a dry season. In a
el summer the muck retains too much
ei. and has [he same influence on the
du-rs as compact clay
Leached ashes
ii!d always be put in the liili with porn
s. when planted on muck, to furnish
rganie mattei in whi :h muck is deI. i.t
A
omposl mail- of muck and
iim
if the best possible
:.e i .i-In
in
tin' potato The muck makes
s
in
j.i-i.as. ;tml furnishes a bed in
vv
:;:■
pi.taoi delights ns much as our
)In-rs bumeriv did in a feather-bed.
!i re it potasii is left in the leached
to inraish this essential ingredient of
tat"
It ought to be kept in mind
sand} his are often as much too open
rm
-spheric influences as cl a} soils are
-i
i against them, .s.and both cools and
tud feels the sudden
nis too rapidly,
,ai;gi s of temp'talure w hich are so trvt •- j-otato.
Still, on poor, sandy
good tri ps
potatoes can lie raised
the aid t f muck and ashes. The peril el: a
age and the slow giowth secure
res
'lhe seed sliouid be planted
-d cultivated on a level, so that
p’}
tubers may lie less affected by the
a lden
changes of temperature. We have
■

■

«

w :

potatoes
clay when

in

rot

a>

oatuy

on sanu as

planted superficially and

fed up in contracted hills
'v

run

and

rent

Hilling tv at
universally practised; but hiiis
cool more rapidly than a level

laic, fed the effect of drought more,
a
;d are now discarded in light, dry soils.
It was supposed that the tubers felt the
mlluenee ot air more in the hills, and had
.g.liter bed in which to expand; but po-

j
j

Maker's

Experience.

Dying

airlv ltose is

a very
popular potato, tho’
give the best results without
.l_!i manuring and judicious care. It is
great leedei and must have enough to

d

not

on

vc

aink
-•

.'

Whatever ort is chosen,

we

change ot seed is desirable, that
d brought, from some distance, rather
that raised on the place for a series
a

ai s
We do not believe that the free
ot tormenting stable manures in the
f
and planting the seed directly upon
m
is wise treatment
Much ol the
ase which has been so troublesome ot

y

■

...

as-years, can probably be traced directly
If such manures
this management.
to lie used, we w uld spread them and
;■ ugh them in.
T’ioughman.

v
a

etter

than here.

anti

He

Calves,

sure

and have the

being

very

gentle

them,

cease

lias a great deal to do with a generous How ol milk.
During tile milking
season my son fivors them with his best
whistling, not because be ever heard'tbat
cows arc partial to such music, though he
thinks "our cows’’ relish it much, and exDoubtless it
pect i! morning and night
has a soothing effect upon them. Aly pastures are newly cleared, hilly and rocky,
with a western slope, and pretty good;
the other older and more level, but productive. 1 have about 20 acres of mowing land, and cut from 20 to 30 tons of
nice English hay. My farm is on a hill;
soil deep, strong and productive; lirst
crop cut early. I cut several tons second
We scald om
crop of clover in August
milk or heat it twice a day. Irom the middle of October to June 1st, in a tin pail
over a kettle of boiling water.
The pail
will hold what 1 put into lour pans, about
three quarts to a pan.
Milk stands 3(i
hours, then skim In winter keep It warm
in a room warmed by a soap-stone stove,
so that the
temperature i- about the same
day and night—from Co to t>o degrees
I lie milk is set on two racks, made, in this
way : An upright square post, eight feet
long, six inches square, pivot in each end
slats across seven inches, will set thirtytwo pans on each; skim twice a day, and
chin a three times a week. Cream is kept
as
cool as possible without freezing.
When ready to churn, it is warmed by
pouring sweet skim-milk into the mass in
the churn t" the temperature of CO de1 he butter is washed in three wagrees.
ters having the chill taken off; then weighed allowing one-half ounce of salt to the
pound. In winter we lump the butter the
same day it is churned.
We lump it over
with a butter worker, weigh it into one
pound ma-M.'.s, lump it square with butter
spatters, then stamp and send it to mar1 -ell it to a tirm in Boston; have
ket.
sold to them for four years, and got liftylive cents a pound this winter, express
paid by the tirm. [Correspondent N. V.
Tribune.
ment

The Moth.
structive

in

This little insert,

so

de-

our

It is second cousin to the
worm, the apple worm and the
turpentine moth, but among its aristocratic and honorable relations is the silk worm,
fhe immediate family relatives of the common moth are the bee moth, the carpet
moth, the hair moth, the grain moth and
the pack moth.
As soon as the egg laid
by the mother moth i-> hatched, straightway the tinv worm proceeding from it begins to feed upon the fabric to which it is
lastened, and spins itself a cocoon, in
which it moves ireely and unseen, and
from which emerges in due time a butterfly. In May or dune these winged insects
destructive.

canker

deposit their eggs. Before this time everything they can harm should be placed beyond their reach. Before putting away
fur and woollen goods they should he
beaten to dislodge any eggs
have been deposited on them,
and exposed to the sun and air for hours.
It is said that brushing over their retreats
with turpentine will dislodge them, that

thoroughly
that may

of ilussia leather, will

stroy them. Prevention is the best cure.
If furs and woollens are carefully sealed
up in paper cases, or put away in chests
and trunks which the moth fly cannot penwith
no
her
treat
ice-water;
Jterward,
etratc, tiie}’ should he beaten and sunned
j
w ith
gentle kindness, and above every !
repeatedly, and the ravages will beckeckMing else, keep her from cold draughts of ed.
1 his little insect loves darkness, and
air, and you will iitid that it will pay evei I
hides its evil doings from the light of day.
much better than doctors and farriers,
ifter your cow has gotten out of sorts
1 K.VNSI'I.ANTISG Evergreens.
Each
m want of
proper care when she most I
spring there come numerous inquiries
heeded it.
i about transplanting evergreens, and many
a cow mat is
gaming wnen sac caives I think success
depends upon choosing exel is taken care of al am! after the calf
the proper time.
In our experience
|
uotly
is
dropped. almost sure to do well ; ami : we have not found the tchen so important
irli an one is already to commence her
as the h'jw. having removed the trees in
'"n's work of producing butler.
the fall, and early and late in the spring.
It has been my invariable practice for
If one can have his choice ol times, no
re than
twenty years to feed my cows doubt that the
period when tiie swelling
before
ears
of
with
corn,
.'ally
calving
of tiie buds shows that vegetation is active
~s tliev arc in
and
I
have
good grass;
would lie preferable, but we have succeedt had one retain the afterbirth in all
ed with much earlier and much litter
that time.
planting. The one great and all essential
»
t'-o care pays when’the lambs are
is to keep the roots from becoming
point
n cold weather.
Every man that dry. If tiiese
are dry, send the tree to the
is a :< nsiderable flock should have two
as that will he Us ultimate des;
three small, warm pens, into each of hush-heap,
If the trees are to he brought
tination.
which he should pul three or lour sheep a
from no great distance, a dull day can be
:■ w days before
they arc to lamb; and, it waited for,
otherwise the roots must be
the Weather is cold, he should look alter
in wet moss, lie puddled, or some
them once or twice in the night, and there packed
protection given them; they had better he
really no more need of losing a lamb kept
soaking wet than to dry at all. Some
mat, a call'.
ask what manure to use. Probably guano
It is sometimes the ease when a sheep
would kill them the quickest, but fresh
mis twins that she will own but one. unstable manure will he pretty sure. Never
ess she or they have help.
Usually if she manure an evergreen at
planting. When
put in a very snug pen immediately well established, well
decomposed manure
after the lambs are dropped she will acwill he of use. Tne top affords such an
cept the situation, if one stubbornly re- obstacle to the wind that all trees over
fuses to own her offspring, just put her
two or three feet high should be staked
head between two stakes driven into the
[Agriculturist.
1
floor 01 the pen and let her lie there.
never knew one I could subdue,
By all
means have a nursing-bottle on hand and
Englishmen remember with gratitude
teed the lambs just enough to keep them ami admiration the services of Admiral
hungry and smart; and if the sheep are George Vernon Jackson, who recently
poor milkers, give them shorts and pota- died in England at the ripe age of eiglitytoes, with plenty of salt, sulphur and riiiie.
When seven years old he was enwater
Cut the tails pretty shoit at three tered as a
midshipman, and at the ago of
lambs
but
if
the
are
withsmart,
days old,
lifteen lie had seen service enough to be
in the lirst week
usually. Keep off the entrusted with a lieutenant's commission.
neks, and the lamb will be lit to sell in When less than twenty-one years of age
season for the clam to get in good order
Jackson was for the second time in his
tor winter, and a sheep that comes to the
experience taken prisoner by the French
barn fat is about half wintered.
and marched off to Verdun. He escaped
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound from his
guard, however, and found his
of cure. [Ger. Telegraph.
way back to the coast whence, after a
long concealment, he launched a lishing
A Natural Mothod.
punt with a fellow fugitive and, spreading
An ingenious Yankee lias been bother- a tablecloth for sail, started fur England.
ing the New York stable-keepers and rail- His frail craft was overhauled, and once
more he was marched off to Verdun, from
road men with a new method of shoeing
It requires no lire in a blacksmith which he again escaped, only to be recaphorses.
shop to adopt this method. The shoes are tured and put in chains into the fort at
taken in sizes front the manufactory and Porte Chaussee. Twice he broke out from
this durance, for the salt water in his blood
1 here b
are nailed on to the loot cold.
made French earth and air intolerable;
The
no cork at heel or toe oil the shoe.
hog is not cut away. The shoe does not but both times they captured the daring
last
protect the lrog, but the frog strikes the prisoner, and at last they threw him
pavement. The theory of the man is thai bound into the grim fortress of liitehe,
which even the Germans were not able to
ttiu lrog is to boused, and is a sort oft
take in the iate war. llis marvellous escushion that strikes the ground and pre
vents the hoof from jarring.
Nobody was cape irom this place has been described
disposed to laugli at tbe matter. All the by Gapt. Marryatt, under the name ol
Olirien, in "Peter Simple.” Jackson
horsemen said that a horse would be ru
mod who travelled on the frog.
The an- made good his perilous way to the Normandy coast and there embarked alone in
swer was:
All the wild horses travel it
that way, and how seldom a lame one is a French shallop, crossing the Channel
seen in a herd.
Six months ago Alderraat unpursued, but so exhausted and in such
Kichardson agreed to give the invention ; straits that when the Mutine sloop picked
him up off the Owers, near his native
trial on his road. It has worked superbly
Lame horses have been cured, and the place—the Isle of Wight—he was nearly
dead. English air. however brought him
great number of the teams have been pre
served from lameness. Not a horse in tin round again, and he did good service lor
stable lias a cut on the hind leg from the many a year on board the old Indefatigashoe, and the Alderman would not g( ble and other ships.
hack to the old practice at any price. The
A lady had her dress trimmed with buglei
expense of the work in the shoeing delfer little tlaugiilci
to a ball,
before
partment has been reduced one-half am wanted going
to know if the bugles would blow wliei
the feet of the horses are kept in capita
she danced. “Oh, no,” said the mother, “papi
order.
will do that when he sees the bill,”

gaining when the calf is dropped,
live a warm, dry room, with a good bed
a
“lying in," a light but generous diet
v

■

Harness.

—

camphor, black pepper, tobacco, shavings
disgust them, that
wood and cedar trunks are free
Now for the calves and lambs, and there camphor
from their visitations, and that corrosive
interest with which fanners have to
sublimate washings, sulphur fumigations,
where the “ounce of prevention” pays
and the action of heat and steam will deibambs

in

1 keep sixteen tows; am milking ten Only a fallen hor.*e, stretched out there on the road,
this winter—six new milchs. I make six- Stretched in the broken shafts, and crushed by the
heavy loud;
ty-three pounds of butter a week. The Only a fallen horse and a circle of wondering eyes
the ’flighted teamster goading the beast
Watching
cows are a mixture of native with
Jersey ;
to rise.
but I prefer they he half of each, for tile
Hold ! for bis toii is over—no more labor for him;
reason that the milk is just as good, more
See the poor neck outstretched and the patient eyes
in quantity, and the cows more hardy than
grow dim;
all .Jersey. Of course the native cows are See on the friendly stones how peacefully rests his
head
the very best. Hay is given three times a Thinking, if dumb beasts think, how good it is to be
day, and a quart of cob-meal and shorts After dead;
burdened journey, how restful it is to lie
twice a day. 1 add to this meal two quarts With the
tiie broken shafts and the cruel load—waiting
ot skim-milk. The cow.- are supplied with
only to die!
all the salt they will eat. Water is given
Watchers, he died in harness—died in the shafts and
twice a day, immediately alter eating hay.
9tinps—
lied the cows twice a day thoroughly with Fell, and the great load killed him; one of the day’s
mishaps—
line shavings and sawdust, to keep them One of the passing wonders marking the city road—
dry and clean. In winter card them reg- A toiler dying in harness, heedless of call or goad.
Passer?, crowding the pathway, staying your steps
ularly once a week.
awhile,
I treat my cows with great kindness,
What is the symbol? “Only death? why 9houId we
to
as such treat-

households, is known to
tatoes should not be planted anywhere
naturalists by the name of tinea, and be,1 a good bed is first prepared for them, longs to the family of the lcpidoptera, or
file eiily good reason for hilling in a dry
scaiv-winged insects, of which it is the
-of is that the potatoes are more easily smallest, the most beautiful and the most

d ig.
Diseased tubers will generally be
t c.iid nearest the surface of the ground,
.aid it the soil is washed oil' so as to expo-a* them to the sun and air they are
ruined, if they do not rot."
With regard to the varieties to cultivate,
is oitlieult to say which is best.
The

Mutiny.

ship Lennie.

>

iortili/orsare, of course, among
most important tilings to consider.
A
ly loam is, perhaps, on the whole, the
o-t adapten to this crop, but if there is a
sub-soil, we should sa\ it ought to he

Lonnie

The New York Herald has intelligence
of the execution in London of four Greek
sailors who mutinied on board the English

to smile

the death of a beast of burden?” On; through
the busy street
That is ever and ever echoing the tread of the bur
At

ying

feet!

of the bank, packed a very modest trunk
with a very modest wardrobe, stuck his
sketch book and colors in a corner ot the
trunk, and bought a ticket to Albany.
Front Albany his route was not yet delie consulted guide books and
termined
maps, and finally decided lie would go into the country.
No sooner said he was on
his way to the interior ot the State. Stopping at a central point he mapped out another route, out three days afterwards lie
was sitting in the hotel in the village of
Newhali, and congratulating himseif that
he hail selected a place where none of his
friends would molest him.
The arrival of a stranger in Newhali
was a matter of but little consequence to
the people of the village. They made
good butter and cheese and prospered,
and they had small curiosity as to what a
strange gentleman at the hotel might be
doing. Herein they showed their Dutch
blood, as well as their good common

What was the sign? A symbol to touch the tireless
will.
Does lie who taught in parables speak in parables
still?
The seed on the rock is wasted—on heedless hearts
of men,
That gather and sow and grasp and lose—labor and
sleep—and then—
Then for the prize! A crowd la the street of everechoing trend—
The toiler, crushed by the heavy load, i.4 there in Ids
harness—dead!

[J. Boyle O’Keilly.
for

Love,

of

being

tree

to

do

as

he

his purposes.

TIk

Marrying

sense

pleased, and not he hampered by prying
eyes, was very pleasant to Featherbv Ho
chatted with the farmers, chatted with
their wives, gave pictures to their children, and was welcomed by them when
he came aroifnd.
If any ol'them had any
curiosity as to his business there, the
sketch book under his arm would have
solved it; but it is doubtful if they cared
as to

opened with a joyousness
only the country summer possesF'eatherby began to feel thorough-

summer

such us

nd
ly at home in Newhali. The minister had
Ei I Will'd Featherby was the richest per- invited him to take tea with him, the docson in Athol.
Amt the fact of his being tor had invited him to call at his oilico
rich was the most annoying fact in his ex- when lie feit like smoking a cigar, the
istence. The Featherby family had been blacksmith was always glad to sec him
wealthy during the three generations of coming into his shop, and the young peoits known history.
Riches might take ple seemed pleased when lie joined their
wings when in the possession of Smith, picnics.
Jones or Robinson, but they remained true
The young maidens of Newhali were
Rut money could not such ns only the country towns of the
to tiie Featherbys.
keep them out of the limits of that great North can show. Though born in the
Death, and lienee Ed- country, daughters of farmers, yet each
bankrupt court
ward Featherby came into possession of a had been sent to the best schools in the
fortune of two million on his twenty-first .State, and they had brought back to their
birthday his father having died three country bonus ease ot manners and grace
of carriage that was fully equal to their
years previously.
We are all familiar with the maxim that sisters in the large cities. And their graces
it is our duty to look after tiie pence, the were peculiarly
becoming, as they were
dollars being able to take care ot them- toned down by the realities of country
selves. The principle holds good among life.
larger figures; a moderate income needs
Fcatherby declared to himself the seccareful nursing; a million will care for ond Sunday lie attended the village church
itself and its owner.
that he had never seen so many charming
In all Athol county there was not to be gills. And lie declared farther that he
found a more unassuming young man than was going to become acquainted with
Edward Featherby. What he might liave them.
been had he been the son of a poor man,
Gaining tneir acquaintance was nut a
we cannot conjecture; but filling a posidifficult matter. They were not hold, neition where envy could not touch his heart, ther were they
unduly shy; and when ho
lie was lull ol good leeling towards every
accompanied Dr. l'olds to a picnic, some
body, and was as natural in tone and two weeks later, lie was, very naturally
one could be.
manner
introduced to nearly all the pretty girls of
The society in Athol was exclusive, tlie village.
lie had a very pleasant day. Smoking
though not, aristocratic. It was so divided
into sets that the steps between the low- a cigar at the window of his room late in
est and highest were numerous, though the
evening, he declared to himself that
the actual difference between the two was it had been the pleasantest day he had
very small, But the lines were drawn known since he was a boy. lie congratutightly, and the walls of partition between lated himself upon his good sense in havJew and Gentile were not more real than ing thought of this masquerade, and wonthe barriers each little clique piled against dered why men could linger among the
the clique below it.
affected gills of the cities, when there
It was six years since Featherin' came were such charming flowers of womaninto his property, lie had graduated at hood in the country. And how pleasant
Yaie when twenty-four, had spent a year all the young ladies had been ! Miss Mailin Europe, and was now but just returned ley was evidently the belle of the place,
from a year’s wandering i:i the far West and she was very pretty; but Miss Verney
of his native land.
was—well if not quite so pretty, a little
If to most of us a fortune hail been more interesting.
lie had had a very pleasant walk with
given when we were in our twenties, wo
should have made it give us pleasure and Miss Verney. She had just the color of
pleasant visions ahead; hut it was not do- hair he most admired—gold, tinged with
ing this for Feather'iy, His life was bit- red. She looked a little wearied. M'o
ter and purposeless because ot his wealth,
wonder; some one said she was the school
lie readied that stage in his existence teacher. Pretty hard work for a delicate
whim lie desired to be judged and loved woman, he said, and then he threw his
for the manhood that was in him, and not
cigar away and went to bed
for his dollars; but there had come over
As soon as he awoke in the morning lie
him a constantly increasing feeling that
began to laugh aloud. His dreams had
and
were
at
people
really bowing
smiling
been absurdly real, and through most of
iiis two millions, though they seemed to
them he had ligured—now with Miss Manbe acting as if friendly to him.
now with Miss Verney.
His system
In the way of educating mankind—yes, ley
must be out of order, lie declared, still
I
and womankind,
fear we do not apprelaughing heartily, and a walk before
ciate at its full value the modern novel
From
breakfast would set liitil right.
As to what tlie young man and maiden
the hutel towards the river was the
arc taught in the class-room we can afford
street in Newliall.
Great elms
to be comfortable—they will soon forget prettiest
across the road and
it.
But the stories which they carry to drooped gracefully
made a royal canopy. Featherby started
their chambers, are lessons that are apt to
down this street at a moderate*pace until
leave indelible marks behind them. The
ho saw a lady sauntering ahead of him.
novel is a bit of life being enacted before
He thought he knew her, and a few minus, and oftentimes its effect is a thousand utes of
energetic stepping brought him betimes more potent because the hero and
side her.
heroine are but ink and paper, instead of
“Ah, good morning. Miss Verney : do
lieslt and blood. The modern novel deals
too, require morning walks?”
with tlie heart-strings. Whatever the song, you,
“Not often,” said she, blushing, "for I
the refrain is always love. If tlie theme of
find enough exercise during the day; but
tlie book be
or
BY

WM.

II. MAIIEK.

ses,

—

—

murder, forgery, gaming,
only idylic life, the thread that holds it is

Search the heart of your
daughter, my clear madam ; probe deep
for tlie moral lessons you have been teaching her these eighteen years; you will
have your labor lor your pains. She has
built a world of her own and peopled it
with men and women of novels; and her
own life is not as you have made it, but as
Scott, Dickens and 'Trollope have given it
sure

to he luvo.

to her.
j-uwarn r camel
oy sine nau ueen mouiued into its present unsatisfactoriness because of a steady course of novel reading.
And the result of his reading, as it most
vividly impressed itself upon his mind,
was tit is one fact; that to bo loved for
one's self, a man must either be poor or a
rascal.
In all the novels the rich young man
was sought alter for his riches; the villain
was loved because he was not like other
men ; the poor young man was loved beAnd the woman who
cause of himself.
married the poor man to-day, was ready
to turn to the wealthy one and marry him
on the morrow,
in all life, as Edward
Featherby looked at life, the rich young
man was the least to be envied.
That ho should be thinking of love and
marriage was entirely natural. He had
reached the age when his friends were
taking to themselves wives, and it was a
matter-of-course that he should contrast
his own empty life with their overflowing
cups. Ilis heart was hungry for love ; his
lile was incomplete if he lived alone. A
thousand and one plans had suggested
themselves to him, wherein ho might drop
out ol himself into some penniless man,
and woo and win ; but there was always
each plan.
some unpleasant feature in
There were stories of rich men playing
coachmen and winning their employers
daughters, but he was sure that he would
not marry a woman who was willing to
marry her father’s coachman. Then again
he didn’t know how to do anything in the
shape of work, ami consequently such
schemes as these were impossible.
In a small degree he was an artist. Had
he been poor, the probabilities are that lie
would have been an artist of no common
merit; but his two millions had prevented
him from being more than commonplace.
Yet it struck him that there was a covering under which he might masquerade.
The more he Jooked at it the more feasible
it seemed, and at last he arranged a plan
to suit his purposes.
First, no human being was to bo acquainted with the proposed adventure;
second, his attorney was to have exclusive
power during his absence, so that he
would neither need to read or write a
business letter during the summer. The
attorney was not a very pleasant man, but
he was thoroughly honest. Ilis business
must have brought him a good income;
but ho was always in trouble about his
own money matters, while the affairs of
his clients were kept in the most scientitie

manner.

Mr. Thrift received his rich client’s orders as if they were the most matter-oftaet directions, and asked no questions, except such as were absolutely necessary to
a proper understanding of his position.
When tiiis was settled, Featherby wrote
his friends that he was going on a journey
•up North;’ drew a thousand dollars out

this morning was too
to the elm walk.

pleasant

not to come

She looked very pretty. Her morning
walk had done much for her, but she was
not indebted to that for more than a little
extra color.
She was dressed in perfect
taste, and 1 think was well worth walking
out before breakfast to have a look at.
And in this opinion Edward Featherby
He kept fit her shle as long as he dared,
ami then turned back to Ids hotel with regret. It was Ids intention to meet her after school hours, but his plans were not
good and ho missed her. in the evening
Ur. Folds took him to call on Miss Manley
and he enjoyed himself thoroughly. But
when he sat down in his own room his
thoughts ran to the figure he had seen in
the

nothing to interfere, lie was
to woo whomsoever he would; she
was likewise free and to Iso wooed.
They
could meet every day if they wished, and
their right to meet and to love was un-

morning.

Every morning for the next week found
him going towards the elm walk before
breakfast, but lie had the entire path to
himself—the school teacher was invisible
Then he called upon her. Miss Verney
was a native of Newhall, of this much he
was possessed; but where her home was
ho neither knew nor cared, and preferred
to remain in ignorance,-fearing questioning might reveal something that would
necessitate him to disclose his own home.
Miss Verney boarded at farmer Hooper's
and at farmer Hooper’s Fcatherby found
her.
She was playing a solitary game of croquet in the yard ; and of course he joined
if neither played a very good game
her.
it was just as well; they had all the more
excuse for talking, and in the end to drop
the mallets and go walking up the road.
Fcatherby was a good talker; Miss Verney was a capital listener. He talked his
best to-night, ami all the better because
she followed him closely and understood
him so thoroughly.
idle to a young man who is worth two
millions is not like life as you and 1 look
And yet, when you
at it, dear reader.
think of the walks you took when the
sunset glow was still in the west, and of
the little hand that lay so lightly and
trustingly on your arm, do you not think
your words and feelings were as carefree,
and tour hopes as high as if you had been
heir to all Solomon's wealth P Ah, w-e are
all rich when we draw pictures of what
we shall do for the girl we love.
And
the trait of Miss Verney’s character that
Featherby was most pleased with was her
naturalness. She was thoroughly herself,
lie said, and a Very interesting self, too.
She told him of the dull routine of the
school room, of her distaste for her work ;
but she was compelled to work to be independent, and she made the best of it.
How he pitied the little thing! But he
admired her for working. She would not
be a drag on her father (he had heard her
mention her father) ; she preferred to work
and be independent. This was a noble
independence and lie respected her for
the feeling.
But all evenings come to an end, and
he had to lake his leave. If he dreamt
that night, Miss Mauley did not obtrude
herself upon his mind. In the morning
he took his usual walk in the elm path
and he met Miss Verney. as he knew he
should. Another delightful half hour in
her comapny, and he was beginning to
be in love. Love grows rapidly when
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Xewhall noticed that the arto the school
teacher; but Xewhall said ho seemed to
be a nice fellow and it would be a good
match, and then smiled on them in a
friendly, encouraging way.
It was the evening of tiie third of July.
Miss Verney had closed Iter school that
day for the. summer, and she was exhausted with a hard day’s labor. She
I was sitting on the porch of farmer Hoop
er’s house, Featherby came up the path,
saw how tired she was. and said he would
not ask her to go down to the river as he
had intended, because she was so tired.
“Xo.” said she, getting up; “I am not
too tired for that; and besides you—" and
she stopped and blushed. She had said

questioned.
tist was

devoting himself

“And mo?" he asked.
"Oh, you deserve to be treated better,
after walking up the hill,” she said laugh-

ingly.
He

that was pot what she was
say, but bad to be satislied then.
1 hey went down the long lane through
the meadows to the river.
It was a
was sure

going

to

pretty walk and

a

lovely river.

:

"I wish you would tell me what you
going to say about me to-night,” he
asked, alter what seemed a long silence.
“1 was going to add that you would
rest me,” she said, with blushing candor.
His heart beat loudly, as lie took her
hand and kissed it. She did not draw it
were

far-jSff

whisper.
\\ lien

they parted

that

night

he had ex-

her that he was not rich, but
that lie was able to live modestly, and
had tdil how love for her would give him
vigor and power to do great things. He
was afraid his manner was a little theatrical while he had said this, because she
looked at him in a puzzled way. But her
answer was a kiss.
They were married in August. lie was
too

to

impatient

to

<

delay longer. They were

married at farmer Hooper’s, and ail XewAnd
hall turned out to the wedding.
when Featherby took his bride away,
many were the good wishes that followed

|

them.

And he had not yet undeceived her, nor
told her of his real position in the world.
Their bridal tour was not through hackneyed routes, but was through by-ways of
country where they were always close to
He did not want any of his
nature.
friends to meet him and remove his wile's
ignorance yet. They drifted along in this
way during September, and then Featherin'began t-i long to have his bride in
her own house.
lie sni 1 they would turn their faces
homeward, ami she said that site was

j

glad.
■•By

the by, my dear," said he, "do you
not want to see your father before we go
home ?”
"My father is dead,” said she, “but I

have always called my uncle lather.”
"You have never told me where he
'lived.” said Featherby.
"You have never asked me before,” she
said.
“Mo, of course not,” said he, fearing lie
had made an insinuation when he had no
intention of doing anything of the Kind.
"1 have not cured before, because 1 wanted you all to myself. But now wo will
go and see your friends, il you wish.
Unit is why 1 nske 1 where your lather,
or uncle lived.”
"lie lives in Athol,” said she, with face
averted.
"What?” he exclaimed, and then, recovering himself: "In Athol? And what
is his name ?”
"Hubert Thrift.”
A cold sweat came out on Feulherby’s
face
"What a stupid fool I was, not to recognize you ! I remember now that Thrift
had a niece, Verney. Of course you knew
me all the time ?”
"Yes,” said she slowly, "1 know you all
the time.”
A

remarkable

poisoning

case

is

just

making a great sensation in London
society, owing to the high position held in
it by the patties concerned. The victim
is Mr. Charles Delauncy Turner Bravo,
who is described as having been a rising
young barrister, living in a fashionable
quarter of tlie nietiopolis with his wife, to
whom lie has been married but six months,
the lady having a Housekeeper, Mrs. Cox,
now

also in the house. There

were

several

ser-

vants, including coachman and footman,
in the establishment, as Mr. Bravo kept
two carriages and tvvo pairs of horses.
Three weeks ago the young barrister, who

rapidly gaining a position in Westminister llall, was suddenly stricken with
illness while sitting at his table in his own
house, lie was carried to hod in a state
of insensibility', and the local doctor was
sent for, who used the stomach pump and
administered brandy. Under this treatment the patient slightly rallied, but only
to stiller excruciating tortures. 'The local
doctor insisted upon a distinguished physician being sent for lrom London, and
upon his arrival the patient was pronounced
to he suffering from metallic poison. The
patent gradually sank and died in terrible
agony. An inquest was held upon the
body, and a post mortem examination revealed the fact that the deceased had
swallowed tun grains of antimony. The
proceedings at the inquest are described
as being “peculiar,” and there appears to
be ground lor suspecting that he was
poisoned by his wife, who is described as
a
dashing woman of marvellous beauty.
Before marrying Mr. Bravo she was the
widow at that time of Capt. lticardo, formerly of the Guards. Her maiden name
was Campbell, and her father had amassed a largo amount of money in Australia.
Capt. lticardo, who first met Miss Campbell in Montreal, was of good family and
large fortune. Circumstances which occurred at Great Malvern caused much unhappiness between Capt. and Mrs. llicardo, resulted in a separation with an allowance to her of £ldOt) a year, and ending
While the
in a suit in the Divorce Court.
suit was pending her husband died.
He
had made a will in her liivui: some years
previously, and had not revoked it since
the differences between them began, and
hence on his death Mrs. lHcardo became
possessed of a handsome income, besides
having a considerable amount of property
in her own right.
was

The new centennial postage stamp has
made its appearance. It is green in color
anil bell shaped with the words and figures “U. S. l’ostage, 1770” at the top, and
a postrider underneath galloping at full
speed. The lower half of the stamp represents the electric telegraph and a train
of cars, and underneath are the words
"Three Cents, 1870.” The government
will lurnish postmasters with the centennial stamps for sale.

For

Dog.

the

Heathen.

■

away.
“i love you,” ho said. "1 wisli I might
give you rest always. Do you think you
could learn to love me?”
1 love you now,” she replied in a

plained

a

That dog was a dog. We say i!. as we would !
i he other day, when the wind whistled
The mildm >s of ! sad-toned around the
say. “Thar man was a man."
Battery, a little ol.l
temper, the keen intelligence, {lie grand physi- man entered a
saloon, in mat vicinity,
ea! proportions, and the spirit within him, were
and asked the har-keeper it he could leave
each ol that quality which stamps cither man oi
bea-t with the deserved words, “highest ty pc of some tracts there.
his race.” For we hold that the man horn of the
“A whole car-load, it you want to.'’ was
people, with no ancestry, no wealth, no outside the
prompt reply, and tiie little old man
advantages, who proves himself, nevertheless,
to be true, brave, energetic, religious and replaced a package on a beer-table and softfined, is the thoroughbred man of his genera- ly said :
tion. So, also, it is with a horse or dog/
“There’s no nobler cause than the cause
Hero was self-made, lie came into the world
of the heathen. We should all contribute
with a most conglomerate heritage of marks indicative of a mixed ancestry. In form lie was a small share of our worldly wealth to
very much like the greyhound, his limbs were shed the (Jospel light across the seas,”
A pair of boxing-gloves were softly relong and slender, but very rtiuscular. The hair
set close to the skin, with no loose, shaggy
on a table, and the little old man
posing
locks, which in a dog of his style would be un- felt of them and went on :
He
had
the
head
of
a
mastiff.
Ilis
co
or
sightly.
“It makes me sad to see such sinful
was lion-like.
a tawny, yellow brown.
Ilis
feet were webbed and the spaces between the things lying round when the cost of one
toes were singularly broad.
lie was enormous glove
might save a dozen souls in Afriin stature and in voice. When his master stood ca.”
erect, with one arm out. Hero would rise up
Three or four of the boys had dropped
and place his huge paws on the arm. stretching
his long pointed muzzle quite above his owner’s in, and the saloon-keeper winked at them
head, thus measuring nearly six feet in height. and replied:
He weighed over 100 pounds.
His deep bay
“Do you want to earn $5 lor the heastartled the echoes at night into a resonance
then J”
which seemed like the double bass of an organ;
Verily, I do.”
and his rollicking glad barks of delight were
"Put on the gloves with me and knock
fairly deafening in their vehemence.
Of course lie was remarkable or we should me down, and I'll ante tip cash enough to
not honor him with an article; but it may be
convert a whole regiment r f African sinsaid of us. as it is of every baby's mother and
ners,'’
machine’s
owner
that
every sewing
partiality
‘T he; cause is noble, the inducement
makes us assert that there never was and never
could be another “Hero’* in a dog’s age. More great,” mused the little old man, as he
intelligent than a child, or half the grown folks, toyed with the gloves.
lie evidently understood all that Was said to
I'lie boys encouraged him to go in. dehim. He w.i$ very obedient excepting in one |
to see him knocked wrung end up.
He would bark outrageously at the siring
thing.
and lie finally got out of hi- overcoat with
horses when the carriage tirst started from the
door; and no amount of punishment ever broke the explanation :
It can't be a sin to box for the cause
him of the habit. He seemed to think it of the !
highest importance that he should accompany of the heathen.”
the carriage; and if forbidden to go would disThe saloonist meant to lift him over
appear, leaving us to suppose that lie had gone i
one of the tables at the tirst blow, but the
to his kennel. After w e had ridden a half mile,
however, w'e would espy him, trotting in front blow was warded ofl very handsomely,
of the horses, plume waving and e\ ideally and the little old man sighed
chuckling to think lie had gotten his own way
"All—um! The heathen walk in wickand come too, although he had cheated his masedness and they have souls to be saved !
ter and had been obliged to run across ditch
j
“Look out, now !’’ Cried the saloonist,
and woodland to accomplish it.
He was seldom allowed to enter the hot-bed as he got in a Jett hander.
“Verily, I will, and 1 will giro thee one
yard for fear he might jump upon the sash and
break it by his great weight. One morning in return—for the heathen.”
Hero did not appear for his breakfast, and many
lie struck a staggering blow, and the
conjectures were made about the broken glass. saloonist didn’t feel
ipiito so eutlnisiasti
At about ten in the morning we saw' our farmer
lie took the defensive,
coming up the road and Hero following on as on the start.
three legs, dragging himself along u» though ex- and lie soon had all the work he could
hausted.
do.
Running down, we found indeed that our
‘■'1 h it’s another for the ignorant minds
fellow
from
oi
was
the
!o>s
blood.
poor
fainting
on the
shore!'- sighed the iittie
He had evidently forgotten his orders in the
chase after a eat or rabbit, and dashed through old man as he knocked the saloonist
the panes of the hot-bed, cutting himself fearfulagainst the wall.
ly in two or three places. Knowing he hud done
There wasn’t any “science' about, him.
wrong, he had hidden in the woods rather than blithe struck to tiM -1111! Ids arms were
to face our reproof: and h id he not fortunately
been found, would without doubt have din! living aivund like the spokes of .1 wagonwheel.
there alone.
“Don't crowd a feller,” called out the
Quickly as horse could travel a surgeon whs
brought and the wound was dressed. “It' you saloonist, as he was being driven hack,
can keep him still," said the physician, “you
and lie got mad and put in his hardest
can saw him; but of course you cannot."
The \
lie meant to smash the little old
patient looked lip with Ids great knowing eyes licks.
and seemed t«* understand the situation peri- ct- man’s nose as llat as window-glass; blit
lie get in two or
!y. The intelligence of his countenance con- lie could not do it.
vinced us that we could do it; and we did. We three lair
iiits, and was beginning to resaved both life and limb. For a week he was
gain liis courage, when the aged stranger
moved only as we moved him. We, would lay
him upon liis side, with pillows under his head sorrowiully venmrkeil :
i\"
Him MI>llil\< 19 iu imn
IIIIM. mm mi imim
••My friend, the heathen call, and 1 can
we rose :it least twice in the night to turn him
not tarry much longer,
fake this one,
o\er, give him a drink, tuck him up and say a
and may it broaden your views on the heafew comforting word**; and we alway> found
Deceive this one in the
him in the morning precisely as w»* left him. then question.
In three months he could run as well as ever; spirit tendered, and you may he sure the
hut he never forgot his accident, and whenever | live dollars shall be a beacon-light a.-: far
we wanted him to do anything that he disliked
j as it will go.”
he would always hold up the hurt leg, hop j
lie delivered two sledge-hammer blows,
into
our
as
much
and
look
on
three
faces,
j
along
and left, and the saluonisc got the
as if to say, “How ean you U'k a poor lame i right
last on the ear as he dodged the first, lie
doggie to do such a thing as that?’’
He never allowed strange dogs near the place, j went over in beautiful style, ami as la
and had some queer way." ot show ing them how slowly regained his feet lie felt in his vestWe I
completely lie was master of ih lield
pocket for the wager.
were wakened one night hy a queer kind of
“If you'll come around ivre to-night
growling under our window, it was O'iglit | and do that
again I'll double the 1110 ,ey !"
moonlight, and we could sec tha, Lord lli 'u
he growled as he paid the wager.
had laid another dog Hat on hi" side and co«»P\
If the beaten do.: uij
sat down upon him.
“My road points towar d Besting." softgled a little, not exactly relishing a hundred j ly replied the old man, “and I can m l
pounds weight upon him. Hero would look i
Let us part friendly, for 1 only
around at him and growl, then quietly resume ! tarry.
boxed thee for the heathen's sake 1 gave
lie was always ready to
his contemplations,
accompany us in our neighborly visits, and ! to thee, limn hast given to the heathen,
that delight was UMi dly shared with our p» t ami uoiv, farewell 1" [_‘jau Franeiseo Call
cat, lor whom he had a great regard, playing
with her and bearing iier little spurts ot tern- j
per with kindness and uiagnauimity.
Dogs ns Deteetiv
If there were any packages to carry he wa- j
[From t11• I.onhon rime?, April lath
always ready with hi" strong jaws and steady
William Fish who has been n| nivhemlfeet. One day a neighbor gave Us a basket of
Hero wanted to he expressman, as m- ed on the
eggs.
charge of murdering the little irl
ual.
After cautioning him ah nil tin? value of
iioliaud, was yesterdu taken beIns load, we gave them into his charge. All j llniily
fore Magistrates at tin: Town Hall. Blackwent well until we were half-way home, wln-n
burn.
lie is twenty-six years of age. and
who should appear coming to meet us hut Kitty Pus.". What to do at lirst he did not know. a barber.
It would be very ungallant not to greet her or
On Monday morning Deter fay lor placed
join m the frolic which she evidently expected; two dogs at the
disposal of the police —a
hut there were the eggs to lie carried for us.
For a moment he stood "tili; then, turning springer and a part bred blood hound
around, came slowly hack to ii", set the budv t 1 he Chief Constable arranged with soon
carefully down at our feet, atm with tpn "tinn- of his ollieers to lake the dogs to two baring face gazed wistfully at IH. We smiled and bels’ shops, one kept by Dennis While
said, "Yes, Hero, you may go; run and caich
head, am! the other the pi isuner's '1 he in
her'*; and he gave one glad hark, and bounded
tenlion was kept secret and they manoff line lightning.
His playmate once got into great dfflh ultv. aged to get into both houses unobsert ed
A small dm k pond was situated in one of the In the inhabitants.
In the lirst house—
hollows of our farm ; and we frequently, towards Unit of Dennis Whitehead—the blood
to the edge, mo-t gendown
."trolled
evening,
hound did not appear to scent any thing,
\ hille
erally followed by the whoh family.
The dog im
board lay, one evening, on the shore, and Kitty ami they went to Fish’s
stepped upon it. tier weight pushed il off, and mediately on entering the house began to
she
was
rescue
her
to
we
could
before
attempt
snill all n und. ami e\ideally scented Sometwenty feet away. The water ju>t touched her
1 lie door which
in a back room.
With the cat haired of the element she thing
toes.
tirst lifted and lapped one paw and then the leads to the upper room was shut but Deother, giving them that singularly swift shake tective Officer Holden opened it and went
which cannot be imitated.
up stairs 1 lie dog lid lowed and sniffed
iiiiit.il
AS sue HUM Ulllieil MU- urraim' mi
round the back room, in which there was
forth
pitcou- liieiuvs
alarmed, and soon sent
scented something.
for help, which were enough to silence our no lire-plaee.und really
It then passed into the front room finally
amused laughter and set Hero to thinking it
He had been stopping at the lire-plaeo.
Mr Taylor
was not so good fun after all.
watching her with an evident appreciation of weal to the chimney and found a iiiumn
the practical joke, but soon her cries touched
skull evidently that of a child. Superinthe chivalrous corner of his great heart. lie
wood informed the prisoner of
plunged m of his own accord, and. swimming tendent Fast
slowly to avoid frightening her worse than the object of their \i-it, and l.e was exever, he quietly turned around, and putting his
traordinarily affected ny the announce
nose against the impromptu ship, towed Kitty
1 iio police managed to get him
meat.
to her anxiously waiting friends in perfect
nil,ii btrloia. tlie ihhabitat!ts were aware ol
safety.
If they had been
We had taught him to bring a small basket what was going on.
of chips of wood lip stairs into our sewing
Hero
room.
The lire got low one day and
lay not have brought him to tile Court.
by the stove asleep. We spoke t<> him exactly
Strangely enough another blood-hound
as we would to a child, saying, “Hero, take tin*
A furniture bro er
came upon the scene.
basket down stairs and bring up some chips.
The children will till it for you.’’ He rose, ut Knlield was coining to Blackburn with
sleepily, stretching himself, and, upon repeat- a cart At the t ill bar lie passed a man
ing the command in the same tone, he took up cat lying a parcel under lus coat. A dog
the basket and started on three legs as usual
he had with him, a blood-hound and masfor the woodshed. We sprang to the window,
tilt', went back to the man, jumping upon
told the children to till the basket; and when
lie got down he carried it to them, stood wait- his breast with its lent and bushing its
ing for them to till it and then brought it quiet- head under his coat The broker, knowing
ly up stairs.
his dog was a dangerous one, immediate’On breaking up our home and removing to
called it away; but it repeated this
the city we were obliged to part with our trus- ly
Therefore it would apty friend. We sent him by express to dear strange conduct.
friends living live hundred miles away. We pear there was one person carrying the
bid him good by with teats, and it was not unbody about and another concerned in the
til a year that we saw him again.
At all events, these tacts remurder.
\
we
istime
lead
After that length of
passed
ited them and were surprised to find that Hero quire to bo very carefully inquired into.
Alter being removed the prisoner conhad in nowise forgotten us. They told us that
he was lour days on his way, and presented a
fessed that he committed the murder, ami
he
arrived, without
very woebegone appearance when
being aided by any one, mutilatbut’almost ate up our friend with joy when he
ed the body and dispersed the remains.
saw his face, as he had seen him once before,
and recognized him as a friend of the family.
His demonstration of delight and satisfied was
An Item for Fishermen.
of showing us the beauties of his new residence
He led the wav to
were wonderfully pleasing.
If any animal but a fish were allowed
almost every part of their homestead, looking to die a
lingering death by sulfoeation, or
or coming back to u> if we seemed inclined to
should be drowned, people, would be unwith
his
and
another
large
pleading
way,
go
brown eyes for us to vi-it the barn, kennel and
willing to eat tlie meat of such animal,
shed under his lead. We found in the barn a
and would consider it an imposition if a
token of his bravery and prowess which made
dealer should send such things
He could not tell provision
us long to hear Hero speak.
for their table. And yet it is usual when
us in words, as lie tried to do with barks, wags
of his tail ami gestures, that the four coon skins lisli are caught to leave them without air
hanging to dry were from coons which he had (breathing in their way) and they die an
killed all at one battle, and for whom he shed unnatural death, after
struggling perhaps
his honorable blood in an attack which was for hours.
No one seems to think their
planned and executed with sagacity and power. flesh is
injured by this suffering. NeverThe pride and pleasure he exhibited when
theless it is. So that if one lias no thought
we praised the large skins, and told him what
made
another
and
a grand old fellow he was,
for the unnecessary suffering for tho fish,
striking proof of how every intelligent being is he ought to hill it instantly, out of iegard
made happy by complimentary appreciation.
for liis own stomach, lie would liml a
We could add many incidents of the splendid
Strike
creature’s life which would us clearly show great improvement in the quality.
how much of character and goodness there was the lisli a sharp blow just back of the eyes,
in him. He well knew what courteous treat- or with a Unite divide th" back bone.
ment was, and had rather be kicked than be
laughed or sneered at. He was faithful, generous and above even frightening a little dog.
After a protracted run on the Lewiston
lie ate his food neatly, and in every respect
Institution for Savings, the trustees were
proved himself a canine gentleman. [Golden
obliged to suspend. They made applicaHide.
tion to Judge Walton for the appointment
of a receiver, under the statute and the
A violent storm of rain and hail prevailed
Under
ordered a hearing May 1st
Sunday, through Eastern Pennsylvania and judge
Northern New Jersey, which is reported as this proceeding the assets will be disposed
having been terribly destructive to fruit trees of. tlie loans collected as they shall mature
and growing grain. Reports from Lancaster, and
depositors be paid pro rata. This will,
in the former state, and Morristown in the latof course, occupy several months. Such
ter, of the passage of a meteor, show the direcof the bank will
tion of its track to have been northeasterly, in a closing tip of the affairs
necessitate some loss to the depositors, on
ace rdance with the general law governing the
movements of these storms. The velocity of
account of depreciation yif certain securithe progress of the storm was nearly fitly miles ties held
hy tlie bank. Tlie deposits in
was
the
size
and
its
feature
hour,
per
principal
the bank last November were $878 79U
of the hail precipitated.
This is reported to be
On the day of suspension they had
from one and a hull inches in diameter to the 93.
tun down to $7i>8,G72.8U,
»
[ size of a hen’s egg.
■

They

had been there often before. Hut neither
was quite so much at ease to-night as
usual.
She was going away in a few days to
spend her vacation at the home of an old
schoolmate. He was wondering if she
loved him; if it wa3 possible tin t she
would give him a "yes’’ to the question
lie was about to ask her.
He had determined a week before that he would ask
tiie question.
She was everything that
lie wanted in a wife.
She was sweet
tempered, beautiful, cultivated and honIf lie won her he would have tiie
est.
satisfaction of knowing that she married
hi in for himself, and ids future would be
but little less perfect than l'aradise.
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than she meant.

no more

sense.

1 lie

there is
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and murdered the officers.
It publishes also the
following history of
the crime—
About mx months ago the ship Lennie, of
Yarmouth, N. S., of 050 tons, lay at Antwerp,
in ballad, and wanting a crew*. Her captain
\va.-« Stanley Hat held, a < nnadhtn, the first mate
was Joseph
Wort ley, an Irishman, and the
second mate Hit-hard MeLonak!, an Englishman.
At Antwerp a man named Constant von
lloydonck was engaged as steward, with his assist ant, a lad named Trousselot.
A scratch crew was collected in London, the
nit mbei's \»t which (with one
exception) were
foreigners of four diil'erent nationalities—Greek,
Turkish, Italian and Austrian.
Maimed by this miscellaneous crew the Lennie sailed from Antwerp on tbe 23d of October,
bound for New Orleans. All went well until
the 31st ot October, with the exception, indeed,
of a marked tendency to ill-feeling and had
blood on the part of liie crew against the t»lH~ers.
Early on the morning of that day, however, all hands being on deck, except the steward and his assistant, the captain ordered the
ship to he put about. The order was obeyed
in a lubberly manner, which apparently excited
the ire and contempt of the skipper, who, after
the manner of his race, rated the clew in terms
more forcible than elegant, calling them,
among
other things, "no sailors, but pack of soldiers.”
This was the spark which kindled the smouldering tire of mutiny. Bascules Culadis, alias
"Big Harry.” whipped out hi- knife and struck
it m o the captain’s stomach. The captain, who
h id left both In- revolvers below, turned to flee
from bis assassin round the cabin house, hut
was stopped by Matteo CargalL, alias "French
Peter,” who stabbed him in the forehead. The
unfortunate man was then finished by Big Harry.
The steward, who was below at the time,
thus describes the commencement of the traged’ —"About lour in the morning of October 311
was in m\ berth, when, hearing a noise on the
poop, I said to Trou-selot, who slept below me,
‘there i- a row ; turn out and see what time it
is.’ Tiie boy went into the cabin, looked at the
clock, and, returning, said, ‘Constant, il’.s twenty minutes pu-t tour.’ I told him to go to the
galley and make the coflee. He proceeded about
six steps to go on d* ck when he found that the
doors irom the companion \v» re shut, and some
one said there was plenty of time between then
and eight o’clock to make codec. I jumped out
of my ber'.h and trie l to get up stairs, when I
found two men—Caladi>, or "Big Harry,” and
L'-o-i
at the tup, mi the poop. The former
asked me what I wanted. Tlupv were watching
to see that no one inline up.
The captain, I beI'hvc, had ordered the men to put the ship
about.
Tin* braces iia l got foul. I heard him
>a>, ‘This is always tic* ease; you are no sailor-. but a lot of Mddit-r-.’
There was a rush on
the deck, and i heard the captain halloo, as if
iiis throat was cut.” Witness imitated the
sound—a kind of choking or curdling uoise.
W lien tic second male ran to the captain and
endeavored to drag him into the cabin lie, too,
was assailed bv "Big Harry,” who ran hi- knife
into him.
The wounded man ran to the boatswain, put his arms on his shoulders, and entreated him to stive hi- If.
The latter, however, push' d him otV and "Big Harry” rail his
knife three times into his neck, thus accomplishing the second murder. All this took place on
tla poop. In the meantime the chief mate who
was forward, and w ho by this time saw the extreme fieri in which 1c; stood, took to the rigging and endeavored to gain a place of security
on the foreyard.
Gun anui ('arcaris. or “Joe,
the Cook,” was now ordered by George Raida,
—
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ward ami Hr** at the first mate, but did not obey
the order. “Lips” then took the revolver from
him. went to the rigging and tired live times.
Th chief mate slipped or lowered himself down
to the deck, when “doe the Cook,” twice stabbed
the unfortunate officer through the neck with
his knife. “Fn-m h IVter” then so>.,d upon him
and nearly hacke l his head otf. The three officers being thus despatches!, various portions of
the heavy gear of the ship were made fast to
their bodies, which were thrown overboard,
tin* murderers having first taken otf the boots oi
their victims ami such articles of clothing as
The steward and
were ikely to prove of use.
his assistant on endeavoring to conn on deck,
were prevented from so doing, the door being
fastened. “Big Harry” and “Lips,” however,
asked him what he wanted, when he replied
that he wanted to go to the galley and make the
coffee. “Big llarry aiisvvt red. “there is plenty
of time before eight o’clock lo make coffee—go
down below.” He did so, taking vvitli him from
the captain’s room the two loaded revolvers,
which he placed in his pocket, in casein* should
be, as In* expected, attacked. Tin* crew came
down shortly afterward, and the boatswain
said :—
Well, we have finished new.”
“Oh."’ said the steward, feigning ignorance
and indifference, “w hat have you finished?”
"We have finished tin- captain, mate and
second, and now you are to navigate. We have
made np our minds tog- ;•_> Greece. You lake
will find Greece
tin ship to Gibraltar, and
an ! take the boats rernov .•
rything of value
out of the ship and sell it on shore, and y ou will
have \ our share.”
I ie- steward replied that if he took charge of
the ship In* should expect them to obey orders.
The steward accordingly undertook tin* management of the ship, and the assassins at once
employed thriiist-lve> m scraping her name off
win-rev cr it was painted and in washing out the
ev id nces ot their hull <!< • ds.
Tin y also ransacked the officers’rooms, and
“Big Harry” appropriated !•> In- own Use the
murdered captain's coat. 'The next day one of
the crew said to the sUward ‘lint he did not
think they were going to Gn <*«*•* but to some
oilier >art <>i the Gbaunel. The stew-'rd. who
acted throughout the entire ordeal vviih extraordinary sc't-po-ses-iun and courage, told hisuspicious quest it pie r to mud h i- own bu -iues -;
that he had chni gc if the ship and w on Id not be
ordered about, and it he did not keep quiet lie
1 he man Benken
would blow hi- loain-out
then vv cut torward ai d 'old th rc-t of tin eivvv
dial they were being dice v.-b. aim that “tne
Eng ish Chart:u l.”
ve-s ! w as ht n.g taken up t!i
They ;I1I came in a body lo I in- -lew mi, w ho.-e
th
on
a
m uin-ut
li.'e mu-t have hung, at
ringlet!. r, on
thread, .-.ml “Big Harry.” Mi
a-king him what ho was lining and w here lie was
going, received for answer that he w a» to min i
hi-own busiuc--and leave the -icvvard alone,
and the ship would hr- brought to Greet e.
“They appi*ared -.iiMiod,” -.i;. 1 In-, “and a*
of
half-past eleven ill .light I altered !i cun
'ic
ip for I he Kia-n. it io.nl. and on the i h of
>
l-le Dr Un -.
November 1 took Me -hi,' e
mi-t
II was a v cry
and 'Big Harry’ c :n .o in ami a.-U -d me what
W
as
ail
ill'll
.11
1
I
Idem.
then—
the
laud
did
I
told him I knew where I wa-. and m intention
u;r wu d,
Was lo lie there until We ••mill gc;
re-L as
and that we might a- well have a iii_
lo heat about and make no headway.”
During this night the steward ami ids young
in French mid
assi-Taiit wrote twenty me—a;g
Eilgli-h. which they threw overboa;. I in bottles.
These messages (tin name, elr. c. ter
and destination of the vessel being mentioned,’
:—
wen* as follow
“M vi.lsi k.\ : i—Will y on s n l n number of
ami ni*n, b.-cni-e, on the
a
s'eamer
police,
:11st, the sailors bi led the captain and limb ?
Keep the police below i‘ you cine, a- w\- may
save our live-.”
■
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the -tlh **t' November
-hip into tin- Bav of S;d>!<d 0!orm«\ >tuiing to I lie cn-w that In* intended
to stop lucre nil flight and wail for a lair wind
on tin- morrow.
The n»*\t morning Cai'galis
told him that it’ he did not lake tin- ship wln-p*
vvi-ln
to
In*
would hr served as wen*
d
go
they
tin? others. The Lenoir stood out to sea lor
three days on leaving llie bay, and, on the evening of the Glh, (.argalis « ame again to the
steward, saying:—
“YVe want to see the land ; what course have
we to steer to see it ?”
At this time the steward had boon deprived
of the command of the ship, and he, therefore,
refused to answer tin- ipiesiion. *’l>ig Harry”
then said:—
“Steward, you take care of the ship again;
that fellow can’t navigate.”
All hands followed “Big Harry” into the
cabin and the steward intimated that he would
navigate the vessel again and take it safely to
Greece if not interfered with, to which Big
»:i

im

tin1 stew.ir I took :h«

Harry replied

:—

“Now the first man who interferes with the
steward in navigating the ship 1 will cut oft" his
ears.”
Thus confirmed in his command the steward
resumed the navigation of the ship, and, the
weather becoming very rough, he suggested
that the crew should go on shore, telling them
that the country on which they would land
was a republic and that there were no police
there. The six Greek**, approving this, landed
For two days the ship lay
at Sable* d'OIormc.
off the coast.
In the meantime some of the bottles containing the messages had been picked up. A pilot
boat came alongside followed by the French
man-of-war Travail leu r.
The steward claimed, for himself and the
hoy, the protection of the Frcin h authorities,
and narrated the story of the murders and mutiny. The remaining portion of the er< w was
then arrested and taken on shore. While this
capture was being effected on board the ship
the six men who had landed, and who had
been representing themselves as destitute seamen
belonging to a Greek ship which had
foundered, were arrested, several of the bottles
having washed ashon- and suspicion having
now been aroused by communication from tin*

gunboat.

The eleven men, having been examined before the French authorities, were handed over
to the Knglish police, under tin* extradition
treaty between the two countries.
A two days' trial resulted in the abandonment of tin- main charge against, seven of the
prisoners, (several of whom were necessarily
obliged to be discharged in order that they
might give Queen’s evidence against the most
prominent criminals, who could not have been
convicted in the absence of such evidence)* and
in the sentencing to death of the four ringleaders, French Peter, Big Harry, Lips and .foe,
the cook, at the Old Baily Sessions, London.
They have now paid the earthly penalty of
their crimes.

McKee, and Maguire, ot tiie St L mis
whisky ring, take their proper places Behind the bus

The President

sent

the ap-

plication for their pardon to District Attorney Dyer and Attorney General Pierre
pout. But, Both declining t- recommend
the granting of it, law and justice pre

vailed.

Execution

of

Two

Centennial

Murderers.

Friday, in Massachusetts, two murderers gave up their guilty lives on the gallows.
In Worcester, Samuel J. Frost was hung for
t he murder of Towne, the husband of h is sister.
Last

Notes.

Philadelphia, May 27th.

The cataract in the annex to Machinery Hall
will be in operation on Monday next. The
sheet of water is thirty-three 1'eet’iu length and
has a fall of thirty-live feet. The great Krupp
In B »ston. Thomas W. Piper suffered execution gun will arrive on the ground to-day. Its arrival lias been delayed owing to its immense
for the brutal murder of the little girl Mabel
weight and the necessity for precautions in
Young.
strengthening the roadway and bridges over
i:\KCUTION Ol I ROST.
which it will pass. The gun weighs eighty
lie retired soon after seven o’clock and slept tons and the carriage on which it rests ten
tons.
Over thirty wagon and car-loads of masoundly until midnight, but at that time he
awoke, and during tin* remainder of the night chinery were delivered in Machinery Ilall on
lif was somewhat restless, conversing with the Thursday. In this department .Russia is creelguard m his cell. lie arose at an early hour ing extensive partitions in order to utilize the
and dressed himself with a little assistance, wall space.
A poplar tree on the grounds was decorated
lli- breakfast consisted of brown bread and
milk and a piece of cheese, in the course of his yesterday with hanging bunches of moss from
o uivei -ation he inquired for
Piper, expressing Georgia, illustrating the manner of growth in
curiosity as to whether or not he had said any- the swampy lands of the South.
The following shows tin* number of admisadditional.
lie
aiso
thing
remarked, cheerfully,
“1 am the happiest man in jail this morning!” sions on Thursday, May 23: Complimentary,
The scaffold was set up m the guard room 3S0; exhibitors and attendants, 0,741); cash,
and was well adapted to its tenable purpose, 11).>21
910.50); total, 27,150.
The new steam elevator in the southwestern
having been modeled after the structure used
so many limes in Suffolk county.
Jt was not tower supporting the centre of the Main Exhiquite so large as the model, its dimensions bition Building, now completed, was tested on
were 10 by 12, and the drop was four feet by
Thursday arid will be* put in operation for the
four and a half.
In the details of arrangement public on Monday. The pauoramie view from
the top of the tower, which is 130 feet high, is
it differed in no respect from the model. Scats
one ot the most beautiful and extensive in the
were arranged in tiie guard-room lbr about 150
United States, and on a clear day takes in the
and
when
the
doors
were opened at 10
persons,
o'clock the number of ticket holders in waiting valley of the Delaware down almost to Chester.
was sufficient iy large to till the allotted space ill
During the recent sitting of the Centennial
a lew minutes.
The consequence was that late Commission some action was taken with a view
to a practical illustration upon the grounds of
comers were compelled to stand around the
the Western system of irrigation or surface apw all in the rear of the room, those
persons increasing the total number to about 200 at 10.25. plication of water from running streams in the
.Slieriif Sprague requested that silence should tillage of lands.
At a meeting of the executive committee of
be preserved during the remainder of the time,
and he then left tin* door leading to the north the commission yesterday. Chairman McCormick
was requested to hold a conference with
wing, whither Frost had been removed.
The condemned man and his attendants had Director Linderman, of the United Slates Mint,
to walk around in trout of the scaffold, the ladconcerning an appropriate design for the medal
der being on the side opposite the entrance, and to be given to exhibitors to whom awards are
they did so slowly and solemnly. All eyes were made by the Jury of Judges. A report from a
turned on Fro-t, but no sign of fear was visible .sub-committee was accepted, providing for the
in his countenance, ills eyes had a half scared assignment of a piece of ground near Horticullook, but those who saw him through his trial tural llall for an illustration of methods of irriknow that it was his ordinary expression, iu- g. ’ion. The committee adjourned until Tuestensilied, doubtless, by his awful position. JI is j day afternoon at three o’clock, at which time
lace was white, but not with the whiteness of any delegation desiring to he heard upon the
fear, and his beard was long and almost black, Sunday opening question or any other will be
having grown much since his trial, ii was accorded an interview.
Philadelphia, .May 3'.L The attendance at
dressed in a black 'frock coat, trousers and
wuilcoat, and he wore a pair of slate colored the Exposition to-day was about 25,000, The
weather
was quite warm.
silk gloves. 11 is hands were strapped at the
Many of the Judges
wrist and his anus pinioned in a folded position. of Awards were at work, and hope to make
As he passed the reporters’ table, which was considerable progress before the end of the week
Some of the Boards adjourned from Saturday
near the foot of the ladder, he looked closely at
those who were there engaged, even turning till to-morrow, owing to the absence of some
members.
his head slightly to continue his gaze after lie
bad passed by.
The party ascended the ladder, and Frost
Speaker ** err Investigated,
seated himself in a chair on the drop, facing the
The
Clymer Committee met on Monday, and
spectators, with the Sheriff in from on the right
the clergyman on his left and the deputies in the examined Harney, the former Doorkeeper of
the
House, in regard to the payment of nioncj
rear.
to Speaker Kerr for an appointment in the
At the close of the prayer the Sheriff read the
army for A. P. Green in isoti. Kerr, Morrison,
warrant >n a clear voice, and frost listened
with as much apparent calmness as any of the Scott, Lord, Hereford, Springer, and other
members of the House were present.
When
spectators. The reading occupied four or live
the payment of money witness reminutes, and when it was about half over Frost asked about,
fused !'» testify and when told lie would be
arose to hi- feet at a sign from lVputy .Sheriff
Earle, who stood behind him, and the latter compelled to do so, he asked for time to consider the matter, by advice of counsel.
proceeded to secure him for the last act. JI is
Kerr said if the witness knew anything in
legs were strapped tightly near the knees, the relation to
him, he was willing lie should tell
black cap was pulled over his head, reaching as |
far down as the shoulders, and tiie noose was j the truth about it.
Witness—Does
Mr. Kerr want me to tell all
adjusted about his neck.
1 know?
Through all this not a tremor was seen in the
Mr. Kerr—Yes 1 want you to tell the truth
condemned man, and the slieriif. immediately
after repeating the last words of the warrant, at about it.
Witness—Then I will tell the truth about it
10.30, prc«>ed the spring ami the motionless
too.
body dropped with aa*rash lull sever feet.
Witness then said he met Green in ISM and
Immediately a groan <0 horror was heard
him get an appointment in the army u<
among the spectators, f »r the head had broken helped
2 1 Lieutenant.
Green paid the witness £ J5U
off at the throat and the blood was spurting oil
all sides for a Uistama of >"vcn or eight leek I and wiiness.put it into Mr. Kerr's hand in tin*
The head fell back u shapeless mass, and the corridor, ea.-l of the hall of the llou»e and Mr.
Kerr put it in his pocket.
body hung motionless, in a lew minutes Drs.
Witness said—I am now ready to !.*•• cro-sJewett of Fitchburg and Woodward of Worcesqticstioncd by Mr. Kerr on this m uter.
ter stepped forward and examined the body,
Witness was examined by Mr. Ken’s counbut it was evident that dv.ath had been instansel, lL K. Elliott, at length,’but adhered to the
taneous.
nr
wa.i

guaruroom was soon cwap'u, me noiiy
(.-ut down and placed on a bier and subsewas delivered to the brother of the

quently

dead man.
The severing of the head was a terrible and
unusual occurrence, and though horrible for
the spectators, was doubtless a mercy to the
man lum-elf, because death must have been instantaneous. It was an occurrence which could
not have been foreseen, and is all flu- more remarkable from tin* fact that Frost weighed but
12'J 1-2 pounds at the time of his death.
KXJM UTION Of I'lIM it.

Piper was hanged in the rotunda of Suffolk
County flail in the presence of upward of three

hundred witnesses, and bis death was instantaneous with tile fail from the drop.
His demeanor was cool, and with the exception that
lie seemed physically weak there was nothing
in lii- manner to indicate that his terrible end
was staring him in the face.
During the past three or four days be lias
been an entirely different person from what he
was before he made his confession, and even
from that to bis last week. He has been yen
penitent, even child-like in his deportment, and
has asked the forgiveness of all who in life he
has in any way injured.
With the load entirely lift'd from his mind he
has appeared more submissive und given deeper
attention to his spiritual needs.
lie found great
comfort in the Bible and in his talks with his
advi-cr
and
the
spiritual
chaplain of the jail,
and in referring to his death said he found
strength in the assurances which the .Scriptures gave i;:;.t and in
the quiet of 11is own
heart.
As before staled, Tuesday lie bade his father
farewell and on Thursday passed through the
most trying s< cue of his being—the final reparation in this life* from his mother and brothers.
During Thursday veiling and until lute. Dr.
iuddy remained with him. pointing out spiritual comfort which the Scriptures contain, and
at about half-past one o'clock he fell
asleep,
llis keeper* say liis slumber .seemed natural
and was undisturbed for nearly live hours, until he awoke some time after sunrise. Then he
had a time for meditation and received a call
from the jail chaplain. He prepared his toilet
and ate a hearty breakfast, as he had on other
mornings of late, and remarked to one of his
attendants that he should behave perfectly cool,
as he had resigned himself to meet his fate and
should 11•.t gi\e the end any thought thereafter,
qualifying hi- remark that lie meant he should
not think of what \s as to be dune to him before

story throughout.
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for to-day being at an end. Speaker Kerr remarked that lie did not want to retire without
saying a lew words, and a.ftked to be ftworn.
This having been done, he said: 1 only want to
remark to-day that I deny every material statement made by this witness affecting my personal honor and official integrity. That is all. It'
I were in sufficient health I would make a
statement of the circumstances which led to this
investigation in connection with the annonymows letter I received, blit I do not feel able io
do it to-day.
I will further say that consciously l never
knew this witness in my life, but 1 Jo not say,
or wi*h to be understood as
saying, that he did
not introduce Green to me.
I do not know six
about
this
House
Doorkeepers
now,though they
are supposed to be my political friends.
\
never consciously exchanged one minute’s conversation between heaven and earth, with that
person, and never knew him, and lie was never
at my room as he has stated, and of course I
never received any money from him, nor from
any one.

say that
nut credited.

Dispatches
arc

Tbo

Harney's statements

Slaughter of Miners.

Ni:\v Yokk, May ID.

.V Fort Fctlerman despatch
yesterday says the expedition is now
across the river, and will move to-day.
A man
just irom the Riuek Jlil s says his companion
of

till half-past nine o'clock that those
were admitted to the jail enclosure.
At that time hundreds of idle, curious
people were pressing the ollieers guarding the
entrance, eager to see they knew not what, and
4his rabble hung around till the witnesses aii
came away.
A? exactly 10 oYicck Sherilf John M. Clark
escorted the legal witnesses into the parlors,
and there the religious services took place.
Tip< r was seated between the Deputy and Uev.
Dr. Kddy on a lounge at the back of the rear
parlor. On one side was Inch* (,'ook .and on
the other Ke\. Mr. Dadmun. Dr. Kddv announced the hymn:
‘•There is a fountain filled with blood
li

wa<

not

Drawn f.

*iu

Kinauuci’s veins.”

All present were :iske<l to join in the singing.
While the hymn was being sung Piper kept iiis
face turned toward tlie ceiling and fixed iiis
gaze upward whenever he opened iiis eyes.
Alter the singing Jiov. hr. Kddy read
appropriate selections from the .Scriptures, including
penitential passages from the Psalms.
Then lie offered a prayer for Divine help that
flic prisoner might look with
unfaltering trust
to God in his trying hour, and
fervently asked,
the lorgivencss which man could not give, and
besought the Saviour to hear the prayer of the
young man as trout the depth of his sorrowing
heart lie appealed for mercy.
At the conclusion of tile prayer, the
spectators retired to the rotunda of the Jail.
Sheriff
Clark then bade Piper good bye ami tin; [irisoner took occasion to thank him for all that lie
had done for his comfort. Piper appeared
very
well indeed, and hoped to meet the Sheriff ill
the happy home to which lie was soon to go.
At 10.31 tlie prisoner was escorted to the final
scene in his life. In iiis walk to the gallows he
showed some physical weakness in spite of the
strong support of tin- Deputy Sheriff.
The
Sheriff and two deputies preceded him, and on
ids left was Dr. Kddy. Two other deputies,
Uncle Cook ami ltev. Mr. Dadniuu, Went with
him to tlie scaffold, the. two last leaving the
others at the steps. Witli the except ion that
lie seemed weak, Piper never after displayed
any emotion. As soon as lie lias taken iiis seat
on tlie drop Sheriff’ Clark
began reading in a
solemn tone tlie death warrant, and while this
was being read Piper’s legs were pinioned.
His arms had before been bound to his side
witli his hands fastened in front and covered
with a black cloth.
When tlie Sheriff had
reached the last paragraph in tlie warrant, the
rope had been placed properly around-Piper’s
neck, and then tin- black cap was drawn over
the head.
As tlie cap went on Piper seemed to grow
paler, but lie stood up firmly and without a
tremor of limb survived the passage of the few
seconds till tlie Sheriff, in the stillness of the
moment, said, “And may God in l.'is infinite
goodness have mercy on your soul.’!
Then at 10.31 the spring was touched by a
deputy, tlie trap fell, and Thomas W. Piper’s
spirit had departed this life in the atonement
for a crime committed just one year ago last
Sunday. At 10.50 the doctors \ycnt to the body
and examined it. They pronounced it dead,
and that death had been instantaneous with
tlie full, which was a drop of eight feet. As
tiie bell was striking eleven tlie body was lowered on to a stretcher, and is now subject to
the action of the family, to whom it is to be
given for final disposition, which is not announced.

Tlie Boston Post remarks: If the Centennial authorities should see lit to offer a
prize for the pink of politeness it is questionable whether American exhibitors at
Philadelphia could stand any chance by
the side of their foreign brethren. Take
for instance, the manner adopted by tlie
different exhibitors in giving notice that
their goods are not to he handled. The
blunt Vankee “hands off,” printed in bold
letters and l istened in half a dozen places
on every case, looks
brusque beside the
courteous “please not handle” ot the English exhibitors, and the still more polite
“visitors will confer a favor,” etc., etc.
whicli is the way the request is worded
by the French, Egyptians and others.
A
was
on

llttjc daughter of Jacob Dolhams of Hockiand
severely burned recently, by getting her clothes
playing with matches.

lire while
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Democratic

State

Convention.

The Democratic, Conservative and other citizens
of the several cities, towns and plantations of the
State of Maine, irrespective of past political associations, desiring to co-operate with the Democratic
pe.ty iu its present efforts and objects, are cordially
invited to join in sending delegates to a Convention
to te held in NOROMBEGA HALL, in BANGOR,

the 13th day of June next,
at 10 o’clock A. M.,
to nominate a candidate for Governor, two candi
dates for Electors at Large, to choose four
Delegates
a
Large, and a State Committee for the political
year, commencing January 1st, 1*77.
Every city, town and organized plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and an additional delegate
for every seventy-live votes for the Democratic < undidate for Governor at The State election for lt>72,
On

and

Tuesday,

a

majority

fraction will entitle to

an

additional

delegate.

The State Committee will be in session the night
previous at the Bangor House, and on the morning
of the convention at Norombega llall, to receive the
credentials of delegates.
Arrangements have bten made with railroad and
steamboat lines to convey delegates at the usual half
fares.
F. D. LYFOKD, Androscoggin.
J. ( MAD!GAN, Aroostook.
L. R. PILLS BURY, Franklin.
A. A. BARTLETT, Hancock.
.1 II. MARTIN, Knox.
R. F. RUN O LETT, Lincoln.
A. S. KIMBALL, Oxford.
W\ A FT WEED, Penobscot.
HENRY HUDSON, Jr., Piscataquis.
.ARIEL LIBBY, Sagadahoc.
ALBERT MOORE, Somerset.
L. II. MI RUH, Waldo.
W S. PEAVY, Washington.
EDWIN STONE, York.
E. F. PILLSBURY, Chairman, Kennebec.
D. II. INGRAHAM. Secretary, Cumberland.

Desperate Fight
Kicu.mo.xd, Ya

with

Burglars.

Mays ,'iO. A desperate
Saturday, at Suffolk, Xau-

ary of $1,800 in currency, and takes a clerkship
in the office of the State Treasurer at $1,500 in
State warrants, worth TO or SO cents on a dollar.
This he could well afford because he handled
the funds of the State, and if lie cashed his own
warrants, lie makes nearly $20,000 per annum
on that, and there is nothing to prevent
it, except his own honesty. There has been much
complaint of this, yet it is persisted in to this
day. But the Treasurer's office is to change
hands, since the special election to fill a vacancy
and his office as State Print-tvis about to expire,
and now he wants to he postmaster at Vicksburg. I regret to add that he is m> degraded
that the charge
corruption and -bribery i- I
no offense to him, and h •mn.-s livm various

j

sources.

have known that

they

were

not

needed.'

Blaine

The accusation was never publicly denied
from a responsible source, that we are
of. Neither has there been a reform ot the evils. In its accusation, the
Age gave the names and locations of the

officials

and

needlessly

corruptly appoint- Committee,

described by a
correspondent, under date of the 26th—
“Mr. Blaine appeared before the Mouse judiciary
committee to-day and testified that the package

to-day.

Wo

j

the party to be Attorney (urnoral of the
State, and is but a portion of a two column letter tilled with like statements.
The shocking betrayal and robbery of
the poor colored men who entrusted their
small savings to the Freedman’s Bank, is
another case in point. The officials were
all

leading friends and supporters of the
administration. The report of tin* investigating committee, just made public,
charges fraud and forgery upon the managers. We make some extracts—

It is the opinion of the committee Unit Henry
I>. Cooke, Lewis deplume, Ballet Kilbourn
and John O. Evans should be indicted, tried
and punished to the extent of the law lor placing with the bank §1)5,000 of worthless second
mortgage bonds of the Maryland Freestone
Mining and Manufacturing Company, whilst
those who are. pecuniarily responsible should
be sued for the recovery of the money or good
securities issued in exchange for these bonds.
This was the celebrated .Sen, en sand-tone transaction.
In another case, A. C. Bradley and the president. J. W. Aivord, were parties to a pretended transfer of property held by the bank as security for a debt, of some §10,000 and accrued
interest, whereby the bank received a lot of
notes given by Bradley and payable one. two,
three, lour and live years after date, whilst
Bradley’s principal, A. B. Shepherd, entered
at. once into the enjoyment of an annual income
of §4.200 from the rent of the property to the
post-office department. The contract of lease
was made between Bradley and the department, ten days before lie obtained a transfer of
the property from the officers of the bank.
There were also a great many small speculations by which the bank was drained of its
funds. The books are mutilated and defaced—
leaves cut out in some pine s and firmly pasted
together in others—without proper indexes to
guide and direct the searcher in their hidden
mysteries—abounding in false entries and false
balances, and altogether exhibiting a labyrinth
of winding and never-ending perplexity and
contradictions. That such things could* have
occurred and been permitted to continue year
after year without a purpose inconsistent with

place

awkward dilemma, and will abundantly sustain tiie position that it owes explan-

an

ation and

apology

either

to

Mr. Hale

or

to

11

The assertion it lias made in
regard to these gentlemen are in direct
conflict:, and cannot possible be reconMr

UI

Uiwruil

('. M fill

paper and the Ilev. Mr. Ross of this city.
That clergyman, on a Sabbath evening a
few weeks ago, delivered a discourse from

for complicity, and
of the Presidential

the text, ‘-Thou shait not steal,” in which
he portrayed and deplored the corrupt

Grant.

IKIMIR'V'

barely escaped by
deposition, was

1

No

Xicsson

to

fortunate Northern Pacific Railroad. A
letter is published in the N. Y. Sun. written in 1870 03' Blaine to Warren Fisher,
Jr. of Boston, in which the latter is offered a large amount of Northern l’acilie

Democracy.

the

The recent disgraceful exposure in regard to l itzhugh, the Democratic doorkeeper of Hie House of Representatives,
and his

shares.

from office, should carry
lesson to the party, lie was

expulsion

with it

a

confidential

very disgraceful nature; and after he was
in place, wrote to his chums some letters

The

follows—

Washington correspondent

Boston Herald, iu regard to this

and in-

of the

new rev-

sell-importance,
elation, says—
J
*
Alter
sultimr to Ins offeial superiors.
limit surprise whs expressed that Mr. Blaine
should ever have written letters capable of doing
for
remained
these developments nothing
him
much damage. The attention of member*
.so

him but to retire to private life. Rut not
alone does odium fall upon him. The
Democratic party is to an extent di-graceI
by the exposure; for the public mind wilt

associate party morality with the. personal
conduct of its prominent members Those I
who are recognized as party leaders will I
be

regarded

ai

the embodiment of its

principles, and by their selections in this

particular

will

parties

be

judged.

A man

of notoriously dishonest Hie cannot hold
such a position without inevitable damage
to tiie party that he represents.
This is

a

matter that should

particular-

ly engage the attention of the Democratic
party at this time, when it is asking to bo
rein.-tated in national power. Principles
are of course to be tiie main consideration,

|

was at once recalled to the half forgotten facts which
became public at the time of the failure of Jay Cooke
& Co., and after the failure was announced, und
when the statement of Hie assets of the firm was
published, there appeared among them a debt of the
Hon. .lames (i. lilaine, Speaker of the House of
Representatives, of over $10,000 on the house, No.
v’l Fifteenth street,in which lie then lived,and which
he still occupie s
1 he face of the mortgage was
and to secure this Mr. Blaine gave three
notes of $11,111.11 each, to run respectively two,
four and fix years at f» per cent
At the time of the
failure no intere-t had been paid, and it bad accrued
to the amount of over $i'>ooo.
The amount of the
sum seemed to indicate that it was one-third part of
some large transaction.
When the Cookes lent this
money to Blaine at 0 per cent., they wire paying 6
per cent, on deposits on call. The house itself was
not worth more than $•-*5,000, it being iu the centre
of a block, and rather cheaply bui.t. A transaction
so remarkably favorable to Mr Blaine naturally attracted some attention; but th-n* were few who
dwelt upon the seemingly uncharitable inference
that Mr. Blaine was receiving money from those
bankers under cover of a mortgage, in return for his
influence on the floor of the House of Representatives.
1'hat is the interpretation, however, which
lias been put upon the matter by many persons tuin
view of the Adams revelation.
dav,

but

or

credit, endeavor

to lake the lead in po-

litical affairs. We have them hero in Waldo. Their success, like that of l'itzhugh,

private secretary of Gen.
can
bring only disgrace and shame to the
Every man, accused or convicted
The friends of Democratic princiof a part iu the frauds, was ids political party.
and of the party should quietly put
practice of the times, especially by those friend,
ples
supporter and admirer.
in official position. The Age immediately
such men aside.
It is a significant fact, in this connecattacked the sermon, asserting that the
tion, that ttie evidence on which the w hisTwo years ago Mr. 11. W. Kdmuudswns payreverend gentleman was mistaken, or to
key ring was broken and its members ing-teller of the Second National lfank of Hasthe
exact
said
this—
hut the sum of '?10.n0o was missed from
quote
language,
brought to justice, was obtained by de- ten,
the safe and the con-cipieiiun was hi-, quiet disOur clergymen are no much in the lmbit of
tectives
outside
the
charge
employed
dealing with what appears to unregenenite
regular gov- Annusf from the sen ice of the institution,
I,',, lsTf. Tim directors believed him to
minds an unreal world tiiat it is not to be much ernment force.
J here was always found
he an honest mail, but the fact stood that there
wondered at, when they attempt to discourse
was a deficiency of 3?'10,00u for which lie was
to bo a mysterious control that pn vented
upon politics they fall into liie regions of fancy
Time were content, however, with
and regard phantoms as facts.
the latter from getting at idle lads, or responsible.
dropping him and taking no legal action for the
Mr. l’oss takes issue with this, reiter- from
of
the
since the severance ol
money,
recovery
reporting what they did get at. his
connection with the hank Mr. Kdmnmls lias
ates his assertion, and cites authorities
Bristow
is
luted
been engaged in the book business, but through
to-day cordially
Secretary
within the Republican party which sustain
al! lie has been a suspected man. To-day his
by the party, from the i‘resident down, deliverance came in
a simple way.
Ifis .suchis position.
on account of his part in that matter.
cessor in the bank, Mr. Henry Fuller, while enFor any one to seriously deny the pre
al the safe this morning found the idenThey wait only for a convenient oppor- enguged
tical bills which had been
for two years
vailing corruptions, alter so many instan- tunity to make him fed their displeasure, ill Hie safe near the jambmissing
of the door and in
a position that every time the door was
ces have been brought to public notice, is
and receive the punishment visited on such
opened tlicw were pushed farther out of sight.
Sumner and his associates.

as

Caldwell.

—

N

aid
the

The letter concludes

t wi!l in* In IS'Oton Tuesday noon, and will rail upon }ou.
lot course it’ you don’t want it, lut it pass.
You u ill receive an immediate i-.-ue of rtock to a
considerable amount, and certificates uf ia„d stock
also. Of course, in conferring with others, keep tuy
name quiet, mentioning it to no one unless to Mr.

charged with having been engaged, previous to his election, in transactions of a

full of ridiculous

had this declaration been

sooner

published, than another attack is made in
regard to dealings in the stock of the un-

ciled.
A

briefly

.siill insists that he told no such thing. And there
the question of veracity between Robinson and Curry rests. Kach of these gentlemen was put upon
the stand, and each gave the other a good character
for honesty, integrity and veracity, which gives a
somewhat ludicrous aspect to this otherwise rather
grave matter. Mr. Blaine, in concluding bis testimony, said: ‘That is all there was in the whole
story of the package. There was nothing any more
mysterious in it than if I should hand this book to
the chairman. It was delivered in a crowd, carried
into tlie house and thrown down without care, and
it lay in my room witli a miscellaneous lot of papers
probably for a year, l referring to it every now and
then. Mr. Robinson never delivered me a bond of
the Fort .Smith and Little Rock Company either in
Washington or any other place. I desire to make
that statement as broad as it can be made in every
shape and form, both inclusively and exclusively.
M»\ Chairman, while I am here 1 desire to repeat,
under oath, iu relation to this entire $f>4,000 charge,
the statement made bynie on the floor of the House,
in all its parts without mental reservation or purpose
of evasion, as the iron clad oath says.’”

J

This, be it remembered, is nut Democratic slander, but the voluntary statement of a man sufficiently prominent in

is thus

which was delivered to him by Robinson contained
prospectuses and circulars of the Little Rock and
Fort Smith Railroad. A letter from the wife of
Curry is in the hands of the committee, in which
she avers that she heard Robinson tell her husband
that the package which lie (Robinson) gave to
lilaine contained twenty railroad bonds. Robinson

not eaiied upon, at this lime, to
account for the recent silence of the Age
are

Morgan, who is Sheriff of Yazoo County, has
been fii refugee from bis county, chairman of
We call attenthe late State Convention, and husband of a ; in regard to this matter.
very respectable colored woman, who, when a lion to it at this time to show witii what
Staic Senator, offered in writing to sell bis \oto
for $2,000 and Raymond refused to pay it. say- laeiJity that paper shills its position, and
ing lie had already paid him $000, and licit was endeavors to ignore and cover up the facts
enough for that vote.
A. T. Howe, ex-County Treasurer and ex- which it aforetime blazoned to the world.
member of Congress, who took from the treas- It cannot lie allowed on both sides of this
ury of Panola County, through an ignorant
colored Board of Supervisors, and now unlaw- question—to call upon every virtuous man
fully retains the sum of $5,125,07 (I have a cer- in the community to join an effort to suptified transcript of the record.) and which lie
does not deny, but refuses to pay. This in brief press corruption, and when the pulpit lias
is a small part of the record of three of the Govresponded to its appeal, to declare that
ernor's confidential advisers, friends, and councilors, and he must have known their character there is no corruption. Us own columns,
all the while.
read in ail fairness and candor,
it in

j

Bond*.

the

in the matter of bonds. The question of the
Little Bock Bonds, as it stands before the

ed, with tiie amount of their salaries.
Thosffwcry oiliees, for the same purposes,
exist

and

The assailants nf Mr. Blaine, in his own
party, continue to trouble Maine’s favorite candidate with charges of crookedness

aware

the) have but very blue efficacy it’ not
Up
] FIR
represented by men of known character,
is iucreilible.
Add to all this tbrirerv, as in
the case of Boston, teller of the Washington ami sense of honor.
Men totally unfit for
branch, and the way the fret dinen’s nmney
went is not difficult »>f comprehension.
places of trust or responsibility will be
themselves forward,
Tlio Prog. Ago on Official Corrupit cannot bo denied successfully that continually thrusting
the
arts
of
tion. An Organ that Plays Various there has
demagogues. They are
something more than a taint by
Tunes.
like
about the national
found,
l'itzhugh,
of suspicion clang about the Chief Execstate seats of govAn exchaugu of views lias been for some
utive for years. McDonald, now in prison capital—they pervade
weeks going on in the columns of the Proernment—even the county organizations
tor whiskey frauds, was the President's
gressive Age, between the editor of that boon companion. Babcock who was tried are not free men who, without character

*hoL by Indians on tie* way. and be helped
bury 73 men in the bills who bad been killed by
Indians. Over 300 men have been killed in the ;
Hi 1 s by Indians, and all who can are abandoning the place. Gold digging is not profitable.
The Sioux are murdering and robbing daily between the North Flatte and the Pacific Railroad, and cattle are stampeded. Gen. Crook
has no doubt but lied Cloud abets the Indian
raiders, and there are very few able bodied Indians left at the agencies. Gen. Crook thinks
the contractors, interpreters and agent* oppose
to sin against light and knowledge.
It is
subjugating the Sioux, as the Indian Ring desire to prevent such condition of affairs in or- well known that the late Senator
Stunner,
der to continue their fraud-. He believes many
stories from the Pluck Hill* are exaggerated. ! —a man whose personal purity was never
He thinks a bold -land will be made by tbo 1
questioned by friend or foe, and who laSioux and their whole savage force coneentrat- 1
< d m the Rig Horn
country. It is doubtful it i bored for the establishment and success of
the C row Mounts call 1m* secured. Iron iiull, the
Republican party, and achieved fame,
turnons in buttles with the Sioux, probably will
at a time when Grant was an obscure
be lead;lie chief if they join the troops.
vva*

noon.

holding tickets

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

We find the above in

the

news

The enthusiastic

Captain,

of the Ban-

very minute programme' ol the progress of the Blaine Club
in its journey to Cincinnati, lie says—

Whig, publishes

gor

a

The delegation will dine at Harrisburg, l’a,
2 )'. M., .Saturday, and take supper at 9 r. M.,
m Altoona l’a.; breakfast Sunday morning in
Dresden, Ohio; arrive at Cincinnati Sunday
forenoon.
at

These memoranda will

naturally
Shaksperian

remind

the Captain, who is a
scholar
of FulstaiFs bill of fare—‘-Item, sack, two
gallons. Item, bread, a halfpenny worth.”
Tilings will doubtless be in that propor-

FOR

THE CAMPAIGN.
In

response to the desire of many
we have derided to make special
rates for subscribers to the Journal for

—A stone was found in an omhankmeut a
few days since at Carver’s Cove, Vinalliaven,
about six inches in length, two wide and onehalf inches thick, beautifully polished and having U'J notches cut in the edge, and a small,
round hole in one corner.

the coniine; political campaign. The palter will be sent as follows, one copy to
each address that may he forwarded to us
—From Ji:ne l.Ym to the Presidential
Election-, Nov, 8th for tiiiutv-itve
CENTS.

There is

need of

no

Let

for

a

printed prospectus

friends who take
signatures.
interest in the matter, solicit names,

an

our

extensively printed,
some

farmer lias lost the stone with which

lie had been ’ircu-tomed to

-h'lrprui

Ids

scythe.

The name of Tilden lias become inseparably
associated with reform. It would stand upon
the Presidential ticket for a sound currency,
economy in government expenses, reform in
the public service, a reduction of the burdens
ot taxation—the extirpation of corruption in ail
its forms and guises—in a word it would stand
for honest government.

des-

—The usual railroad time from New

he

to

though

as

sprinkled this season?

there would be

good

a

crop ol

grass.
Salmon, at 40 cents per pound, has been in the
market this week.
have about all

city gardeners
planting.

The

got through

with their

Centennial calico abounds now, and
done up in it look- very nice.

preity girl

a

are now being placed over shop
principal streets.
Axel Hayford has laid a concrete sidewalk along
his block fronting on Beaver street.

Summer

fronts

awnings

the

on

When taking down the stove, don’t break an;,
tiling, especially .the third command meat.

he .sent unless

tickets tor tin* round

specially

ordered.

CASH

MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS.
Let the. friends of the cause and the paper
see that good lists are secured.
of the coining Democratic
Convention, the Bangor Commer-

Speaking
state

cial says—
The County of Penobscot east a very heavy
vote for Gen. Roberts last fall, and, us a result,
she will lie entitled to the largest delegation in

made upon the vote of last fall. For some
reason not apparent, the committee went
hack to 1S7^. and took the vote ot that
year as the Iwsis of representation. Belfast
would have an increased representation il
reckoned from the vote for Ceil. Roberts,
and we

really

are

unable to

see

any

days

The

are advertising
trip to the ceutenuial for $1-3.5"
their greatest length during thi

reach

month, ami

to shorten towards the

commence

dose

The hoof heats of circus horses moving this w«
are now heatd, faint and far off. Save your penideA large number of dwellings are undergoing rpairs in this city, but there are no new building* ^
iug up.
at the Univer-ali-t Church next Sundat
Matth
Subject—The Value of a Soul.

Lecture

eeening.

Now is the time when your mighbor allows hi
to wander about, aud -cratch up you

vagrant hens

garden.
The launching

of Capt. Herriman’s new ship, Uo
week, leaves Carter’s shipyard vacant for the tirtime in eight years.
Our streets

had

clo-iiig (•*.' tl

We learn that the
ha* been

has grown.

iiy lioimr agency L:»-

excellent effect.

uu

will

free from drunkenn.

vver -n* ver so

i V

us in-a.

rea-

for this partiality for the vote of 1872.
Let us recognize the fact that the party

son

.Sanford steamboat company

The

the Convention of any county in the Sate.
But the basis of the Convention is not

jointer of James If ohm

stave

Exposition,

up at the Philadelphia
be in operation.

set

soon

Dr. L. W. remlleton of tins

an \

city, will deliver th

address before the Maine Medical Association short

The Senate has at last decided that it
has

in the

juiisdietion

ment ease, and will

The Boston

Belknap impeach-

proceed with the trial.

ly

Belfast military company ai
nearly full, and Capt. Sanborn proposes to pi.

now

boys in thorough practice.

the

The

Things

At last titer Senate has reached a vole in the ‘ju»—
tion of jurisdiction in tlie ISelknap ca*e, an.l has «1«•
cided to take jurisdiction by a v-.i* of ;ir to w. All
the Democrats voted lor jurisdiction except Katon
of Connecticut and .Jones of Florida, who voted, as
they spoke, against, it on its Constitutional grounds.
Messrs. Edmunds, liurnside, .Simon Cameron, Dawe>

iu»t uudergon*

—Tin; troubles in Turkey have resulted
Sultan, AbdulAziz, and tin; seating of his nephew cm
the Ottoman throne. It doesn't make par-

thorough cleaning. They
overhauling next spring.

officiul

an

and
to

bankrupt

was

now

before its recent sale

people's opinions,

of

Pretty significant

publishers.

that

Abram Woodard, Esq, for many
years landlord of Penobscot Exchange,
Bangor, died on Wednesday the tilth, after

illness,

a

lie

was a man

of

train from Boston and the

one

from Bax-

ter, owing to some misunderstanding
The air brake prevented serious injury.
file. Bangor Whig speaks of
1'lie
Make Blaine Club’s Meeting.”
if the
candidate don't have a smoother run than
that sentence, lie won't accomplish much

—The Thomaston
of

a new

Beportir

quarto paper

is the title

to bo issued semi-

monthly at Thomaston by Thomas
The first number makes

a

I). Hall.

neat appearance.

—The Portland Argus speaks of S. L
Millikeu as “the Belfast linguist”—mean-

;t

Police Court
Not

speaks

matters

well for tin*

fin*

Howard

city ha

will ha-

exceedingly quiet

are

before tin- court for

case

a

non

weeks, whir-

six

quiet and sobriety of Belfast

turing Company

Manilla

have

t

ceived several orders for their

parties

from

who have

inhering machin
it in operation at Phi in

seen

The masts of

Capt. Hermann s uew ship will blighter spars and rigging taken u.,
hoard, and the rigging competed while she is ltmo
ing nt Bangor.

stepped,

the

thoroughly

Tlit* steamer Kulahitin has been
hauled and

painted and looks
made her first trip und-r tin*
meut last Friday

trim

as

over

bride. Mi**

as a

new suiiimi r

arranyi

The .Sabbath School convention iu this
week

lit;

was

was

a

ordered

Summer is

here.

out.

spangle

Dandelions

through

swallows dart
ful the

city last
by an enthusiastic visitor wb
republican or a democratic gather

disturbed

wu*

asked if it

—The New York Times says that the
Christian Union, edited by Ifeccher, has
lost 100,000 subscribers in the past year,

ecouom;
lu th* i.

n

The post office and custom house in this

ship—the Christian nations upholding the
ing.
government from motives of policy. When
that protection shall be withdrawn, Moslomism will disappear from Europe.

to

paid

appear to cost more when
than in the dirty rag currency.

in tlie dethronement ut the

ticular dill'erenoe who reigns, since Turkey is virtually under European guardian-

bright silver coins tend

and

new

says—

Hitchcock, Mitchell, Sargent. Sherman, Wadleigh
and Wright voted with the Democrats, Mr. Itout
well, as usual, followed the lead of Morton and
Conkling, and voted uo. The speeches to-day were
by Dawes, Stevenson and Key for and by Cru-jin
agaiust. These and the recesses and incidental dD
cushions prolonged the session from lh this morning
until nearly lo to-night, when the Senate adjourned
over until Wednesday.
It was ot« d to notify the
managers ami counsel to appear on Friday, but
whether (he trial will proceed then i- unc. rtain.

Portland.

to assemble at

The ranks of the

Rost’s despatch of Monday

—

•—The Augusta Standard lias a strong
and able article in favor of the nomination
ol Gov. Tilden of St. Louis.
It says—

the streets

Are

Appears

and send to us, with the post office of each
carefully and plainly written. At the expiration of the time, no more papers will

distressing
high character, and greatly esteemed.
—A slight collision occurred at Newparagraph, which is being
on Tuesday evening, between the
port
seems to indicate that

The above

Dkmocratic Caucus. The Democrat* of Bel
fast art* requested to meet in Caucus at the Court
Room in Belfast, on
SAIT K DAV KVKNINti.
JL'NK THIRD, at seven o’clock, for the purpose of
electing Delegates to the State Convention, and to
the C ouvMition of the Fifth Congressional District,
both to be holden at Bangor, June 13th.
W. 11. Simpson*, Chairman City Com.

friends,

—

tion.

News of the City and County.

JOURNAL

THE

air, h

tlie

the tun.

make boauti

aves

trees, and the girl of the period studies tin*
for cool and airy dresses.

coming style
Sell.

Esperanzn, of Gloucester, commanded L
of Belfast, arrived at tin's port laweek, after a short and successful fishing eruis<
Fustcrn fishermen are appreciated in Gloucester

'-'apt. Smalley

fhe dwelling house of Alvah Marden In Wi
Winterport took lire about noon Saturday, and a»
the family were away it wu s entirely consumed. T1
neighbors succeeded in saving the bai n. There w;
?

iusur.in

no

fhe loss

is

stated

from

at

$8o0

f. lOOo
l he Belfast shoe factory that has been working n
few hands lor a week or two on samples, will stan
up in all its branches on Monday next. Summer or
dors are expected and the prospect is that there wu

the

be work all
arrived

Seven tons of sole

season.

Tuesday by

on

leather

steamer Katahdin.

A box

perforated with numerous breathing hole."
recently rec.-ived by a Belfast man, on which
there wa- charged one dollar expressage. On open
ing it, there leaped uut a huif starved mangy cur
that would be dear at a five cent nickel The victim
"as

don't like to have
The call for

evening

anybody say dog to

him.

Democratic Caucus

a

Saturda

on

found iu this paper.
The State
Convention at Bangor on the ldth, promises to b<
a very large and enthusiastic oue, and Belfast should
be well

will be

w**

urge

our

I.•.•eke

ut

number.
\\

friends to be

large

a

eau

preseut In good

r~

saw

couple

There should be

represented.

aud

cus.

of watcher

voik

recently nt repairing

One had fallen from the

a

owner

pocket
gone under
The difficulty in obtaining proofs oi
drag loaded with stone
patches, a au occurrence in Boston. It is
fhe other had been taken from its hook by a srual
frauds, even when their existence is noto- lull id’ food for the thoughtful iniud. Anil 'York to San Francisco is seven days. But ing, we suppose, a man of tongues and
boy und opened with
hammer, as y ou would crao
an express train is to leave New York tosounds.
a walnut.
rious, is well known. The parlies are it may well he suspected that such cases
Both were very discouraged uppeariti.
and
to
make
the
distance
in
three
day,
try
bound to secrecy by the strong bond f t are more common than
—Congressman Frye has been re nomi- specimens—but 'Ratio i-» persevering.
people generally and a half
The many friends of Daniel Putnam, Esq., formei
days. The distance is 3,32b nated by the Uepublican convention ol
common interest,
it was only through believe.
is
to
blame
in
Nobody
specially
ly of tliis city, will regret t*< learu taut he died at hi
and
40
miles
an hour must be made.
miles,
the
second
district.
the accident of a personal quarrel that the tlie matter. The directors, in the disresidence in St. Paul, Minnesota, ou the '.Oth, of ty
Sixteen passengers at SbuO each, make
army officer at a frontier post—was driven evidence which
disgraced Belknap was charge of their trust, could hardly have
phoid pneumoni t. He had field offices of important*
front the honorable position of Chairman
the trip alone.
and trust
this Male-represented this city in tl
Gczieralitiun.
furnished. Men grow suddenly and mys- taken a different

of the Committee on Foreign Affairs befight occurred
cause he dared oppose the Presidential
semond Co., between a town Sergeant and
posse of six men and a gang of burglars. schemes of aggrandizement and plunder.
One of the latter was shut and another
The proposed acquisition of San Domincaptured. Sunday half the town, white go was conceived in fraud and iniquity,
and black, turned out to scour the counand, had it been successful, would have
try in search of the gang, in Dismal
Swamp, If miles from Portsmouth, the enriched all who were parties to the plot.
hunting party came upon a suspicious The go-between, that brought Grant and
tent and captured two Germans and one
the negro President Baez to an under■Jew. in the tent was found a quantity of
was the same Babcock, Presitools
and
other
burglars’
suspicious apa- standing,
ratus.
The three prisoners confined in dentiul private secretary, who so powerSuffolk jail are very reticent and refuse to
fully aided tlie whiskey swindlers.
The
give names or any information.
Mr. Sumner, from his place in the Sengang is generally supposed to be composed of professional cracksmen from the ate, accused tlie President of attempting
to carry out this nefarious scheme
North.
by

aud

u

a

and the air is thick with
of fraud and beliefs in its exist-

teriously rich,
rumors

ence; while the evidence sufficient to legally convict is beyond the power of man

course—and the disappearance of the money can be set down
only as an unfortunate accident, But
think of the mental anguish of an honest
man,

knowing

his own

innocence,

at be-

Fortunately the great verdict ing discharged in disgrace, and compelled
of the people is not hampered by the to bear fir
years the stigma of breach of
technicalities of legal rules.
trust a: d robbeiy. The unlooked for disOne of tiie strongest arraignments of
covery of the missing lends causes two
the prevailing corruption that lias been
impel taut restorations—to the bank its
made, as well as an eloquent appeal for money, and to the ex-teller his reputation.
relorm, is Unit made by :i Kepublican
member of tlio lb iknap impeachment
The Committee1 on Foreign aftairs, which
managers, Hon. Mr. lloar of Massaohu- has been investigating the conduct oi' .Minsetts, before tlio bar of the Senate. He ister Sclienek in
England, lias made a resaid—
port. 'They decide that the stockjobbing
misuse of the army and navy, violation of
“My own public life lias been a brief anil in- ot the Emma Aline was an operation not
Great Fire ia Quebec.
tiie constitution, and usurpation. He told signilfcant one, extending little beyond the duration of a single term of senatorial cilice, but consistent with honor or ids
diplomatic
Quebec, May 30. A terrible lire broke him
plainly that lie was the head of a Ku in that brief period 1 have seen five judges of a
out in Scott street itt 2 o'clock
and recommended the p<ss:igo oi
to-day, and Klux more powerful and
court of the United States driven from ci- position,
high
dangerous than lice by threats of impeachment for corruption the
has raged until this hour (10 1’ M.) the
following resolution—
efforts of the firemen being almost useless. any in the country, the object of which or maladministration. I have heard the taunt
Itesoivcd.
That this House condemns the
I hough now burning fiercely it is believed was to steal one-half of an island in the from friendliest lips, that, when the United actions ot Gen.
liobert (J. .Sclienek, Fnited
States presented herself in the East to take
to be under control.
■Stales Minister at the Court of St. James, in beThe high wind has Caribean sea.
These bold and timely part with the civilized world in generous commoderated and there is now a good supply
coming a director of the Emma Silver Alining
petition in the arts of life, the only product of
of water. Only a rough estimate of the warnings defeated tlie plan, but Sumner her institutions in which she surpassed all Company of London, and his operations in connection with tiie shares of said companv and
loss can be made to-night. The number was made to feel Presidential and party others beyond question was Iter corruption. 1 the
vendors thereof, as ill-advised, nnformnate
of houses burned rnay be put down at vengeance. It did not spare Greeley, or have seen in tlie State in tlio Union^rnnost in and
incompatible with the duties of Ids otlicial
power and wealth four judges of Tier courts position.
1000, and the loss will reach one million Sehtirz or Trumbull, who
supported Sum- impeached fur corruption, and the political adof dollars. The fields are covered with
1 hat is mild
ministration of Iter chief city become a disgrace
enough, Heaven knows,
ner, and who were at once read out of the
and a by-word throughout'the world. 1 have lor the
goods of all descriptions and hundreds of
conduct of a man whose oilicial pothe
men
who
now
seen
the
chairman
control
of
the
Committee
on
Milivery
poor sufferers are compelled to pass the party, by
tary Affairs ill the House, now a distinguished sition ww used to swindle llio English
its councils.
night without shelter.
member of this court, rise in his place and deThe statement of Senator Sumner that mand tlie expulsion of four of his associates for public and enrich himself. Sclienek may
Murder at Canaan.
the President was at tlie head ol a band ol making sale of their ollicial privilege of select- congratulate himself on getting oiV easily.
tile youths to he educated at our great milSkowiiegan, May 29. A serious shoot- Ku Klux and robbers, receives remarkable ing
itary school. When the greatest railroad of
ing atl'ray took place yesterday in the town confirmation
the world, binding together the continent and
-V chap in New York, whose business it
through recent developments uniting the two great seas which wasli our
of Canaan. Henry Herring shooting and
is to procure divorces ‘without
in
tlie
south.
was finished, I have seen our national
The
manner
in
which
the
shores,
his
publicity,”
son-in-law,
dangerously wounding
Merrit Harmon. They got into a dispute people of South Carolina, Louisiana and triumph and exalting turned to bitterness and tries Ij humbug us into inserting his adshame hv the unanimous reports of three comabout the right to a field, and Herring
have been robbed and out- mittees of Congress, two of the House and one vertisement without advance payment.
shot Harmon, then loaded his gun and Mississippi
here, that every step of that mighty enterprise
is
now
a matter of
raged
started for the woods,
history. Gov. had been taken in fraud. I have heard in high- Hut we have heard of that class of shysthreatening to shoot
est
places the shameless doctrine avowed by ters. lie ‘says—"I hope you will charge
whoever followed him. The sheriff is Ames, cf the latter state, to savo removal
men
old in public office that tlie true
me as low a rate as
searching for Herring, but at last accounts by impeachment, resigned in disgrace. way grown
possible, as it is not
by which power should lie gained in tlie
bad not caught him. Harmon died next
Ames would never have been Governor republic is t» bribe the people with the offices likely that many of your readers will want
created for their service, and the true end of
day at noon.
a divorce,”
That’s correct. In fact we
for an hour but for the support of tlie bay- which it should he used when gained is the
promotion of selfish ambition and tlie gratification don’t now recall an instance in which a
Ax Incendiary Landlord. A dispatch onets controlled at
with
a
Washington,
of personal revenge. 1 have heard that suspifrom Rutland Vt., to the Herald, states that
married man who is a regular .and prompt
sixteen leading insurance companies have de- guilty knowledge of his corrupt practices. cion haunts the footsteps of tlie trusted comcided, after a three months’ investigation, that The Republican Attorney-General of that panions of the President. These things have paying subscriber to the Journal does not
A. C. Rates, a prominent citizen and member
passed into history.”
live in entire domestic harmony, and have
of the Congregational Church in Rutland, com- state, G. E. Harris, some time ago wrote
Thus mucli regarding the general cormitted arson by burning his hotel on February a letter to the
in which he exremarkably bright and handsome children.
President,
Kith last, and that they refuse to settle his claim
ruption of the country. Let us turn to its There is room lor a few more
names.
for losses. It appears that the circumstances posed some of I He corrupt practices sanc- local
Four
outcroppings.
years ago the
attending the destruction of the hotel, which tioned by Ames. This letter was
published Progressive Age sounded the alarm from
was one of the finest
buildings in the place, in
“llu! for Cincinnati!” exclaims the enthe New York Tribune of the 22d. We its
were so suspicious that public
opinion at once
watch tower that corruption was stalkthusiastic Hangor Whig, lint the
charged it upon the owner. There were six copy a portion, as follows—
Captain
stores under the hotel, on which the insurance
ing abroad in the Fifth Congressional Dis- may start out with a
Gov. Ames was inaugurated in January, 1874,
hoe, and come back
companies promptly paid losses amounting to
of
The
trict
Maine.
of
member
sitting
§110,000. ..The fire was known to he the sixth under the most favorable auspices, llis address
very much harrowed. These agricultural
which Rates had experienced within eleven promised economy and reform, and was well Congress, it declared, was keeping himare uncertain, when forced inimplements
tlie
received
whole
couutrv.
Even
our
and
in
by
po- self in office
years,
every case it is said the property
by means ot the creation and to politics.
was over-insured.
Jn regard to the hotel the litical opponents, in a state of'disruption, many
of them having voted for him, expressed a wil
maintenance of sinecure offices, the holdfollowing statement is made:
“The Bates block, last burned, was insured
lingness to support him in all that he had prom- ers of which
labored to secure the Confor §54,000, and tbe rents of the building, in ised and advised. But instead of encouraging
—During the recent absence of the edcase it should happen to burn, were insured for
every indication of returning friendship, his gressman’s re-nomination and re-election. itor, the news and editorial
departments
§5000. A sworn appraisal by two experts have cold indilt'erence drove them at once into a di- And
all this against tlie will of the people of the Journal were conducted
lixed tbe building at §40,000. It call be rebuilt, rect antagonism. He seemed to contract his
by Air. Alit is stated, for $25,000. Tbe stock in Rates ,t views and narrow his circle of friends to a few that he
represented. This was a most bert C. Wiggin, formerly of this city, and
Son's hardware store was insured for §15,000. confidential advisers, as it were, a close corporIt included, first the more
Their book showed only §13.281. A total in- al ion of mercenary men, who knew but little of serious accusation.
recently of Hartford, Conn. Air. W.
tlie wants of tlie people of tlie State and cared
surance of $74,850 on property of half that
of the treasury to pay useless of- has had
robbery
experience as a writer, and disvalue. When the building burned Rates bad less—men who have no identity of interest or
been ealled oil to deliver bis policies to be can- sympathy in common with tlie people of the ficials, whose real work was to aid the plays decided ability in the
newspaper
celled down to $40,000 of the risk on the build- State.
in turn to hold a rich office lield. Mr. RussellG.
And to deal plain I must call names—A. R. Congressman
Dyer, our long time
ing. Three dnvs after the fire §7000 insurance
expired; $17,000 in fifteen days, and $32,000 in Howe and a few lesser lights, if possible; Ray- with all that it implied in pay, influence assistant, attended to the local department
six weeks. The building as a hotel had never mond, tlie State Printer and chief clerk in tlie and emoluments. It also
included cor- in his usual prompt and
thorough manner.
paid, several lessees being obliged to give it up. Treasurer’s office, lobbyist around the Legislature, especially on tlie printing bills, which ruption at Washington, which responded There are few young men who have a betA French boy, 12 years of age, fell Into the river
pays him near $80,000 per annum, when j?30,- to the desire to have such
needless offi- ter appreciation of the public needs in a
nt Brunswick, and wus carried over both fulls uud
OOO would he too much. He leaves his printing
drowned.
office in tlie hands of another, it is said, at a sal- cials, when the treasury
department must newspaper than Air.
to

gather.

Dyer.-

iu

—There is to he

peace convention at
10th, at which it is said
a

Philadelphia, July

‘‘The projectors of the movement have in contemthe erection upon the Centennial grounds of
what is calkd a commemorative forge, wh*re swords
will be formed into plow-shares and spears into
pruning hooks, illustrating the fulfillment of tin- old
prophesy of Isaiah.”

plation

The

prophet speaks of that manufacture
among the things that ’’shall come to

as

pass in the last days.’’ The second adventists will probably encamp near by.
—One of .Madame Rent/ Female Min-

strels, during
said

a

something

performance
which

at

citizen

a

Bangor,
regarded

slanderous, and lie had her arrested.

as

When he lias found
woman's

a

a

law that

can

control

tongue, several gentlemen

hereabouts would like to lie referred to
and section.

chapter
—Let

Ilow docs the new antilaw operate in Maine? Rage

us see.

hanging

killed his wife at Chelsea; Finn killed tiis
child at Waldoboro ; and lastly, at Canaan,
Herring killed his son-in-law, llarmon.
one murder a month since the
law went into effect.

Which Is
new

—The Dexter Gazette semis to
tonished world this
That lady in our town,

an

as-

of local news—
donnin# a spare pair

piece

who
of her husband's old breeches, and a palm leaf hat—
took a hoe and spade and commenced operations
with a view to a future flower gurdeu, is one of the
peculiarities of this centennial year.

Are

we

to understand that the articles

named constitute the
tunic ?

If so, it

lady's

entire

cos

peculiar.
—Among tlm patents recently issued

are

the

teas

following—

Supporting-Rests for Invalids. Pascal T.
Clement. Belfast, assignor of three-fourths his
right to John Homer, same place.
Horse Hay Forks. Jus. I,. Saunders, Blue
Hill.
X. Mitchell, Ellsworth
Carriage-Thills.
Falls.
Holdbacks. Willard I*. White, Orlaml.
of the Maine
Press Association will leave Portland on
Monday, for an excursion to Philadelphia

—Sixty representatives

and

by

a

the

look at tlie

Exposition. They go

Portland, Rochester and Norwich

route, and of
time.

course

will have

Most

good

the Black Hills lniner-s

are

home.

digging

New Bedford gets o\.r »i million dollars
share of the Alabama claims.
Fish Commissioner Stillwell iyoung Salmon into the Penobscot.

woman

was

crushed

to

death

Iut

it-

Legislature

bus leane d
who

rn’t-

tactory

by rollers in tie*

pulp mill at Brunswick, Wednesday afternoon.

The New York World favorably review- the ijimlifications oftieneral Hancock tor the Presidency.
The St. Louis Times thinks it isn’t the scholar we
need in plitics so much as some one who won't steal.
There art* now about 200,000 tons of ice uc-oM
the Kennebec, the price varying fn»iu ->1.75 to
ton.

mi
a

low in California that many
sheep raisers have commenced killing their stock tor
the skins and tallow.

illegal

jail

A masked burglar, giving bis name as Flemming,
a’uot and subsequently died at a resilience near

was

Tuesday night.

The man who poisoned himself with chloral on
the steamer John Brooks proved to be an insane
son of a wealthy New Hampshire farmer.
Miss Sadie L. Iliseock, aged 17 years, was instantly killed at Farmington, Wednesday, by tin* accidental discharge of a gun in the hands <.f her lit phew,
agetl 14 years.
Miss
to

Kavanaugh of Dnmariscoitn has left 8^00
complete the Sister’s convent adjoining the Cath-

olic bishop’s residence in Portland.

At Biddcford, Andrew Garrett, aged 7*’> years, re
ceived fatal injuries by the fall of a derrick, which
crushed in his skull and broke his leg.

Captain Charles Pinkhum, aged about f>.», a prominent and esteemed citizen, dropped dead from heart
disease near his residence in Newcastle.
The Manchester, X. II., print mills shut down for
indetinite time, owing to the low price of calicoes.
Five hundred hands are thrown out of work.

an

The Anchor Works at Camden have just turned
out two large Trotimui anchors, weighing respectively 4700 and 4000 pounds, for a Kennebunk ship.
The Castine
Company packed 15u,<>00 can.s
of lobster, 23,000 of clams and 00,000 of blueberries
last year, and expects to double the business this.

Packing

A
on

man

who

Two
were

one thousand Havana cigars,
what he had, replied that they were
of lectures to be given by Ins wife.

bought

being asked

tickets ton

lie

waw

course

men named Charles Pooler and John I.ennan
drowned at Tenant’s Harbor on Sunday by
were out sail

upsetting of their boat while they

iug.

Capt. Geo. Petty, of Rockland, was drowned from
sch. Linnet, at Bangor, on Saturday, by falling overHe is said to have been drinkboard accidentally.

the

fate of his brother Justn-

of the lost
ia

steamer

II

Pacific.

reiving quartermaster

ger left the rail and endeavored to save her. Tin y
were unable to regain the raft, and all sank together
ID*

was

incorrectly

r«*« *.r:»

d

me as

e

th

sccou

officer.
.1 Marim-r of

Auburn, who la t week n’
nuveutioa In this city
1 •>•*1111; hi* life nt Burnham, Thursday, on

Tin* \i<
tended tin

Sabl.iUli .vti‘v 1

came near

bis return home.

In

stepping

board

on

a

movin.

train at that

place he slipped and fell, and would
have been crushed beneath the trucks of the car*

tween

who hauled him up

some one

platform

the

until the traiu

to

the

edge

ot

fhe spate be
cars was less than

passed,

his person and the moving
inches. Mr M. was somewhat bruised bv h!

fall.
Ci.osl

so

Charles Putman of Biddeford, convicted of
voting, has been sentenced to six mouths in the
work shop in Portland.

on

In l*<i3 he
Toslo

i..v■.

<'.ipt. Howell, a lady and other passengers, lie
was washed oft', and Mr. Lewis with a pa^seu

three

Brantford, Out.,

’■

lady

Professor <«. T. Fletcher of tlie < ;i-trin<• Normal
School has been very 111 from an attack of pneumonia, but i? recovering.

price of woo! is

r

tie* raft with the

was on

but for

-*■

definitely

thir l ■•ffu

was

31 r. Edmund M«*rrow of Augusta, while digging
in his garden the other dafound a Portugal
coin, dated 17.) 1.

The

in 1M'.\ ISGO and !\>'<

!iI>pointed Sherilf of Waldo
about 70 years of age.

Boss G. Lewis write* from San Francisco that h
'<>

outVn

It is reporte.l that a new lobster canning
will be erected this season at Deer Isle.
A

.r

putiing

The anniversaries of the Fast Maine
.Seminary ut Bucksport occur in Jun«

the
a

ut

iwu
Belfast schoonerCarle, before mentioned a*
Havre the same day from Mobile,

Sa11.1ni..

Welaka and

Fred

having arrived

at

rt*«-

V.

further snug sailing. After both
discharged cargoes at Havre, they sailed fo
Cadi/ at exactly the same time, and kept within
sight for ten consecutive days. Finally, during tintenth night, the Welakn made a detour to gain tinadvantage, hut on the next day they came into por’
together, with not live minutes difference in the time
of anchoring. The latest advices stated the Carle to
have made

some

had

loading salt for Gloucester, for which port she has
sailed, and the Wclaka to have under consul
oration a freight of ml for Limerick, the cargo of u
condemned brig.
be

since

A Rkmaukaum: or
on

last

i»

Man

We

were

called up

Saturday by the representative ot

a genera
tion that has gone t<» its grave. There was a slow
but tirni step on the stairs, the sound of a support

ing

cane,

and there entered

John McILissoll.
mac, New

Belfast's oldest citizen.

Our visitor

Hampshire, just

born in

was

over

the

Merri

Massachusetts

line, November ti, 178.°., and is consequently ninety,
two and a half years old—only about seven year-1
younger than the natiou whose centennial birthday
were are celebrating.
Krect in form, with sharp
black eyes, alert look, and a step quicker than souk
men of half his age, the old gentleman bids fair to
round off his century of years and something more.

Ninety-three years!

What

an

eventful

period

the

length of such a life spans. In the month in which
he was born, King George, baflled and beaten, bent
his proud spirit to the signing of a treaty acknowl
edging the independence of the Uuited States. Nine
teen

days

after his birth the British evacuated New

York, the last post held, and the British tlag, as an
insignia of sovereignty in the land w as hauled down
forever. Four days before his birth, Washington
had taken his historic farewell of the army. The

—Not a whisper ligs yet been heard from any
greeting of the veteran, as we took his hand, seemed
quarter, that a candidate other Ilian Mr. Hale ing heavily.
a link between the present and the heroic days of the
will be presented in the Fifth District for repThomas Skillings a pauper on the Standish poor
resentative to Congress. rMachias Republican.
farm, attempted suicide Thursday by bunging. After past.
Mr. M< Hassell informed us that his father was
Wait a few weeks, and you will hear he was cut down he ran away with the rope and has
not been seen since.
one of the minute men who inarched to Boston on
not only a whisper, but a shout, from the
In Rockland, Alfred Scott, aged 12 years, was inreceiving news of the battle of Lexington, and took
friends of another candidate.
jured so severely by falling Irom a pile of timber part in tin* battle of Bunker Hill. Years afterward
that his whole back is parulyzed, and It is feared his
the father took the son to the spot, and poiuted out
—The Boston Herald, which is a paper injuries may prove fatal
to him the entrenchments, the
spot where he was
ot remarkably acute observation,
The Pine Tree Club of Bangor hiving offered their
express- rooms to the Democratic
posted, uiftl the slope up which the British soldiers
State Committee, the Comes the opinion that “the
marched, and from which they twice tied before the
mittee will meet there on tin* evening previous to
Bangor Whig is the
Convention instead of at the Bangor House as storm of bullets.
one of the cheapest hand
organs in the announced in the call.

country.”
—Shipping freights are looking up, in
view of a possible war in Europe growing out of Turkish affairs, and a consequent demand for American grain.
—The Camden Herald appeared last
week in new typo, making a much improved appearance.

Charles F. Crockett, son of Charles Crockett,
Esq of Dexter, left home u few weeks since on a
tour for his health. Wednesday his parents received a dispatch that he had died at a railway station
Mr.

in

Wyoming Territory.
Mr. George Paine of Eustis,

of Me., age about 30
years, on the lith Inst., while driving logs got his
1'eet and legs so wedged in between a log and the
ledge, under water up to his breast, that he could
not be relieved until the men went four miles and
hoisted the dam and drew off the water from the
brook. When released he was 90 chilled or injured
that he died.

He came to Belfast iu IS LI, being then 2S years oi
age, married, raised a family of live children, aud
has ever since lived here, iu the peaceful pursuit of

shoemaking and farming. He says he is aware of
special reason for his long life. When young he
sickly, but after a fever became robust, and has
enjoyed fair health to the present time. His sight,
hearing and appetite are all good, lie has not been
an abstinent man, but iu the days when the social
glass went round, he took part, according to the pre
no

was

vailing fashion.

Men with life and health

markably preserved

are

exceedingly

rare.

so re-

Hit;

The 1'. S. Revenue

now

floats daily from the |

Belfast Custom House.
On .Tune 17th there will he

a

dance at Brewster’s

Grove, South Belmont.
The

granite Hosts and railing surrounding the

Court House has been removed..

troubled by a tin* bug, and oilers $600
capture. perhaps ours has migrated.

ar>;< >rt is
reward for hic*

matrimonial marl.

The

‘pilot—no marriage

very

Sell. H'

lying

>,

leasts ami

in w

by Perkin

a?

irrordid for two

niuci.-

receiving

Lane’s wharf, is

undergoing

her

-one-<

weather is

ttvo

Fla.

Pensacola,

ii.juor saloon

near

the Court House has

been

occupied

Collin

vacated, and tiie place is
-!iop. See the point?

now

as a

Orion, Patterson, from this port
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Gilmore, Dr. Lombard and Fred
a pilgrimage thither. A great many

conti-mj late tlie trip.
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Rev. llcburt L.

Miller, of AVi .-russet, will preach

this

city, at the L uivorsalist church, on six con
eutiw evenings, commencing, l uesday, June Oth.
I he subjects ot the di-courses will be The Nature of
Wor-dip; >in, its nature, and reasons for its exist
Repentance; l'he Atonement; 1'he Progress
: ■sanctification, 1:: < licrc'i, the Pillar and Ground
.ti

••

•f the Truth.
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c.i.ms.

lnilUuery notice of B. i. Welis. His stock is
w
and novel, and cannot fail to please the ladies.
Grand* .ntcnniul dmnons'ratiou by D. L. lVavey,
tie line of r« ady ma n* clothing—Joseph f-anrn. Jr. has a noti-u
his forme: patrons, that he
•*•
again b ased tu- ■'.inborn House.—Proposals for
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York, hard pine
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at i-'V.HO per M., and cargo of lime and hay
u oin
Mmlen, ti < <•. .'-chr. F. E. McDonald, this
r: to pen-ac<«!:i, hay, $1 per ton, thence lumber to
>-ton at £N0<>.
Schr. John
Muith, deal from
e
Preau to Bri.-tol < namiel, 7J shillings. Also at
Ai• iv A -rk, brig Anti Elizabeth, to Barbadoes and
1 'emer.ira, $'J0U gold and port
charges. Brig Don
refined oil to the Baltic,4 shillings y pence.
; .ix
Bark Alice, Cap!. Fred >. Dyer of Lincolnville, $16,<
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learn that the friends of kind

animals have formed

:ivutmeiii to

a

such

ty for the

i'H wmion of cruelty to them. It consists of more
man 200 members, and has chosen our friend lion.
•

White, president.

leorge

This is

commendable

a

movement, and we hope to hear that the
has been followed in other places.

Irving Kilgore
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Hand, and the Hand up
pears to be waking from the lethargy of the past
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’ted 1 :ch-r of t lie Cornet
Mr. Conant is also

♦•ar.

teaching

the Monroe Cor

exhibited at the village
b*w days ago a couple of good sized pullet’s eggs—
tin largest of which weighed ju-t 4 oz. and measured
1 1-2 be
7 i 2 inches in circumference.Charles K.
Hum:.Redman Hoodv

net

Lane has
b

lately purchased

the farm

the late A. J. Roberts.
hastd the store

oot.\ little
broken

on

i hull of

un

of

formerly

.Ransom Rich lias pur
C. E. Lane, near the deKnowlton had his

Manly
Sunday, by jumping out ol

i Rev hav

son

e

owned

a

leg

cart.

.nd informed the proprietor the slippers were
and siie wanted the price thereof, $1.25.
lie proprietor demurred, blit at last paid. In
.a..king some inquiries lie found the slippers
vv.-ie but $1.10 and thought all
was not as it
hi Id be.
The !e*xt morning he wrote her a
1"
be
knew more about the
inhuming
ippel’s than she thought he did. To his surwhen ih
b »v t( turned, he brought that
I .‘J.’ with him.
This lady probably will be a
:
more • •arefu! in future how she undertakes
e**t pa;, for slippers of that young man.
Conv entioa

Arrangements.

Resides arrangements to convey delegates at one line lor the round trip with
:ii different railroad and steamboat lines,
special train will leave Portland at 5 A
on Tuesday, June 18th, the
day of the
< onvention,
reaching Rangor at 9:50 a.
and returning will le ive Rangor at
i'. m
'This train will run via Lewis-band Winthrop. Relegates on the
:aer road between ('umbcrland and \Yaiville can take the Pullman train which
aves Rmnswiv!: at *j i*
w
and Augusta
1

..

a 8 :;;u a. M.

European A .North American RailCompany will sell excursion tickets

Ini'

ad

tare for the trip, but delegates must
particular to ask lor excursion tickets
m* fret return tickets will be given at

•me
i*

'invention.

<

Piscataquis

sc

unmercial.

<

This applies as well to
and Ruck sport divisions.

«'’i1-' ii Cole, ;i tanner at Danville, Vt.,
and
n Kush,
siiys t!ic St. Johnsbury
1
.ili'donian. had :i desperate uncounter
with it Imii last week, in which
they came

their lives. The hull was a
ill blooded three year oh! Jersey, and

'■ar

losing

shown a
had placed

..t\iug

belligerent disposition

hy Congress.Dennis Murphy was struck on
the head, last week. I»y
dying rock from a
blast at the .Sand’s quail y. ml was some what
injured.A man named Trundy, while edging hoards at the mill, was struck by a board
and knocked a long distance, receiving quite
serious injuries.. V hand of lady crusaders
have called upon the dispensers of drinks at
this place asking them to .stop selling. They
met

with poor iucouragement.
.Liver

and

Blood

Disea&ioa

J$y U. V. rutnci;, M. D.. Author of ••ThelVople’s Common Sense Medical Adviser.”
A healthy liver secretes each day about two
and a half pounds of bile, which contains a

material taken from the
blood. When the liver becomes torpid or conit
Jaiis
to
eliminate this vast amount of
gested,
noxious substance, which, therefore, remains
to poison the blood, and be conveyed to every
part of the system. VY’ha! imid he the condition of the blood when it i-. receiving and
retaining ea< h day two and a half pounds
of poison? Nature tries to work oil’this poison through other channels ami organs—the
kidnevs, kings, skin, etc., hut these organs become overtaxed in performing this labor in addition of their natural functions. and cannot
long withstand the pressure but, become variously diseased.
The brain, which i- the great electrical center of all vitality, i* unduly stimulated by the
unhealthlv blood which passes to it from the
heart, and it fails to perform it- otliee healthily.
Hence ihc s\mptonis of bile poisoning, which
great amount of waste

dullness, headache, incapacity to keep.the
on any subject, impaii nicntof memory,
dizzy, sleepy, or nervous I. rungs, gloomy forebodings. and irritability of temper. The blood
its« If being diseased, as it forms the sweat upon the surface of the skin, k i* *o irritating and
poisonous that it produces discolored brown
spots, pimple, blotches, and other eruptions,
sores, boils.jcarbuncles, an ! seiofulous tumors,

l ie* stomach, bowels, ar.d other organs, eanescape becoming aiV«<-icd, sooner or later,
and we have, as the result, costiveness, piles,
dropsy, dyspepsia, diarrlnea. Other symptoms are common, a* hitter or bad taste in
mouth, internal heat.pa I pit a: ion, teasing cough,
unsteady appetite, choking sensation in throat.
e

leoaim;:

pam

<ij

si 10111'iri's or
etc.
Only a
likely to be

III

MHOS

or

UUOUI

back, coldness of extremities, etc.,

few of the above symptoms are
present in any ease at one time.
T!u* liver being the great depurating, or bloodcleansing organ of the. system, set this great
••housekeeper of our health*’ at work, and the
loti 1 corruption* which gender in the blood, and
rut out. awere, the machinery of life, tire
gradually apelied from the system. For this
purpose. Dr. Pierce's Golden'Medieal discoverv. witii very small doses
daily ot Dr. Pierce’s
Pica-ant Purgative Pellets, is pre-eminently
the aitielcs needed. They cure every kind of
humor from the worst scrofula to the common
Iini»le, blotch, or erupt ion. Great eating ulcers
kindly heal under their mighty curative influence.
Virulent blood poisons that lurk in the
sh in are by them robbed uf their terrors, and
by their persevereing and somewhat protracted
u-e the most tainted systems may be
completely renovated and built up anew. Enlarged
glands, tumors, and sweelings, dwindle awav
and disappear under the influence of these great
resolvents.
The attention of invalids who are suffering
from Kidney. Bladder and glandular Diseases,
is directed to Hunt’s Remedy. In cases of
1'emai. Irregularities, Diabetes, Mental and

Phy.-ie.d Debility, Dropsy, and Complaints of
the l riiio-i lenhal Organs, Hunt's Remedy
afford- prompt relief and is a positive cure.
Now

The Grand Union Hotel, Xew York, opposite
the Grand Central Depot, has over330elegantly
lurnisiied room-. KK-vator, steam, and all improvements. European plan. Carriage hire is
-Hved, a baggage i- taken to and from the depot
free. The rc-iaurauls supplied with the best.
Guests can live 1.■•tier for less money at the
Grand Union than t any other first-class hotel.
■Stares and ears pa-** the*Hotel constantly to all
part- of the city, and to Philadelphia lb-pot.

Washington letter writer says:

Speaking

of Schenck reminds

of draw
it has been
called. Gambling lias not Nourished here
this winter, but 1 happened to learn of a
pretty large game the other day, that goes
show that men will, even in these hard
times, indulge their ruling passion regardless of expense. Gossip has this to tell,
and says it is the biggest game ever played in this country. About a week or ten
days ago, two politicians ot national repu'alion, a member of a great banking-house
in London and •John Chamberlain, the
"ell-known turfman, who makes his winter quarters in this city, sat down to a
quiet seance at draw in one of our leading
hotels.
The play grow heavy as time
assed, and the interest became so hiense that the sitting lasted thirty-six
hours, at the close of which Chamberlain
was winner to the amount of §140,000.
He celebrated his victory by a grand dinner a lew
nights afterward. Precautions
ere taken to keep the afl’nir secret; but
i leaked out
notwithstanding.

poker—the national game,

me

as

M. 1). Iiloss, one of the editors of the Cincinnati
I nquirer, and
widely known throughout the country,
killed by being run over while walking
instantly
'• the track of the Little Miami
railroad near Brand
Bill station, where lie resided.
•*.

Mate Superintendent Johnson, has returned from
1.1l.iv*. weeks’ visit to the Centennial Exposition in
"hi.udelphia. He is delighted with the show, and
that to do it justice a person should remain on*
ttie ground a month.
[Augusta Journal.

Frank E. Farrar shot himself at his boarding place
Bangor. The physicians think there is no prosh<ct
of his

recovery. There is no doubt that the
''looting was intentional. He is 18 years of age and
Lls father lives in
South Weymouth, Mass.

Dr. Schenck is professionally at his
principal office,-corner Sixth and Arch Streets,
Philadelphia, every Monday, where all letters
for advice must be addressed.

rections.

“May they always

live in peace and harmony,”
Yankee marriage notice should
have wound lip; but the compositor who could
not read manuscript very well, put it in type,
horrifying the happy couple by making it read,
“May they always live on peas and hominy.”
the wav

a

Centennial Fire Works. Sow is the time
begin to hot tie up enthusiasm for the coming
Fourth of July Centennial Celebration. The
advice of patriotic John Adams, as to how the
Fourth should be celebrated, wil I certainly be
adopted this year as never before; and in this
connection, we should like to call the attention
of our readers to the advertisement of P.antield,
l’orristall & Co., in another column. They are
one of the oldest and most reliable houses that
deal in Fire Works, and this year they have an
assortment calculated to set all Young America
frantic with joy.

Letter from Mr, Clements.
I have been using Bradley's Superphosphate
for .several years and am well satisfied that it
has paid me more than 100 per cent, above its
cost.
Last year, two hundred pounds per acre
increased the crop of potatoes more than one
third, and the crop of wheat <>n the same piece
the j>a-t season showed slil! better results.
The experiment was conducted carefully by
leaving a few rows without the phosphate. I
have also used it on my corn, pumpkins, squashes, strawberries and young apple tiees, with
excellent results and shall use it more largely
Hits year than heretofore.
Crosby Clements.
Kenduskeag.
Bradley's Pjiospiiai e. La-l spring J used
Bradley’s Phosphate in the hill for corn, alter
-pl eading eight cords per acre of green manure
on a piece of
ground that had not been ploughed for ten years.
I used about 400 pounds per
acre <>l Phosphate—a
part Bradley*-, and a part
Cumberland; the part where I used Bradley’s
The yield was at the
gave the be.-t results.
rate of eighty bushels of .shelled corn
per acre.
I have a!-o used Bradley's Phosphate on potatoes with other kinds, and in
every ease his
had the preference. I used it on wheat this
year with very satisfactory results.
I have
ever found the
Phosphate uniform in quality,
being ii:ie and dry, and 1 leave used it for ten
Retires Alden. Winthrop, Me.
year-.
uyspepsia.
Americans are particularly subject to this
disease ami its effects: such as Sour Stomach,
Sick Headache. Habitual Costiveness, Heart
burn, Water brash, coming up of the food,
coated tongue, disagreeable taste in the mouth,
palpitation of the Hear! and all diseases of the
Stomach and Liver. Two doses of GREEN’S
At gist Flow El! will relieve you at once, and
there positively is not a ease in the United
States it will not cure. If you doubt this
go to
vour Druggist, It. It. Moodv, and get a
Sample
Bottle for 10 cents and try it. ltegular size 75
cents—OmosS'deow

This distinction

awarded him not
hut also beas
a
cause his name
physician had become fain
known
itussiu
on
its
voiably
passage round
tbe world. [Pueblo (Col.) People.
was an

was

American,

Jt has been customary in old communities to
suspend pieces of slick sulphur around the
necks of children as a protection against contagion in epidemics. A thorough washing with
Glenn’s Sulphur Soap has been lound a
much better preventive. Sold everywhere.
The American House, Boston, is well known
all over the country for its comforts and conveniences, and is a favorite resort with merchants and large traveling parties. Aside from
its central location, so favorable for business or
sight seeing, its suites of rooms furnish all the
luxury and privacy of a home to families. The
present management is the same that lias won
its widely extended popularity for a generation

past.

Epsom, N. IE, May 3, 1S70.
Dear Sir—Having received great benefit from
tiie use of Peruvian Syrup, I am willing to
add my testimony to the thousands of others
constantly sounding Us praise. During tiie late
war 1 was in tiie army, and had the misfortune
to be taken prisoner, and was confined in Salisbury and other Southern prisons several
months, and became so much reduced iu health
and strength as to be a mere skeleton of my
former self. On being released, I was a tit
subject for a Northern hospital, where I remained some two months and then came
home. My physician recommended and procured for me several bottles of Peruvian
Syrup, which I continued to use for several
weeks, and found my health restored and my
weight increased from ninety pounds to one
hundred and fifty, my usual weight, and I have
been iu my usual good health ever since; and
1 can cheerfully recommend it in all cases of
weakness and debility of the system, whether
arising from an impure state of the blood, dyspepsiu, or almost any otlipr cause, believing it
will in most cases give entire satisfaction.
Yours truly,
Geo. S. Bixby.

In Rockland, May 17tli, Mrs. Nancy Patterson,
74 years. 7 months and 7 days.
In South Thomaston, May 19th, Lewis K. Buckman, aged 21 years, 7 months and 23 days.
In ltockland, May 2lst, Rispah, wile of Peter Collamore, aged 72 years and 10 months.
In Rockland, May 23 d, M. >. Ifovey, aged 73 yrs.
In Rockland, May 11th, Carrie K., daughter of the
late Capt. .John F. and Priscilla Cables, aged 13 yrs.
and 4 mouths.
In Union, May 22cl, Mrs. Martha 3>avis, aged about : All
32 years.
In Brooklin, May l?th,3Irs. Martha F. Hale, aged
G7 years.
! The
In Brooklin, May 10th, Mr. Samuel Herrick, aged
77 years.
In Blur-hill, May 7th, Herman Iiinklrv, only child
of Edward .1. and Eliza Hinklev, aged •.» months.
In Bluehill, May loth, Mr. L< vi Hail.
In Winter port, Mr. Horace S. stimson of Bangor,
aged 04 yeais and 0 months.

Do you feci languid, with no energy to apply
yourself to work or study? If so, uso TalituT’s Iron Tonic. It will infuse now life,
create an appetite for food, and cause sweet
sleep. The Iron Tonic should be given to
pale anil pithy children. It is .itist what they

need.

2w47

Children

pleasant

Cry Fur Castoria.

honey,

take as

to

harmless. It is

and is

expel worms,

It is

as

absolutely

wind
colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting
sure

to

cure

teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,
and for Costiveness in young or old there is
nothing in existence so effective and reliable.
3m41

The latest, greatest, and most reliable
ever put together by medical science
for ItlicumaliM)), Wounds, Swellings, llurns,

remedy

Caked Breast, Ac., is the Centaur Liniment.
There are two kinds. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Centaur I.inimeqt is for spavined, lHme and strained
horses and animals. 3)»41

We ;nk attention to advertUeuent in special
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUI'F
and TROCIIE
dy. tf

POWDER—a

reliable

Mil taMn!

MCWS.

ARRIVED.

May 23d, Pr. sell. Volunteer, (of Windsor,
Smith, Clieverie.

X.

will do well to eall

S.)

May 27tli,

NOTICES.

SEARSPORT.
Die Democrats of Searsport are notified to meet
caucus at Town Hall, on Saturday evening, May
•id, at 7 o’clock, for the purpose of choosing delegates
to the State Convention and the Congressional District Convention to be holden at Bangor, June T:th.

PROSPECT.

I3TOUSE PAINTING, PAPERING
-5-TL and Draining done in the best manner.
Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and

schs. \\ illiam

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff
TROCHE

DELIGHTFUL

S. J.

Vjne\"Aro II wi n', May 26. The schooner Waterline from Richmond, Me., for New York with a cargo
of Ic<*, was run into last night in Vineyard Sound by
steamer Lancaster from Philadelphia for Boston,
and filled immediately.
The steamer towed the
schooner to this port.
Launched. At Bucksport, 22d inst., from the
yard of W. Beazh-y & Co., a*sch. ol 245 tons, named
the “Jennie Beazley,” owned by the builders, II. F.
Suminsby, of Ellsworth, Bucksport parties,and Capt.
G. W. Harrington, of Stockton, who will command
her.
Ar. at Philadelphia, 3Iay 24, schr. 3Iark Pendleton, Pendleton, 1-ernandina.
Ar. at New York, May 25, schr. Fannie 8c Edith,
Bartlett, Belfast.
Ar. at Wilmington, N. C., 3Iay 24, schr. Charlie
Bucki, Foss, Bath.
Ar. at
May 24, schr. Lizzie Lane,
West, Bedfast, thence to load at Bueksvillo lor
aearsporr.
Ar. at Savannah, May 24, schrs. Sarah L. Davi
Cottrell, New Yoik; Paragon, shute, Belfast.
Cld from Brunswick, tin., May 04, bark Clara E.
MeGilverv, Dunbar, llio Janeiro.
Ar. at Rotterdam, May 21, bark Emma L. Partridge, Partridge, Mobile.
Ar. at Havana, May .'5, bark David Babcock, Erskine, Greenock.
Ar. at New York, May 201 h, schr. Laura II. Jones,
Cousins, Belfast.
At Cardifi’, May 15, bark Alice, Dyer, loading coal
for Padang.
Ar. at Cardin, May 27th, ship S J\ Horsey, Small,
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PLEASANT REMEDY

Asth-
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only Agents

NEW

lln y keep

for the

celebrated
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to

full assortment of

a

For Farmers and Carpenters, they have
some solid

CUSTOM

MADE

BOOTS & SHOES
Which they will warrant to do good
service, and which they will sell
very cheap for

JUST

Wanted. I
\ NY persons having old PATENT OFFICE UEi V PORTS can iind a purchaser at 0C Main St
t;48
Belfast, June 1, 1870.

had

lAs

an

ssTofci tlr<l l
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N E W

does not “DRY UP”

a

1 inerY!

is

now

Catarrh but

In

Millinery which
week, Friday.

COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Philadeipia.
W. W. Whipple & Co
Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks Sc Potter; Rust Bros. &
Bird. Boston, wholesale agts.
ly.’G

Deafness, Blindness I Catarrh.

bECEiVED

Block, Belfast.

[Editorial ftom the Daily Kennebec Journal. |
Augusta, Nov. 24, ls75.
Mr. Wm. II. Ilersom jf this city, informs us that
he has been afflicted with chronic catarrh for several
years, and it reached su:h a state as to deprive him
of the sense of smelling, and greatly Impaired his
hearing, lie has been under L>r. Lighthill’s treatment for two weeks, and can now smell as well us
lie over could, and has regained his hcariug.
Bangor, Dec. 30,1875.

gladly testify, that Dr. Lighthill completely cured

of deafness in my right ear, which has troubled
for the past 20 years, and my left one, which also
became quite deaf
during the past year. I will be
glad to give any information concerning the veracity
of this statement to any one calling upon me. 1 reside on Brimmer St., Brewer, and have been a resident of this locality for 20 years.
Wm. F. Doe.

Cure of Diseased Eyes—Statement of Col.
Alden of Augusta. Maine.
To whom it may Concern:—
Dr. C. B. Lighthill a few years since treated one
of my sons for sore eyes, anil it gives me pleasure to
recommend him to all needing his services, us my
son was very much benefitted by him.
D. Alden.
Augusta, Oct. 2Gth, 1875.
tf47

MARRIED.
In this city, May 17th, by Rev. S. Goodenough, Mr.
W. W. Rogers of Hampden, and Mrs. Eunice fcj.
Berry, of JStockton.
In this city, May 27th, by Rev. J. A. Boss, Mr.
Daniel Higgins aad Miss Violet A. Martin, both of
Morrill.
May 24th, by A. II. Wentworth, Thomas C. Little
of Bristol, and Mary Richards of Appleton.
In Rockland, May 22d, by Rev. \V. H. Yeoman,
Orlando S. Knowles and Emma J. Clark.
In Sedgwick, May 18th, Dea. .John Eaton of Sedgwick, and Mrs. Vesta A. Billings ol' South Hadley,
Mass.

Mrs.

Date,

CHEAP.

B. F. WELL*.
Belfast,

June

NOTICE.

he misused me and allowed his friends to do the
same, ami also neglected me in sickness and poor
heulth. I left him because I could be better taken
care of among strangers.
1 shall not contract any
bill on his account, a* 1 can provide for myself better than he can, or did, for mi*.
SARAH M. MARTIN.
3w48*
Searsmont, June 1, 1570.
us

Announces to his many friends that he has
returned and again taken possession of the
well known

SANBORN

Karat and

Age

Rebecca Bryant, aged

and 20 days.
Our loving daughter’s passed lYom this
Into a higher life,
To roam the spiritual realms of bliss
She’s free from pain and strife.

Commissioners

tfi7

THE SUBSCRIBERS, having been appointed by the lion. William if. Rust, Esq., to receive and examiuo the claims of creditors to the
estate of
ABNER K. BUMPS, late of Thorndike,

WE

deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give

we to monrn, she is not lo&t,
But only gone before,
To weave bright garlands round us
While groveling on life’s shore?

here,

|

1776 centennial1876.
Fourtli of

July

FIREWORKS
RAN FIELD, FOBBISTALL &, CO.,
ers’ Agents for standard and reliable

Manufactur-

FIRE WORKS,

prepared to furnish everything in this line
for public or private exhibitions. In addition to the
articles generally used, they have a line collection ot
FIRE WORKS of large calibre and finest materials,
for Public Exhibitions and Private use, consisting of
new specialties never before exhibited, such as
are now

Rockets, Illuminated Bomb
Shells, &c., &c.

and Town Committees furnished at short
notice and on liberal terms.
In addition to the above, we have Flags, Balloons, a“(l a large assortment of very handsome
Lanterns, including several new styles; also,
every other description of Centennial Goods. Send
for Circular and Price List.

no more.

In Sunta Monica,
Angeles Co., Cal., May 7th,
of consumption, George A., son of Charles and Sophof Northport, aged 21 years and 11

BANFIELD, .FORRISTALL, & CO.,
26& 28 Federal &. 127GongressSts.,8oston.

William Gordon, of Belmont, In
the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, on
the seventh day of November, A. D. 1870, mortgaged
to me, the subscriber, by his mortgage deed of that
date, a certain parcel of land situated in Belmont,
aforesaid, and fully described in said mortgage deed,
which is recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book,
151, Page 4-17, to which reference is hereby made for

WHEREAS,

O, how’ consoling is the thought,
That when our toils are o’er,
We’ll meet her on the other side,

mos.

Why sigh for his living to pine aud to languish.
Through long days of sickness and nights void of
rest;
You watched his slow wasting,
With hearts tilled w ith anguish—
But he is happier now and it Is all for tlie best,
ltoekport, May 28, Louisa B. Ferry, eldest daughter of Capt. Thomas and Julia A. Perry, aged 14
years, 3 months and 17 days, of heart disease. Miss
P. was one of the most interesting and accomplished
young ladies of our place. Kind, gentle, loving and
as well as
intelligent. Her
death is truly mourned by a large circle of friends,
*
none knew her but to love her.
In Bangor, May 24th, Abram Woodard, aged 59
years. Maria A., wife of P. G. >Vlilte, Esq., aged 34
years and 0 months.

prematurely

no-

tice that six months are allowed to said creditors
to bring in ami prove their claims; and that we shall
attend that service at the house of the late A. K.
Bumps on the second Saturday in June and the
second Saturday in November, at nine o’clock A. M.
GORHAM CLOUGH.
3w4S
SAMUEL N. TILTON. Commissioners.

a description of the premises, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, 1 claim to
foreclose the same, and for that purpose give this
public notice according to the Statute in such cases
made and provided. Also one other parcel of land
situated in said Belmont being the same land which
was conveyed by said Willium Gordon to Charles
Black by his mortgage deed, dated September first,
A. D. 1807, to whicli reference is hud for a more particular discretion,the same being recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, April 4th, A. D. 1SG8, Book 138.
Page 404, and the same was assigned to me by said
Charles Black, by his deed of assignment dated December 21st, A. D. 1807, and whereas the condition
of the same mortgage has been broken, I claim to
foreclose tire same, and for that purpose give this
public notice according to the Statute in such cases
made and provided.
JAMES B1CKNELL.
3w48
Belmont, May 30 1870.

they
cheap.

Ill Dress Good,

large stack of BOOTS,

SLIPPERS, TIES, &c., which
offer at the very

cheapest prices. I am receiving daily
splendid bargains in Kid, Sergo,

In

selling veiy low. Call and
examine prices.
am

13 Phonix Row, Belfast.

'boots !

a

:

so

At 20 Cents per

style

trimming

DOUBLE

BUSK

much called tor

yard.

We

we arc

have

WHITE

a

the sole

Agents.

full line of

GOODS!

ALSO A FINE LINE OF

Bring -th.e

Oasli

Goods!
DINSMORE & SON Bress
A
in
Shade*.

C OLL I ICS & C UFFS !
Neckties, Hamburgs & Hosery
which

we arc

prepared

to sell at low

prlc**.

great variety

Will SKLL you CHEAPER than any
other concern.

25

Spring
Cents por yd.

TWO

BUTTON

KID

GrLOVES!
Cheaper

Notice.

Special

Dinsmore & Son are making a change in
their business, anil all persons owing them
MUST SETTLE UP inside of THIRTY
DAYS or they will be obliged to leave
their accounts with a lawyer for collection.

than

ever

before offered in this

city.

Black Cashmeres!
Buttrick's Patterns

CHEAPER THAN' EVER.
75 cts. to SI.25 per yd.

Selling from

Full line for

made

quality

notice

(all perfect)
yard.

G Cents per

To the Ladies!

PATTERNS

CHOICE

Spring and Summer. Catalogue frea.

H. JOHNSON & CO

H

Rest

8 Cents por

yard.

d 19.82

H.H. Johnson & Co. Brown & Bleached Cottons.
SELLING AT THE

13.20

20.13

State vs. Intoxicating Liquors.
Originated before Geo. E. Wallace, Esq.

30 03

State vs. Fred Frown.
Originated before John Huberts, Esq.

*.'.33

just

received their

Spring

Stc.ck of

Lowest

T. W. PITCHER &

Prices!

Hats, Bonnets,
Spring Sacques!

FLOWERS.

Ready made at LOWER

PRICES than

customers can make them.

State vs. Stephen L. Dodge
Originated before same.

23.38

Slate vs. Robert G. Foye.
Originated before James D. I.uiu-on, Esq.

10.32

l ake pleasure in announcing to Ladies
and Misses of Belfast and vicinity,
that they have en^ajfed a first-class

C L O A K
-AND-

State vs. Oak A. Chase.
Originated before Geo. E. Wallace, Esq

DRESSMAKER

Laces,
\ottui»liam Laces!

Silks,

213.76

A new assortment

—1'ltOM—

just arrive 1.

—AND—

State vs. William Barnes.
Originated before Raymond ;S. Kich, Esq.

16.21

Ribbons.

State vs. William Barnes.
Originated before same.

58.13

In 'llio most Desirablo Shades.
which

wo

All of

And under the

CARPETINGS
Look at

offer at the very

LOWEST
_

our

Ingrains

50 Cents per

39.71

State vs. Benj. (). Hall.
Orlgnatcd before R. A. Treat, Esq.

State vs. Harry R. Thurston.
Originated before Raymond S. Rich, Esq.

61.93

State vs. Harry R. Thurston.
Originated before James Libby, Jr., Esq.

22.37

33.17

Stale vf. James Higgins.
Originated before Grand Jury.

19.01

Stato vs. Calvin 15. Gilman.
Originated before same.

22.55

Miss E. A. Pitcher.

yardThey

Extra
We intend to give ail of cur customers
perfect satisfaction.

Weight Carpetings!

At 07 «Se 75 ets. per

propose to cut ami manufacturu

GARMENTS &

DRESSES,

and to all those entrusting their work
with us a perfect tit will be

yd-

guaranteed.

Wo would also notify that we keep constantly on hand every article wauted
for the manufacture of

Gome and
Before

State vs. Thomas Ilaugh.
Originated before Geo. E. Johnson, Esq.

of

PKICES !

80.11

31.30

charge

at

12.37

State vs. Jamson Gordon.
Originated before X. 11. Turner, Esq.

Us

Try

purchasing

Best Quality 3 Wool Superfine

GARMENTS & SUITS.

8100 per 3’ai'd.

T. W. PUCKER & CO.,

elsewhere.

81 Main St.. Belfast, Me.

H. H. Johnson & Co.
43

Belfast, April 25, 1876.

TAPESTRIES!
25 Different Patterns of
—A

State
C. B. Mahan.
Originated before same.
vs.

5.57

State vs. Thomas Ilaugh et als.
Originated before Geo. E. Johnson, Esq.

-i n-

N D—

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC!

Tapestry Carpetings
a

rare

opportunity for customers
good selections at

to

make

Boots & Shoes
-A T-

1S.77

Mrs. H. A. jDarter

State vs. Thomas Ilaugh et als
Originated before Grand Jury.

37.53

State vs. Stephen L. Hedge
Originated before same.

33.S3

State vs. Intoxicating Liquors claimed by A. T. Bradley.
Originated before Geo. E. Johnson, Esq.

16.30

31.35

Proposes

to

give instruction

to
class in Vocal ami
Instrumental Music in this city. Alter the most
faithful study of her art, having graduated from the
Chicago Optra House in 1808, and having the highest
recommendations from P. P. Bliss, Prof. Ludden,
11. P. Palmer and other eminent musicians; also,
having had fifteen years experience in teaching at
Chicago, Joliet, Lockport and Black River Falls, as
well as in tire East, she flatters herself that she is
nmply qualified to teach sucrcd or secular music of
any grade.

Boston

10.10

State vs. Chandler K. Merrill.
Originated before Grand Jury.

21.00

TERMS.

For Vocal Music alone, $6.00 per Quarter.
For Vocal and Instrumental Music, $10 per Qtr.
Tlius placing the very best instruction within the
easy reach of all. Any person desiring further information will please call at her residence.
2wl7

State vs. William Fahy.
Originated before same.

10.50

Trusses! Trusses!!
-:o:-

1STew

Tiling!

Nickle Flated.!

CLEAN,LIGHT, DURABLE!
4.00

$1018.51

Treasurers Office. Waldo County,
RICHARD U. ilOODl', Treasurer.

Prices!

W. T. COLBURN’S

a

City Block, High Street.
Oil

Olotlis,
Hemp Carpetings,

F.SAMELLED WOOD PAD!
JUST RECEIVED AT

WM. O. POOR & SON’S,
Johnson’s Block. Belfast.

tf*7

SUMMER STYLES

received,

just
and Selling at the Lowest possible prices.
Ivlattings, SPRING
Pings, P'eath.ers, FINE BOOTS & SHOES,
hand.
<5^o-, &&o., cS&o.
Of the Latest Styles constantly
mid

Straw

on

Constantly

State vs. Chandler R. Merrill.
Originated before Geo. E. Johnson, Esq.

Liquors.

new

CORSET

4 \Y -J ?

Liquors,

State vs. Intoxicating
Originated before same.

low

Only 20 cts. per yd.

Supreme Judicial Court, April Term, 1876.

State vs. F. E. Phillips.
Originated before Grand Jury.

full assortment of

everything pertaining

THE

State vs O. S. Larabee.
Originated before Raymond S. Rich, Esq.

remarkably

are

Ralerua Dress Goods!

CRIMINAL COSTS

State vs. James E Sprague.
Originated before It. A. Treat, Esq.,

WOOL

Worsted Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimpsanil
line
to the

DINSMORE & SON. PRINTS !

A it 8 T It A C T

BY

id a m.
AND

Plain and Stripe which

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!

and Foxed Button Boots.which

ALLOWED

good lino all wool

a

Only SI. 25 per yd., valued at $1.75.

I would call the attention of

I

have

we

KNICKERBOCKERS

SPLENDID QUALITY: OE

Ladies’ Boots.

now

Blaok

Knickerbockers. De Beiges. Plaid

NEW STYLES IX LADIES

I

Mohalrt,

Hernani, Black Grenadine.

THE

State vs. Elphanan Fernald.
Originated before Enoch E. Rugley, Esq.

Notice.

Foreclosure Notice.

Ought

is
Los

HOUSE,

where he will be glad to welcome them. '1 he house
is near the depot, well titled and otlers every inducement for a quiet summer resort.
A good stable is connected with the house. Give
me a cull.
JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.
ttH
Belfast, June 1, 1S75.

Drap’de'ete. Black Alpacas
Black

Cashmeres,

Black

cannot be

S r E C I A L T Y

A

:o

State vs Intoxicating
Originated before same.

rrowiioit IT MW CONCERN: My husband,
JL Nathaniel Marlin, lust week advertised me as
l aving left Ids bed and board without justifiable
cause.
I will say that 1 did have justifiable cause,

Black Goods cannot be surpassed.

cement

ENGLISH

Have

1, 1870.

Our stock of

Black

We al30 have

Slate vs. Henry Wyman'.
Originated before Geo. E. Johnson, F.sq

43F“City

In Belmont,
May 20tli, Sarah E., daughter of
Richard and Emerluic Greer, aged 13 years, 10 mos.

parting

this

linery

Meteor

DIED.

city, May 13th,

opened

JOSEPH SANBORN, JR.,

American House, Belfast,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, June 13, l i, 15.

Uepaiilfor.j

will be

REDUCED PRICES.

LOWEST PRICES!

j

WM. O. POOR & SON, sun: LACK

AS

GTl’leasc call anil examine juices and
us we are selling First Class Mil-

be consulted at the

Obituary notices, beyond

Styles

Sanborn House.

CARL B. LIGHTHILL,

the

selecting

the

world!

Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents.
.Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address

Can

nil

styles,

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness & Comfort
Is the best Voice Tonic lu the

Boston

in

time.
make upon our goods ara
strictly reliable, and so LOW in fact,
that we are neither ashamed nor
afraid to quote them publicly
through the press, if the
value of goods cannot stand a public announ-

STY L E

and Good School Boots for Girls at

J. W. CLARK,

M

AT

and

10 Cents per Pound.

to my

cheap.

wo

Soap.

ity

v'ry

COTTONS!

COTTON
BOYS

the ladies of Belfast and vicinv.ill be received for transporting
from Fox Islands 200 to 4*40 tons Granite Rock,
to be delivered at our wharf, loot of Main St., bv
BELFAST FOUNDRY CO.
July bull.
tf4S
Belfast, June 1, 1870.

PRINTS

selling

we are

CROWN AND BLEACHED

at as LOW bargains
ns at the present

VLOT
ful

oi) :50, Ion. 72 :2'J, harquentine Fred EuY'uung, from Belfast for Charleston.

-A-t/tent-ion !

It' prices ami a good assortment will intluenee tlie trade to buy readily and
largely, now is the time to purchase, for goods have never
been offered the public

OF FIRST KATE POTASH, WHITE
ami 1‘ure. VERY STRONG- Makes beauti-

Johnson's

REMNANT
which

Makers. Buckle Slices BLACK SILKS !

Soap

LOT OF

A NEW

STOKE,

13 Phenix Row, Belfast.

May 25, lat
gene,

k W. Burkeii & Go’s.

l'lie prices

Fit UI GI ITS.

is an improved look in oil and grain
freight*, caused by the Turkish troubles, but domestic coal and lumber freights remain without change.
Several charters of recent date of Belfast vessels are
noted in the local department.

P E R O A LES,

French Kiel Boots

Rondout.
CM. from New York, May 27th, -idir. L. II. Harrlinan, Herriman, st. Johns,P. R.

A? a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

loveable,

ere

special bargains in

Prints, Cambrics, Cretonnes,

J. W. CLARK’S CAS Tl !

Hell Gate. May 2S, schr. Pennsylvania, Kverist, New York for Belfast.
Ar. at Salem, May 27, schr. James Hohnc-s, Ryder,

Latest

Cures Without Sneezing!

es

They

SILLIMAN’8

Men's

:

j

For

invite the

For Ladies, which are the best filting
boots in the United States.

from $1,60 to $4.

SHOE

just what we say, and
public to give us a call.

We have

Slices
-Y T-

$4,50; Men's Low Strap Shoes

!'U!11.1

mean

Finest Stock of Uentlemen’s

Bmss

Congress Boots from $1,75

JVIINB. WELLS

LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild
and agreeable in its effects that it positively

ronie Haw

have the

REWARD.

Calf Boots from S3 to $5

Hamburg.
Passed through

IN

Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.

Where

They

Largest Stock and Best Children’s Boots
IX ALL COLORS.
Men’s
Bargains ever offered.

ciiarleston,

We

—AND—

The

to load for Jacksonville.
M.
29th, schs. Banner, Pattersha.il, Pangor; .Sea
Flower, Bates, Somes’ Sound.
31 <v 3oth, sell. Mulahnr. Welsh, New York.
3 ty 31st, Yacht Trifle, Teague, Mt. Desert.
31E MORAN DA

Coeds!

Offer tli**in at pries much LOWER than «v»r
off* red in this city before
\V« refrain from
quoting prices, and the public can satisthemselves
call
by
inland examinfy
ing our well selected stock, that
cur goods ate Cheaper than
those who quote prices in

DRY

Boots & Shoes

Ralph Ifowes, Burges-*, Bangor;

GUinore, Sylvester, Mt. Desert; 1. L. Wilson,
Pattern-u, Rock port.
May 20th, schs. Nathan Clifford, Carter, New
Haven ; Volunteer, (Itr.) Smith, Cheverie.
May 27th, schs. F. Nickerson, Ilaskell, Brunswick ;
Franklin Pierce, Stinson, Bangui, Number Oue,
Robinson, Isle au Hunt.
May 2Mtli, sells. Good Iiitenf, Libbey, < amden,
with molasses; Lois \
Clmples, Chapies, Camden,

POWDER,

Catarrh, Headache,
Breath, Hoarseness,
ma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <)c.,
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in

In this

CarpetingS Dry

SAILED.
schs.

Corner of Miller and Cross Sts.
3w4Gs

must

Stylish

LARGE aud varied Stock of

a

FOREIGN! AND DOMESTIC

for

MEN’S

schs. Forest Queen, Robbins, Bangor;
Radiant,;of S v,mi island,) Boston; .Senator, Condon,

Belfast, May 10, 1S7G.

_

charge

no

Five

Searsport.
May 30th,

Sitting Booms, a specialty. Orders solicited and
will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
price and work assured bv
M. A. CULLNAX,

me
me

there is

as

Tell, Mathews, Bangor;
hundred dollars reward is of.
Good lutent, I.ibby, Camden; Hero, McDonald,
fered by the Selectmen of Senrsport, for iuforBoston, to repair; Empire, Ryan, Boston; E. L. ! rnation which will lead to the conviction of the person or persons who have caused the late
Wilson, Patterson, Iiockport.
incendiary
May 28th, schs. D. K. Arey, Ryan, 20 hours from Gres.
OTIS BLACK, ) Selectmen
D. S. SIMPSON, 5
of
Boston; I*. 31. Bonnie, Burgess, Viualhaven ; Helen
M. Condon, McCarty, Boston; Esperunza, .’Smalley,
L. CURJ’IS, Jit. ) Searsport.
Western Bank, with 400 kcntles fish; Banner, PatSearcpcrt, May ::1, lsro.—3wte*
terson, 15 hours from Gloucester.
May 22th, Yaeut Trifle, league, 3it. iK-sert, \ia

May 25th,

with

fact that if you want
titling, and most

Ever ottered in Belfast.

8500

PROPOSALS

I he Democrats of Prospect are requested to meet
at the School House in District No. 3 on Saturday,
the 3d day of June next, at 5 o’clock, P. M., for the
purpose of choosing delegates to attend the State
and District Convention.
Per Order.
Prospect, Muv 27th, 1870.

I

me,

I). L. PEA.VY,
7Phenix Row.

Gw4S

Per Order Com.

DR.

on

BOSTON

their advertisements.

shall oiler them will convince you of my determination to olTer good bargains. Remember the place.

in

Remedy

acknowledged

is an

the very nicest, best

Clothing!

examination of my goods, and the prices at which I

May 24th, sell. F. Nickerson, (of Deer Die,; Haskell, Round Pond, to load for Brunswick.
May 2i>Ui, sch. Franklin Pierce, (of Deer Isle,)
Stinson, Portland.
May 20th, schs. Tyro, Hart, Bangor; Lillian, Ryan,
Boston; .John C. Smith, 3m, (of Belfast,) Jones,
Gloucester; A. Havford, Ivane, Boston; Number
One, Robinson, Isle au Hunt; J. 1*. Merriam, Dean,
Boston; Sloop lhnma, (of Orringtou,) Giant, Bangor.

It

Than similar goods have ever before or can now be
bought for, either in Belfast or elsewhere. Gentlemen wishing to buy Well Made Garments Cheap,

BELFAST.

OF

PO«T_

H. H. Johnson & Co.,
HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM

FASHIONABLE
SUMMER

Made

Reduction

OX THE PRICES OF

AM)

SPUING

Continued

(ioiits Furnislii g lioitl-. Hats, Caps, Ac.,
-Lt. Lower IPrioes

SPOKEN.

This

NEW AND

Heady

SHIP

Mistake about It!

no

which enables him to sell

ments

!.

reme-

gy- -? re. re

SPECIAL

A

-C:0:Omin interested in Saving Money will
please lake Notice.
undersigned h:i- made entirely new arrange-

There is

There

t-i&x-JicaTi^ijagf

AND

KT ID

a- PL

aged

to

Bad

only because he
—

Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills are
the only medicines which operate in this way,
it is obvious they are the only genuine cure for
Pulmonary Consumption. Dacb bottle of this
invaluable medicine is accompanied by full di-

1 yr

Potions anil Fuiageiteifcs.

as

Syrup, Sea

mind

Palace.

A

i

arc

n

advertised

dency is to confine the morbid matter in the.
system, which, of course, must make a cure impossible. Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup is warranted not to contain a particle of opium ; It is
composed of powerful but harmless herbs,
which act on the lungs, liver, stomach, and
blood, and thus correct all morbid secretions,
and expel all the diseased matter from the body.
These are the only means bv which Consumption can be cured, and as Schenck’s Pulmonic

was

;i ring
in his nose, to
y
'hicli was attached a guard stick anti
pc. < hi this occasion they led him lroin
the stable into a small pen connected with
'he yard, when he broke away and went
A Few Tilings That Wo Know.
: r them with a
vengeance, knocking them
We Know that a disordered stomach or liver
-lown, lirst one and then the other. Either
more suffering than any other cause.
ae of them might have
escaped at this produces
We know that very few physicians are success.me. but fur one to run was certain death
ful in their treatment of these disorders. We
m the other.
So they continued the eon- know that I'sCosta’s ltadical Cure
will, with■st. ligliling him by turns with stones, out the shadow of a doubt, almost immediately
lubs and u iiatovcr they could lay hold of; relieve and permanently cure all of these disout their strength was fast failing, their tressing symptoms. AVe kuow of thousands
who are w
to testify that what we say is
■lothes were nearly torn from their bodies, true to tiieilling
letter. We know that if von will
they were covered with mud and badly give it a fair trial you will let us add vo’ur name
bruised. Mr. Cole was linally knocked to the “cloud of w itnesses.” Will you give il a
'town and nimble to rise, and to all ap- trial, and do it now? Trial size only25e. Sold
by W. O. Poor & Sox, sole agents for Belfast.
pearances the bull had got it all his own A. J.
Jordan, agent for Orland. it. B. Stover,
way. 15ut not so, for at this stage of the agent for Bucksport.
their
the
Professor
Parker’s Pleasant Worm Svrup is
proceedings
dog appeared upon
cue and took a hand in the light, driving
No
perfectly safe and extremely palatable.
the bull back into the barn, and rescuing physic required. Costs 25 cents. Try it.
them from their perilous position. The
The Russian Court invited Dr. Ayer and his
'-nil was immediately killed
family to the Archduke’s wedding in the itoval

in-

:

remedies

Other

Consumption, probably contain opimo, which is a somewhat dangerous drug iu
all cases, and if taken freely by consumptive
patients, it must do great injury; for its tenfor

cures

of the Journal.

sharp people down at RockImpox'taiit to Perseus Visiting
place says—
yo;k 0? tiio Coutexmial.

.V lad\ cjf tliAcity made a purchase of a piece
d carp' ll;.- .it one ut our stores, and ordered it
she left tin* store and in a
‘•ent i'» lit r house,
'liort lime returned with a peer of boots and a
.ir ot slippers, which she wished to be put
h the earpet and delivered. The goods were
: tu her house and the next day site called

constitution.

The Journal says icjk estate aud rents are about
TO to 20 per cent, lower in i.eaiston than they were
live years ago.

Correspondence

Sea

pounded of vegetable ingredients, and contain
nothing which can be injurious to the human

and < amden in this state, was inrailroad crossing on t*iie 30th inst.

1 he Courier of that

;.d.

!

at a

Carver's Harbor, )1av
Appearances
are that
the remainder of the government
workmen will he discharged this week, or very
soon,unless there is another
propriatiou made

SYRur,

Sciiknck's Pulmonic

Dr.

Weed Tonic, and Mandrake Pills. These
medicines have undoubtedly performed more
cures of Consumption than any other remedy
known to the American public. They are com-

S. Dan forth of Toledo, Ohio, formerly

antes

Washington

returned.

tliej

w

■

Mr. ,1

stantly kiiled

..

•tl-eady

>

J. V* Spinney, a Kennebec river pilot, was upset
from his boat oif Seguin 7 o’clock at night, recently.
He Mircoeded in getting on the bottom of the boat
and remained clinging there 1 ill nearly i‘«» o'clock,
when hi* cries were heard bv-Capt. Norton ol the
sch. Brigadier, who sent a boat and rescued him.
The man was near death when taken into tin* boat,
but received the best of care from Capt. Norton.
of

ami

.'. Soil

i

morning. (Aipt. Bridges is

slight repairs*

& Walker.

load!

V

in:■

warm

Woods, Mathews & Raker are
ihr.-e nia-t. d sell. I E. McDonald with

Pi’ehei
hav lor

this

■:

The wife of Cnpt. Freeman Bridges, of Buckswas foumi dead in her house last .Saturday
away at sea, and his wife
A neighbor who was in the habit
w- *.s living alone.
of procuring water at the well on their premises
was there after water that morning, and upon looking info the shed she saw the kitchen door open,
and .nr*. Bridges lying near it.
She was lifeless
when found. The cause of her death is unknown.

port,

prices and

on

hand, and competition

on

assortment cannot bo met in

this locality.
We intend to make
manent department in
trade will always find
hand.

Carpetings
our
a

a

BELFAST.

Travelling ltags

per-

Stock, and the

good supply

\

on

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.
Hayford Block,

Trunks,

Church St.,
MAINE.

And Satchels,
Of all kinds, very LOW.
Come and get my Price* before buying, and I will
give you prices thut will make it for your Interest
to

purchase.

W. T. COLBURN.
Belfast. Mar 3, 1876,

4w«

[From Harper’s Magazine for June.]
Little

The

Black-Eyed

BY WILL

the Centennial Exhibition is not in better
hands. The day will come when Sunday
will be used by every one as a means of
the truest self-improvement and recreation. It may be a hundred years before
anything like a sensible view of the matter is taken universally by high and low
alike. If such a time is too far in -advance
of our first Centennial, it will not be of
our second,
[The Arcadian ]

Rebel.

C’ARLETOX.

A boy drove into the city, his wagon loaded down
With food to feed the people of the British-governed
town;
And tin lin le black-eyed r?bel, so cunning and so sly,
"
watching for hi? coining lroai the corner of her
eye.
Bi-' h:C‘ l-'oked broad and honest, bis hands were
brown and tough,
The cloth* > In wore upon him were homespun,

rough;

coarse, and
one there was

But

who watched

ling* red nigh,

And

at him sweet
her eye.

cast

him,

It was a bald-headed clergyman who
took for his text, “The hairs of our heads
the corner of are all numbered.”
long

who

glances from

time

11“ drove up to tin' market, ho waited in 1)10 lino
I!. apples and potatoes were fresh and fair and
tine;
it i"’ig ami Jong he waited, and no on*-came to
buy,
i\e tin
black « ed rebel, watching from the corner
of her eye.

GREAT

MILLINERY!

Centaur

The Quickest, Surest &
est Remedies.

House for Sale.

—IN-

MILLINERY!!

Liniments!

BARGAINS

LARGE

situated
A
at

umimi

Cheap-

—AT—

CATARRH.

Now who will buv my apples?” he shouted, long
and loud;
And "Who wants my potatoes?” he repeated to the
crowd:
But from all the people round him came no word of

A Case of Six Years’

Standing,
accompanied by distressing
symptoms, cured by the

reply;

a

Save tin- black-eyed
of her eye.

rebel, answering from the corner

For she knew that ’neatli the lining of the coat he
wore that day
Were long letters from the husbands and the fathers
lar away,
W bo wer*- lighting for the freedom that
they meant

gain

to

Mrssrs. Weeks &

gli stened in the

corner

of her

i«ure$—how to get them? crept the questhrough her mind,
'<■
keen enemies were watching for what prizes
they might find ;
-h*- paused a while and pondered, with a^pretty
tr<tion

A.

little sigh.
resolve crept

c-u

through

her

shrewdness fired her eye.
rr

features,

and

a

solutcly

.vl .y I have*

walked up to the w agon old and red
dozen apples for u kis=>?” she sweetlv

a

said;

was somewhat shy,
h» saw her laughing at him from the
her eye.

corner

December 25, 1S7E

Helped her the

mast of any Medicine she ever used.

: were

he

corner

of

send three bottles of Sanford’s Radical Cure
for Catarrh.
The last helped me tlie most of any
medicine 1 ever used.
Vours in respect,
Mrs. 1 ORA .'s. CHASE,
July 0, lb7o.
Hardwick, Mass.

neck, she clapped her fin-

whispered "v^uick! the letters! thurst
them underneath my shawl!
l ack again this package, and be sure that you

d

men

-i-

ar*-

'”

epr\

And -h
-\so**tlv smihd
of her eye.
th

.1

rrmvil

?n

unon

was seared and
I'uJd not -peak

:.<■

haw

'F".
cr>

him from the

laughing

were

unci:.:irrak,

at the

panting, and

good apples,”

a

so

corner

strange
dashed

B-1

-:

PERSEVERE

a:

.'
■

Bedmond.

o.n-urred in rhilad«*lphia while the
-m
i that city in irrr. Tne name
a
k < id rebel heroine was Mary
T

Jewels of
1

>>

■

:'■ :tt

Thought
would

outrun

and Devotion.
1 lie tomb

>r darlings through tin*
gloom,
-1:uj Y Ju:th, Unit deem.- love’s care
<
n br a
and
solace there,
joy
N.
i.'. g •" t-ach untutored soul.
And bii «i tin tr>-;.ics to tile pole.

A:
1

1‘
maka b* autiful appeal to charity.
V'-’in n w<- ]..
up.>n the dead form, so roin•-■■d and -*! .lie* kindness and the love that
in us -,;i i-Mine forth.
Chapin.
lift

i
'v

u

1

da:
from

between those whom the
;:i' i- go »d, and tho»e whom it con♦ el. is in
many eases little else than
t.inner have been better sheltered
‘r»

ace

■

-b

temptation.

r-\ad to death. The Indian.- -ay,
a
d doe> not kiinit makes us invisible.
It
.v
rr.«.f survi\ors to see no more those
:ii *ii• v !ov( ; hut the first friend we lose
vision to the soul. Every step
v. ards d* :i: ii
;- ns a little wider the gates of
i-

tin

!-

s

w

eternity.

In the use of this remedy until
cured. It contains the great
healing elements of plants
in their essential form
as obtained by distilIa t io n

1

AND

Miss

FLESII, KUNE OR MUSCLE AILMENT.
We make no pretense that this article will cure
Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whiskey soaked carcass. But it will always reduce intlammation and allay pain.
It will extract the

poison

Trimmed Bonnets and Hats,

and

ItEiHTEl)

treatment.

Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says :
“My wife lias had rheumatism for five years—no
walk across the floor.
rest, no sleep—could
She Is now completely cured by the use of Centaur
Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recommend your wonderful medicine to all our iriends.”
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Centaur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.”

In

scarcely

UN EQUALED.
By any other Preparation.
Gentlemen,—I have kept Sanford’s Radical
C' RR on hand since it* first introduction in this vicinity, and the sale and satisfaction in its use have
been unequalled by any other similar
preparation
within my knowledge,
W. II. WILLIS, m. d.,

Druggist and
September 10, 1375.

Apothecary, Heading,

Mass.

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. .Sanford’s Improved Inhaling l ube. Price $1.00.
I or sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS k
POT'I EU, Boston, General Agents.

Very

tough skin, flesh and muscles of

1

A

Wisconsin

Acrobat’s

Fail.

Whet it was announced that W. D Linittwi.iiid walk across the falls at Wau-■<u oa a si:
gle line, there were men who
s.*id they w .uld give twenty-five cents to
cec him walk across, hut would
give $5 to
see him fall in.
A- tile hour lor tiie performance drew
hear

the

people began

to

gather

in vast

umbers lining the banks of the river on
i oth sides.
The rope had been stretched
toe nver about
midway between
"■
hi idge and the brink of the falls. The
which had begun to blow in the
o n
ng. had increased to a gale, which
anie ;n lithil gusts,
causing the "rope to
and tremble so much that Linscots’s friends wet e free to admit that while
the
ei evedin his
ability to perform just
w !; :i he had
advertised, they did not think
it p
m such a wind
storm, blowing
;t was directly across the frail
bridge
‘opon which In- was to cross the rapid.
1 : in the dam above the
bridge to the
''•'mb ol illi falls is a rajiid, where the
a~t volume > f water, swollen
by the
ireshet. rushes forward in long
akers, foaming and leaping in fantastic
.-hapes to the cataract where it takes the
rand plunge, to hurry forward
through
me rapids below,
bounding into great
waves,
and
eddies
until it
whirlpools
reaches the level stream below.
A- '!:e linger of the dial marked the hour
->•1 i
l.iiiscotl’s journey, he stepped upon
> he rope, dressed in the
style of acrobats,
llis balance pole in hand, lie walked forward upon the slender thread, and in
•Kpite ol the howling winds around him,
and the 'lark waves below, which sent up
their ..id crests as il to invite him to their
deadly embrace, walked steadily forward
to a point about 300 feet from the west
shore, and about 1.10 irom the east shore,
when a gust of wind more powerful than
ever, struck the brave man and threw him
off his balance: his pole, with which he
attempted to regain his balance, came up
to nearly a perpendicular, when the lower
end was caught by the crest of a giant wave
oelow and wrenched it from his hands.
LulScott fell and was swallowed up by the
mad waves below, to reappear at the brink
■ f the
falls, over which he plunged. Quickly emerging amid the breakers below the
tails, his stalwart form was seen battling
with the icy waters for his life. l!y almost
superhuman efforts he gained the shore
near the lower end of the Clarks’ lumber
yard, and by the assistance of those who
had gathered there lie soon stood upon the
dry iand to wave his hand to the vast concourse of the people, whose
glad cheers
proclaimed him the hero of the hour.
>

/

1

this Liniment would not
never saw

but

a

few

It will

euro.

speedily benefit,

cases

and

spend $20,

to

for

anything

DRESSMAKING

is

a sample of the testimony produced :
Hopkins, Postmaster, Piqua, O., says:

W. P.

“O.itaur Liniment can’t be beat.

It

cures

every

till1.*.”

is

Jefferson, Mo.. Nov. 10, 1873.

“Some time ago I

got

one

1

me

was

shipping horses to St.

For

a Centaur Alcertificates, from
every State in the Union. These Liniments are now
sold by all dealers in the country.
a

postage stamp

we

Laboratory of
Dev

tl'44

(Over Forbes’ Store.)

And

J. B. Rose Si Co.,

Goods

be had in the market for

can

St., Nf.w York.

Over Coats

Castoria.
Samuel Pitcher, of IlyannU, Mass., experimented in his private practice for twenty years to
produce a combination that would have the properI>r.

preparation

unpleasant

DRESS SUITS,

taste

for, near and far, till
finally he gave it the name of Castoria, and put it
up for sale. It is very wonderful in its effects, par
ticularly with the disordered stomachs and bowels
of children. It assimilate* the food, cures
sour stomach and wind colic,
regulates the bowels,
expels worms, and may be relied upon in croup.
As a pleasant, effective and perfectly safe cathartic remedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cordials and Syrups. It does not contain alchohol, and
was

sent

adapted to any age.
liy regulating the stomach and bowels of cross
an«l sickly children they become good-natured
and healthy. They can enjoy sleep and mothers

BUSINESS SUITS!

Castoria is put up at the Laboratory of J. It. Rost: & Co., 40 Dey St., New York.
3mos41
have rest.

Also

a

in part of Fine White

SHIRTS.

We Have Heard of it!!
LINEN AND PAPER

—AND—

U.S.

HOSIERY !
KVERYTHING

OF

ALL

KINDS

w. P. THOMPSON.

Gmo.s41

Probate fur the

•’(Successors

.selling

to

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
KAREiTO BOSTON,

freight must be accompanied by Bill of Lading
All freight bill* mu*t be paid on delivDAXILL LAA'E, Agent.
Belfast, May 25, 18*0.

CAN BE POUND AT

GLOVES

TO ITS NATURAL

W

SOLD

And

E A R !
anything

you Want in

o

XTECK TIES!

—AT-

Screw the finger as tight as you can,
tint's- rheumatism; one turn more, that’s gout,” is u
familiar description of these two diseases. Though

each may and does attack different parts of the svst'-m, the cause is believed to be a poisonous acid'in
the blood. Turify this by the use of

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.
do its work speedily and thoroughly.

It will
It is
the great friend of the sufferer from rheumatism and
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGLSlri.
gout.

THIS CLAIM-HOUSE ESTABLISED IIM 1885
PF
NS
ION 9 obtained for Officers, Soldiers, and
1
*31U110

teamen of M ar 1N(»| and 5,
and tor their heirs. The law includes deserters and
those dishonorably discharged. If wounded,
injured, or have contracted any disease, apply at once.
Thousands entitled. Great numbers entitled to an
increased rate, and should apply immediately. All
Soldiers and Seamen of the WLAlt of I«l£ who
served lor any period, however short, whether disabled or not,—and all widows of such not now on
the Pension rolls, are requested to send me their
address at once.
5Jftn-v 'v5l° enlisted in 1801-2 and 8
UUUI1 1 1
are entiled.
Send your discharges
and have them examined. Business before the 1*4TKI¥T Ofr t IC *: Solicited. Officers returns and
accounts settled, and ail just claims prosecuted.
As I make no charge unless successful, I
request
all to enclose two stamus for reply and return of
papers. GEORGE K. LEMON, Lock Box 47. Washington, L>. C.
I recommend Captain Lemon as an honorable and
successful Practitioner.-S.A. IIurlbut.M.C.,4th Congressional District of Illinois, late Maj.-Gen’l L\ s.
Vols. In writing mention name of this paper.

EXTRE Xvl ELY

x_*

o

w

PRICES !
40

of lOO n«*w mid irconil taaaial 1*1
ORCIANM of liratt.cluNS aaaa Vea-N,
including WATERS' at l.w.r |,rlce» than
ever Grforr »tIVr,*tl.
SrwtOcUVd 1*1anon/tfr ^OOHoxdil aaaalMhippeal. T<-rna«
$4-0 ca.la and $1« aaaoaitlalr until paid.
Oclaa# 4 fettaap Ora'.aia with hook doaoia
and stool warraaatral for $100
3 *0 iKila
and $5aaaonlh1j until paid. I llaaatrattMlCala

a

Assortment
OF

THIS

01.ASS

OK

G-O ODS,
and Solicit Trade to Sustain it.

~R E

T

AD,

DEALER IN ALL

t. w. men & a.

L.

LORD,

Ivlerchant Tailor.
tl'-il

ATEA-SISE

liESOllT.

One of the most charming and healthful locations
the NEW ENGLAND COAS 1, within
Four Milesof the State House in Boston,
has lately been brought into market by the

on

SHAWLS!
In every Style and Quality from

87’ 1-2 Cts. to $50.00.

■

For Ladies and Gents 673 Dozen

HANDKERCHIEFS!
With

sliglit

Imperfections at

LI a If their Value.

ENQUIRE FOR OUR

JOB

LOT

OB

CORSETS!

BOSTON

LAND COMPANY,

who are rapidly developing their immense
propertv
ami throwing it open to the public. Bordered on the
one side by the

B 11 O A 1
and

on

>

A T LAN T I C

the other

by the

inner

Harbor of Boston,

with all its innumerable attractions, having hourly
communication with the city, the heart of which is
readied in less than half an hour, by the new narrow-guage route of Boston, Revere Beuch and Lynn
Railroad, it offers to all who are seeking health and
pleasure an opportunity w hich seldom occurs/ to
possess

A SEA-SIDE RESIDENCE,
at a reasonable price. The Company are now prepared to offer at private sale many most desirable
locations; and on Saturday, the tenth of June, they
propose to throw open

AT PUBLIC SALE.
SEVERAL MILLIONS OF FEET,
which will be sold to the highest bidder, without
any reservation whatever, except suitable restrictions as to the style of buildings to be erected, etc.
Full descriptive circulars, with schedule of the
land to be sold and other days of sdle, also free tickets from Boston to and from the sale, sent to any
address

on

No. 48

application to
BOSTON LAND COMPANY,
Congress Street, Room hf, Boston, Mass.
4w45

THAT BEATS THE WORLD.

Blooded Stock!
ENORMOUS STOCK OF

FULL BLOOD (Ilerd-book) Hereford Bull, 1 year old, of good size
and build, will be sold or exchanged
for a good cow or pair of oxen, ( all

A

PRINTS,CAM It It ICS
AND

on or aaaress

Monroe, May 10, 1870.

ir kll.ua.>

a

» OOU.

3\v4lS*

NOTICE.
persons wlio have unsettled accounts with
the undersijgued are requested to call and set
tie before June 1st.
W. M. GRIFFIN, Agrt.
ti'IO
Stockton, May 10,187C.

ALL

Prices Will be Hade at the Counter.

an. iv

Sewing Machine Attachments,
Belfast

Savings

Bank.

all turn

shed

prematurely.

’use,

often

has proven that it
tlie

renews

growth,

uud

always surely restores its color, when faded or gray.
It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy activity, and preserves loth the hair and its beauty. Thus
brashy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable
and strengthened ; los hair regrows with lively ex
pression; falling hair is checked and stablished;
thin hair thickens, and faded or gray hair resume
their original color. Its operation is sure and harmless. It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps
the scalp cool, clean and soft—under which conditions, diseases of the scalp are impossible.
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the Vigor is praised for its

grateful

and

agreeable perfume, and

for the soft lustre and richness of

tone

it

deposits, placing the same on interest on the
days of June, July, August and .September, and
December, January, February and March. Interest
being computed on same, the'lirst Mondays of June

Hotel.

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

Judge of Probate for the County
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the cars
and boats.
A. RICH, of Winterport, Guardian of
Rooms free to guests.
Sample
ftusan H. Rich, a non
compos mentis, of said
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
Winterport, in said County, respectfully represents House.
that said ward is possessed of certeiu interest in
Belfast, Sept. 23, 187-5.—tf!3
real estate situate in said Winterport, and consist
ing of her dower in a parcel of land and buildings j
thereon standing, known as the homestead of James !
P. Rich late of Winterport deceased, that the interDAILY BENCH WRINGER.
The best
est of said ward would be promoted by an iinmediclothes wringer in the market. Cull and see beate sale of the same.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to fore purchasing elsewhere. For 9ale at
E. J MORISON & Co’s. 52 Main St.,'Belfast.
grant him a license to sell and convey said interest ;
3wos43
in the real estate of said ward at private sale.
FKEDRIC A. RICH.

I71RFD

Sold

C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
Practical and Analytical Chemist.

three weeks successively in the
a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the
Probate Office in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest —B. P. Field, Register.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
May, A. L>. 1870.

J. MOODY, heir of Frye Hall, late of
iu said
County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition lor partition of the real
Bedfast
ELIZA

estate of said deceased among his heirs.
Ordered, That the said Fliza J. Moody give notice to till persons interested by causing a copy ol
this order to be serv ed upon Mary M.Hall ami Henry
B. Hall, fourteen days before the b'd Tuesday of
June, and also published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, thut
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday of said June.next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

THE

Agent of the Boston Marine Insurance Company,
For Sear.sport and Vk imi y, tuul Agent for the
sale of PITCH PINK LUMBER ami TIMBER, fur
From W. L. BUCKS’
Orders, Bridges, &c.
Mills at Bucksville, S. <
1870.
7m l J*
.Me.,
20,
Searsport,
April

Ship

SS.—We the subscribers, having been
appointed by the Hon. Wm. M. Rust, Judge
of Probate, Esq., to receive and examine the claims

WALDO

WHOLESALE

No*. 175

G

County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
May, A. D., 1870.
KNOWLES, Creditor of Benjamin Sidelinger

IM.

• late of Troy, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition that he; mav be appointed Administrator on said deceased estate.
Ordered, That the said Knowles give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to beheld at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot

June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any
have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

they

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. L>. 187(3.
II. MANSFIELD, Executor of the estate
of William Mansfield late of W interport in
said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
his second account for allowance.
Ordered, That tlie said Executor give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ot
June next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, Attest •—B- P. Field, Register.
A t

a

WM.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. D. 1876.
& II. W. BRACKETT, named Executors in
• a certain instrument
purporting to be the last
will and testament of Allen Brackett late of Lincoluvilli* in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented said will for Probate.
Ordered, That the said J. A. & II.W.Brackett give
notice to all persons interested by causing a
copy ol
this order to be published three weeks
successively
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be
proved, approved and allowed.
WM. M. RUST, Judge.
A true copy, AttestB. P. Field. Register.

Extensive
and

TIIE

concerned that he has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Administrator of
the estate of

Millinery Openings,
to

are now prepared
MAKE, TRIM or SHOW
pretty styles of HATS, for about one half of the
money us can be had in Boston, and at prices that
can't be surpassed in Belfast, Please give us a call
before you purchase elsewhere.
#*T01d Bonnets Bleached, Pressed or Cleaned.
Remember the place.
B
F. W ELLS,
ttT-i
17 Main Street, Belfast, Ale.

■

*Sr-®r

!
_Kl

nr

&!

*

S

Molasses and
with tin-

Burn**

W Iff1

Globe Mills Standard Spices
J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

SMm!

i

tlubT

'■'•>&$&& \ -Nth1

•III!
PHIL AO A 1374-

Silver Plated Ware.

Pickle

TABLE

K NIVES.
FORKS, SPOONS, &o„

IPrices

COHANSEY GLASS MFGCO.
WKSmm GLASS.BOTTLES EC.

AND FINISH.

P M i LAD EL P HIA

Low,!

Very

8w*45

—A T—

HERVEY S

JEWELRY

City

STORE,

of

Belfast,

j

AMERICAN

ss.

SEALED
County and Municipal Taxes of said City for the
current
will be

received by the Citv
municipal year
Clerk until six o’clock P. M., of the 5th proximo,
l he City Council reserves the right to accept auv
one of said proposals or to
reject all of the same.
Per <>rdi r,
KM KKY 110 All DMA Y, City Clerk.
1670.
Belfast, May
ov-J7

FOREIGN

AND

OF PATENTS

SOLICITOR

lunations, Trade Marks

For

Lumber Yard
M. R.

HEItKBY
public,

Cooper,

informs his old customers ami
that he has opened a

the

NEW LUMBER YARD

\ ATER an extensive1 practice of upwards ot
?
cur«-I’utenf m the I nit.
States; also iit Great Britain, 1- rttuee, and other t
eigu countries. Cawats. Speciticatioiis, A--:,-,
meuts, and ail papers for Patent?' executed oil me
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to !
termiue the validity and utility of Patents of ln>
tious, and legal and other advice rendered in
matters touching the same. Copies of the cluim\
any patent furnished L»y remitting one dollar
signments recorded in Washington.
Aro Agency in the l'nited States possesses supei
facilities for obtaining Patents or asctrtuimnr t
patentability of inrentions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington to j
cure a Patent, and tlie usual great delay then
here saved inventors.-

Sand

and Hair.
M. It. COOPER.

Belfast, May 1, 1870.

till

Something

<

TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most tapabl- m
successful practitioners with whom 1 ha.
had
ficial intercourse.
CHAR 1.1 < M A <u.\,
Com’s’r ol Patent■

At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand Sawed l imb
er of all dimensions, Pine, Hemlock and Spruce
Boards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

Larthes, Cement, Lime,

lit sinus

or

No.76StateSt.,oppositeKilbySt.,8osto;
./"jl years,continue*

r<T E w

PATEN 1

II. EDDY

R

proposals fur collectlm; the .'late,

Hew

BOTH ORNAMENTAL A VSKVVL

“I have no hesitation in assuring inventors t>
canuot employ a man more
ingrtent and t>
more capable of putting their uppl
tious In a form to secure for them mu early and fa\
able consideration at the Patent Office
EDMUND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Paten
“Mr. R. H. EDI>Y has made for me over 1111111
applications for Patents, having bet u successfii!
almost every ease. .Such unmi-takable j roof ot
talent ami ability on bis part leads m to recoin n
ALL inventors to apply to him to procure their
tents, a- they may be >ure of having the most fa
ful attention bestowed upon their eases, and at \.
reasonable charges.
JOHN lACi.AlU
Boston. Jan 1 l'sTti.
lii JT.

they

■

worthy and

GII A N IT E

T 11

i:

Iron Ware!
cnartrrea

('A LI.

AND

S E F

-d

the

J

gi-,'.<ture

the Kkx

r\i. .»f'

111

07

STREET.

>

Horse

i

in its Fir.: l'rum
L'liuot \ \t 1.1 :>!

Exchange

Street.

PORTLAND.

tor

CRASS

Rake !
Circular.

A.

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

Papers

-and-

1,,

'•

A

HERRIMAN, WARMINGTON & CO
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers.
JOINERS,
OFFICE: # Waterloo Road.

Room

h U

JL. D. M. SWEAT, Pre-id, :
A. W. COOMBS. Secret an
4*rFor circular- ,»r mtormation addresU j
A. W. COOMBS. Secretary, Portlan

GRANITE

Iron Ware!

■

John Massey,
If. J IJbby,
F. K.Uswud,
Jacob McLellan,
William E. Gould, i’hillip H. ltroun,
William G. Davis, William Hamilton 1.
W. 11. Anderson, Frank Noyes
L. D. M. Meat,
A W. ♦ oombs,
Abner Coburn, Skowhegan,
Anson P. Morrill, Readtold,
Joseph Dane, Kenuebuuk.

RED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me. (Jen Agt.

FOR

Mai

vi

KGLAK

MKECT01i9 AN1 > SH ARI. ilul.

FIRST

Send

o!

Safe Keeping of Valuables

1

MAIN

.net

foil IIIK

WADLIN& MERRILL'S
G8

an

by

I T

and

United States for the

IIENRY
Iu Bankruptcy.
WYMAN, Bankrupt.
,
DISTRICT OF MAIN K, SS.—At Belfast, the 11th
day of May, A. L). 1S7G.

1.';-cV rr: *.**&V»i‘.MSmtlTE^riuketsuisk;tm:

Casters.” j

SUPERIOR QUALITY

Vjvj/t

f3r

WORKS:

Barton

Street.

& C

{ jjypnpon,
ill I LFtrUUlh
)

This tirnt confidently assure the masters ami our
ot ships that they have the best of fuel )i tie* J
executing every branch of slopwork, for both
en and iron ships, in a uianu- r guaranteed t<
g
satisfactu u.
tfj,,

era

In the mutter of

THE

undersigned hereby gives

notice of his ap-

pointment as assignee of Henry Wyman, of
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, and State of Maine,
within said District, who has been
adjudged a Bank
rupt upon Petition of his creditors, by the District
Court of said District, March loth, ls7'5.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
3\v47

BORDERS
VERY LOW AT

DIEXT T ZSTH7!
DR. G. P. LOMBARD
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

May still

In «»v«*ry

to sell the
Magic Chimney Cleaner, Dish
Washer, Kgg Beater, Cork Puller and Duster (o articles in
one)- Sells at every house,
Mure, suioon ana snop at a i>iir ruui u.
everybody buys as soon as they se<* it. The best selling
article in the country. Samples and terms (very
liberal) postpaid 10c. Buy at Headquarters and get
bottom prices.
Manufactured by S. 1*. WORM
WOOD, G99 Washington St., Boston,Mass.—S4w-17

?,

town

J.C. THOMPSON & SON

Paints, Oils & Varnishes
PURE LEAD AND OILN. MASl’ItY & SON'S Heady Made Colors for
Painting interior nnd exterior of Houses, Burns,
Fences, &c. Cull and see before purchasing else
•J.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main St., Belfast, Me.
:wtr

NOTICE.

improved

WHEREAS

J. JAS just received large and line lot of
CIGARS,
a

GRANITE

Different brands, which he Is selling for

Iron Ware!

FIVE CENTS EACH!
The

sume

D.

FRENCH’S Stove Store.

Piano for Sale!

ofWaldo,deceased,bygivingbondasthe

of good make

excellent
in fine order. Will be
Anand
at the Journal Office.
piano,

Apply

Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870,

sold at

tf34

Dr. Folsom's Improved Dental Plates.
giv en to making and Insert I n;

Particular attention
sirtiticial teeth.

a

bargain.

has been selling for ten.

tf40

Foreclosure Notice.
SARGEAXTof Montvlllf
County
aldo,
WHKUKAS.l.YMAX
day
October,
twenty

,.t \\
and State of Maine,
third
of
A. 1>. 1hU5, uior!
the
sub-criber,
by his mortgage deed
gaged
of that date, a certain parcel ot' land situated in
Montvlllc, and fully described in paid mortgage
Seed, which is recorded in \\ aldo Registry of Deed-.
Book l'»4, Page 45.’, to whioti record reference ihereby made lor a description of the premises; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage lias been
broken, I claim to foreclose the same, and tor taut
purpose give this public notice according to tin
statute in such cases made and provided.
MARY A. FRANAN.
Montvilic, May 11, 187ft.
.*Uv45

Agoodasoit-

the

t3 me,

,,

ment of

FOR SALE AT

A.

and tedious than by the old methods.
Ieeth in-ei
sd iti Rubber or C elluloid Base, as persons prif«
lie has the country light for the use ot

in the

Geo. G. Wells

hereby’

Moore,

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE !
by which the process is rendered much less paint

un

my wife, Sarah M. Martin, has lef,
my bed and board without justifiable cause
I
forbid any person trusting her on my account, as I shall pay no bills of her contracting.
NATHANIEL MARTIN.
3w47*
Searsmont, May 20, 1870.

be found at the old stand ui
corner of Church anu
Stioets.
Has a.l the lat*
Spring
Instruments for operating upon teeth, in
Dr.

eluding

LUTHER DAVIS, late of Freedom,
in the County
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those who have any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
JAMES D. LAMSON.

.A

j a*

j;S.iS|. r>

Jf:

•"

'

mm
METAL

.....

;.c

Agents Wanted.

as

JA.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all

j

HOLERS,

Patent Roaster.
Wholesale Agents lor

If. >7

popular Milliner Miss
icturued from Boston,

In the District Court of the
District of Maine.

!

Coffees.

Millinery I
they

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for

(^

^%'EMENfv- SECURE®

177 Commercial Street,

Tobaccos. Teas,

Millinery!
our

-Lffl,iJ !>

| -L

SPECIALTIES.

of creditors to the estate of Samuel Y. Runnels late
of Stockton deceased, represented insolvent, do
hereby give notice that six months are allowed to
said creditors to bring in and prove their claims;
and that we shall attend that service at S. F. Lllis’
store at Sandy Point, on the first Saturday of July
and December, A. D. 1870.
LEVI STAPLES.
3wl7
L. L. HALL.

WELLS and

4 incinuutl, O

)

4 w 40

Mchell, Champlin 6 Co„:

A

Commissioners’ Notice.

have just
MRSllltOWX,
where
visited several

LoDgwnr.h,

oiASK

GRANT,

WHINE INSURANCE BROKER,

;

Cor. Race and

by all Druggists au.i D.vilers in _vl; iioiue

(With late Hon. Wm. McGilverv for past ten years)

published

-•

PREPARED BY

Dr. J.

Capital

10,000!
.1 Ticket-* to whom a Libera
Agents wanted to
Premium will be paid.
Single Tickets $l, >lx Tickets $5, Twelve Tick-:*
$10; Twenty-Five I ickets $20
For Circulars containing a full list of Prizes, Muu
net- of Drawing, &e., addr. a*
Office, F.xchange Building, / I.oc-k K<>\ 4 Iz

valued

j

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by
causing a copy of said .petition, with this order there-

Prize. $25,000

imparts.

tirst

HENRY H.

Tueatlay. July 4, ')b

Grand

O^KPKIZK.

stor>9 the falling of the

immediately;

T« l>e |}i«tril»ute<l

J-'Vi 11
OAE PHI/U
*.i.OUO
111
TWO f»Btl W.KH,
>1 OOO
IIVE PIIIXK*.
ifrOOj
Whole number of C
I .OOO
iO OOO
liar Total amount of 4a*!i
Also, 1,500 Gold and Silver Lever Hunting Wat
es, worth from $20 to $‘500 each; Family Sewii.
Machines, worth $ lot each; Cola Chains, silv
ware, Jewelrv, Sec., \<\
Aggregate number of Go:

\ A VKR'S llAIK \ IGOllyby long and extensive

HAVE
ceive

at Belfast, within and lor
on the second Tuesday of

$100,000 00!!

Hereditary

them incline it to

of

REMOVED to their new Banking Room
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re

|

At a Probate Court held
the County of Waldo,
May, A. L>. 1870.

Oldest and Best Distribution in the United States

disappoint

ness, care,
nient, and

KINDS OF

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
and December.
of May, A. D. 1S,'«>.
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 1 Legal Holidays,) from i) to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M.
a
of
said
causing copy
petition, with this order there- ! Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon.
ASA FAUNCE, Brest.
on, to be published three weeks successively in the John H. Quimby, Treas.
tf
Republican Journal a paper printed at Belfast, that j Belfast, June 8th 1874.
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at j
the Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the secj1
ond Tuesday of June next, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the !
Main Street, Belfast, Me.
same should uot be granted.
W1I. M. RUST, Judge.
TUCKER
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
J. D. Tucker.
B. F. Tucker.

At a
the

H.

•AAON «V

it is useless for free-thinking people to
write notes to the newspapers
concerning
the foolishness of closing the exhibition lotrua-ai mailed. AGENTS WANTED.
grounds in Philadelphia on Sunday. The HOKACK WATERS k MAS, 4S.1 Rroadwav, X. I
spirit which leads the Commissioners to rel^se to do so is something beyond the mere
ISTkC Your name on 50Bristol
AAiX/lSa Cards/or only 15c. Send
desire of capriciously exercising despotic
lor them to day. Agents wanted. Outfit 10c.
It consists in the belief that Sunpower
Haaaapla-a free. Over 50 kinds. MERRILL
day is the Lord’s day, and that a Mosaic BROTHERS, ill in Block, Auburn, Me.
of
it
is
to
salinterpretation
indispensable
Visiting: Card*, with your name finely
vation.
A little extension of this way of
printed, sent for 20c. We have 200 styles.
Agent* Wanted. 9 samples sent for
looking at the matter would lead the Comstamp.
missioners who entertain it to send intidels
A. II. FELLER & CO., Brockton, Mass
to the stake and the scaffold, as the best
means of
PER WEEK GUARANTEED to
mollifying for them the pains of
hell. The Commissioners who are opposAgents, Male and Female,in their
own locality.
Terms and Outfit
ed to the Sabbath opening are sincere
free. Address P. O. VICKERY &
are
if
Maine.
CO.,
Augusta,
enough. They
bigots, fanatics, you
will; but they are doing what they honbelieve
CK
is
for
the
best
Per day ftt home. Samples worth $1
interests of all
f n <fcOrt
estly
U free. Stinson & Co.,
Portland, Me.
parties. If any one is to be blamed, it is
those who have put such people into such
“TDSYCHOMANCY, OR SOUL CHARMING.’
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
an important charge.
X
Men tilling such
love and affections of any person they choose, instantposts ought to have large and comprehen- ly. This art all can possess,
mull, for 25 cts;
free,
sive minds, susceptible of that charity together with a Marriage Guide,byEgyptian Oracle,
which a capacious and cultivated intellect Dreams, Hints to Ladies, etc. 1.000,000 sold. A
book. Address T. WILLIAM & CO., Pub’s,
is apt to give.
It is a thousand pities that queer
Philadelphia.

Full

keeping

JUST RECEIVED

ROIINTY*

GREAT OFFER!

I iiitend

COLOR.

VITALITY AND

nmiiiiuuj; yeui s,

OF

MACHINIST!

Republican Journal,

TJ 1ST rJ m IR
AND WILL BE

Vigor,!

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

tfTU

LAMSOX, Administrator of the estate of I
• A. K. Bumps late of Thorndike in said
County, |
♦♦♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods,
Repairing, ohot Guns Repaired and Bored to shoot
chatties and credits of said deceased are not sufficlose.
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
cient to answer his just debts and charges of AdJan. 1st, 1870—tf
ministration, by the sum of four thousand dollars.
Whkkei'oiu: your petitioner prays your itouorto

on, to be

J. 0. THOMPSON <fc SON’S

Hair

Ayer’s

“

IN*

Belfast, Me.

G.

J

Furniture Store SUSPENDERS

$2 50
3.65

in duplicate.
ery of goods.

Ship and Carriage Trimmings, Agricultural Implements-, Paints, oils, Glass, &e. No. 52 Main

TP.

Monday,

at 5 1-2 1*. M.

iVINSTITUTE

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,
street,

tfil

1875.

Johnson,

LOWELL,

All

& CO.

Carle & Moriscn,)

DEALERS

County

A.T.QUIMBV.

Searsport, Sept. 16,

Gniosll?

MOTUSO N

K J

$7 50.
3.25.

Judge of

MAINE.

BELFAST,

PHOBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable
of Waldo :

Roix,

Coffees Roasted Daily

Attorney 31'oiinscllor-at Law,

Soarsport.

Agency of the Belfast Mai:
Works, Clark Sc Fernald, Proprietors. Per

AVI' taken the

I’OHTLAN 1 >. MK.

Wringers.

USUALLY KEPT IN A

—AND—

1 he events of the Presidential
campaign will be so
faithf lv and fully illustrated in 'i’itE JIEff
1 <1 It 14 Nl’l as t" commend it to candid men of
all parties ! We will send THE WEEKLY EDITION
eight pages) post paid, from now till after election
for Mice*; the SUNDAY EDITION, same
size,
at the same
price; or the DAILY, four puges, lor
.•M OO. Address TUE ll’.l, New York City.

$77

OF

Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings
Hats, Caps and Gents Furnishing Goods, &c.,

Pants,

at Law!

of

Belfast for Boston every Monday,
at 2.’I*. M.

Will leav**

jtfij-All business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

bought at PANIC PRTCE3. I am
them at Prices to meet the times.

Capt. J.

Wednesday, Thursday and Saturday,

HAUADEX BLOCK, Belfast.

just returned from Boston where I bought
large line of FOREIGN ami DOMESTIC

Which I

WALLACE,

Attorney

have
a

Capt.

BROTHERS, Proprietors

FOE THE CAMPION!

50

GEO. E.

CiothinC!
I

at Law!

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Ofliee formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle.

Great Redaction
rRICES

JOHNSON,

Attorney

We stiil continue to manufacture Boats, Water
Casks, .lunks and Lugs, Wedges, Ship Carving, &c.
Stock of Boots constantly on hand. Also, Sloop
Kigged Yacht, for sale, centre board, 24 feet long,
lo feet wide, half decked over, cabin contains four
berths. Correspondence solicited.
COLBY, LMEHY & CO.,
2m44*
May 2, 1870.
Bucksport, Me.

IN

E.

American

clay

CA

G.

grant him a license to sell and convey so much
of the real estate of said deceased, (including the
reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,} ns will
satisfy his debts anti incidental charges, and
charges
ot Administration from time to time at
public or
J. P. LAMsON, Adni’r.
private sale.

COI.L&RS!

THE! S5TTIST

A

CO,

purchases.

oi

FURNISHING GOODS

in Prices of

MISS

my Ready Made Clothing are my own manufactur, which I warrant to give satisfaction.
Custom Work done in the latest Style, in the best
manner at
SIDNEY KALISH,
46 Main Street.
Belfast, April 'i'\, 1870.
Hm43

Splendid Line

Consisting

&

ABBIE E. HELLS, will receive a few
pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Cabinet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For
terms Inquire at H3 Main Street.
Nov. 25, 1875—tf'21

All

C TJ IT IT s

at home. Agents wanted, Outfit and
terms free. TRUE k CO., Augusta, Maine.

a

COLBY, EMERY

All Wool

&r.o.

The

Large Decline

Hay

Chevoit Suits at

is

Musical Notice.

Rake l

\ HE the licensed manufacturers and sole Agents
il. for t!ie sale of the Neal Horse Hay Hake in
Hancock County. We invite the attention of the
Farmers to our stock of Hakes before making their

of the Finest that

some

Thirty Dollars

People

to purchase Marble Work <»f ary dedo so of me as cheap as they can buy
any where in this State.

STEAMER

KATAHDIN,
CAMBRIDGE,
Wm. R.
P.

hair

SHIP-BUILDERS.

SPRING

His

Horse

Have Come !

of

ties ot Cantor Oil without its
and griping effect.

Get Uie Best

To the

wishing
seription can
STEAMER

the hair gray, and either

TT^HE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale a very
JL desirable farm in Northport, one mile
from the Camp Ground. Said farm contains
30 acres of laud, good house and two barns.
It is u most desirable location for a watering place,
on the shore of the Bay. Will be sold cheap tor cash.
J. C. ROBBINS.
Apply to
tflo
Northport, April 0, 1676.

at

lii.K

predisposition,

Farm for Sale.

K LFA ST.

Woods, Mathews & Baker, or on board tinHaradcn’s wharf. Fare for passengers,
$1.0CT
Capt. THUS. BIKGKsS.
tfdO
Belfast, March 27, 1875.

packet

IH

Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted.
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied
by Lemine Colley, consisting ol 8 acres grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house ami a large Barn.
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upon tiie premises. For
further particulars apply to the subscriber.
DAN’.. IIAUADEN.
tfi2
Belfast, Feb. 15. 1876.

St.

at the

sons

condition.

ERRILL’S,

Hayford Block, Church

THE PLACE .^3

Spring

will mall

containing hundreds

TIONT.—Old,Incomplete

L.

LOWEST PRICES

Louis.

badly crippled in tne car. With great difgot him to the stable. The stable-keeper
a bottle of
your Centaur Liniment, which I

gave
used with such success that in two days the horse
active and nearly well. I have been a veterinary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats
anything I ever used.
“A. J. M’CAKTY, Veterinary Surgeon.”
manac,

FORGET

STYLES

MRS. RICHARDS.
MISS SOUTHWORTH.
No. 11 Main Street, Belfast.

“P. H. H1SEY & SON.”

I

DEPARTMENT,

always ready with NEW
and good advice.

rrDONW

“Yelverton, O., March 2, 1*74.
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medicines we have ever had. The demand is very great
for it, and we connot afford to be without it.

ficulty

Line which

Farmors of Hancock Co.

It Is

can.

IwAC

The great interest in our thrilling historv makes
tins the fastest selling book ever published." Jt contains a fuil account of the Grand Centennial Exhi
bition.
CA1
andUnreliable works
are being
circulated; see that the books you buv contains 441 line Eng-raving** and !>’*•>
pug-e*.
Send for circulars and extra terms to
Agents. Address National Publishing
Co.,Philadelphia, Pa.

v

Ami everything in the Millinery
tire selling at the

MBS, lllCilAltDS IN HIE

;

IFITTENNIAL
w

Cl 9

3 T Y L. E S

we

a

BONNETS

OF ALL THE LATEST

1

which It would not

when

cure

or

&

Country produce of al! kinds will b<
going prices. May be found at tin-

a

purchased

ARRtreEKNTXite SEASON tf 1876.
on the Route! Four
Trips per Week.

Church Street, is now offered for
sale to close the estate.
The property consists of over 5,000
feet of Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more
than 50 feet deep, with buildiugs thereon in good

—AT—

1

HISTORY

HATS

Sweeny, I
Poll-Evil, which

AGENTS WANTED FOG THE

OF the

HOMESTEAD of the late
f|\HE
1. John llaradeu situated on

HORSES, MULES AND ANIMALS.
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin,
Scratches

Estate for

Real

Sale!

Great Bargains

GINGER,

llcly Aibcrtiscments.

'••*

Valuable

AT

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

King-bone, Wind-gall,

Belfast, Feb.

JUST RECEIVED.

-A T-

■

4*CUSE SANFORD’S JAMAICA
the Great Family Medicine.

FASHIONABLE GOODS

Millinery,

Articles

Choice

its extent and destructive force, stands
Catarrh,
next to Consumption and is closely allied to it, for

in certain constitutions the transition from one to
the other is only a question of time. Jt is therefore
a singular thing that those aillieted with it should
n«»t make it the object of their lives to rid themselves
of if. A single bottle of any remedy cannot, in the
chronic stage, effect a cure nor e\ eu bring the system
under its influence fully.
In many such cases tin
hones and cartilage of the nose are eaten a wav, the
organs of hearing, of seeing and of tasting so affect
ed as to be rendered useless, the uvula so elongated
and inflamed as to produce a constant and distressing
cough. The return to health must necessarily be
slow, under the most favorable circumstances, when
so seriously afHicted ; but as the evidence of its
great
value daily comes to hand, we Income more and
more satisfied that there does not exist a case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by a judicious and persistent use <»f Sanford’- Radhai. Ctrl for Catarrh.
The relief in every case obtained from the
first dose is an indication of what it will do when the
system is brought constitutionally under its influ-

Full Stock of

our

and with our Popular Milliner, we
feel assured that we offer very

Alford Tush, of Newark, writes
“Send me one
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved
1 want to distribute it, &c.”
my leg.
The sale of this Liniment is increasing rapidly.

Is for the

selecting

PRICES

E with an Acre and a half
of land for sale or rent. One
of the new houses on Belmont
Avenue.
l'«*rms easy. Enquire of
GEO. G. WELLS.
tf35
29, 1676.

r1-

store ot

Returning, will leave Boston every

Rent.

or

nOUS

FULL LINE OF

A

Which they will have constantly on hand
that customers may try style before
purchasing; and having taken
advantage of the

stings,
i heal burns or scalds without a scar. Palsy,
Weak Back, Caked Breasts, Earache, Toothache,
!
Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions readily yield to its
of bites and

For Sale

Southworth,

Cordially invite the Ladies of Belfast and
vicinity to inspect their

in

«• i:I. \
~

of these arti-

was

ence.

Mi n. Human greatness j> a mere
ei:
tie- moment we approach it, it is
If we stand afar from a man and see
oiy Uj* strong points in his character, we pro-unci' him great: hut if we come in close cou: with
pha-es of his character and exam!!:•■ whole < ri; ically. the idea of his greatm-- vmi:..!,-,
11 is weakness outweighs his
strength.
1: i'
thu- with Hod; the nearer we ap:
ii linn the greater He appears. The comr
nt 11 is exeelleneies are perfect.
His
V ai :• r
a harmony, and the more we
study
H m an-’ tin* nearer we approach
Him, the
aii-1 more glorious lie appears. The
■!••• wimpure Jlis character with human
tin more distinctly we see the inti.'tan
between them. We see human
m
power; its littleness in the
'•" id- glorv: its wickedness in the
•Miod's holiness. Hod’s wisdom shows
MW*' ignorance, and His omniscient the
"W \i- in of the human soul.
In His eter
"•
flu- littleness of time; and as we
•k on t!i«‘ n a\» ns. and see His glory, and on
.ir;ii ami set- Hi- daily works, we are
t”
xclaim from the fullness of our
J••Hreat i- the Lord, and greatly to he
d tor Hi- greatnes.- is unsearchable.”
;
**.t]cin Observer.

proprietors

but the

The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper,
will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciatica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet,
Chillblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary

lowing

Shattuek, Esq., late Foreign
Entry Clerk, Boston Custom House.,

in her eye.
.:

as a

From Geo. W.

bolder lad did

cheap,

MERRILL’S

Mrs. Richards

use.

Farrier, when one dollar’s j
worth of Centaur Liniment will do better. The folj

CATARRH.

j

are

belore been in

present trial bottles to medical men, gratis,
guarantee of what they say.

folly

Gentleman,—l have been troubled with Catarrh
for several years, but by the use of your remedy it
answered,
No, I thank you,” from the1 has been greatly relieved. This summer 1 have
been
corn* r o; la r eye.
entirely free from it. 1 make use of ii in my family
for
colds
in
the
and
find
it
an
effectual
head,
remedy.
th
n« w- of :o\“d oiks absent t>» the dear
I can confidently recommend it to all who are simiIn- n-i- th* > wouhi greet,
Very truly yours,
larly afflicted.
:»r.
iii
who hungered for them, swift she
October 2(5, !>.?}.
GEO. \V. SHATTUCK.
glided through the Mrol.
Hu
inothing worth the doing that it doe- no;
to
pay
try,”
t the little Muck-eyed rebel, with a twink!*.l'
I
Br:t

Words

ever

declare that

cles will

Sirs,—Enclosed please find three dollars, for which

her eye.

■■■i rou:i*l liis brawny
L"-r> win’ and small,

\V\I. W\ ARMSTRONG,
15'J Harrison Ave., Boston.

CATARRH.

may have them all, for nothing, and more, if
you want,” quoth he.
v>have them, my good fellow, but can pay for
■::• m,” -aid she
clambered ou the wagon, minding not who

by,
laugh of reckless r<unping in

:

of

ou
■

Potter

CURE.

Respectfully vours,

And the brown tact* flushed to scarlet, for the boy
\:.d

RADICAL

(Jentlcmen,—Please allow me to testify to the great
merits oI'Sanfok’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.
]■ ->r six years 1 have suffered greatly, particularly
while troubled with a eold. The accumulation of
mucus in my head and throat kept me constantly
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence in
company extremely embarrassing to myself and
friends. Six months ago I was induced to try Sanford’s Radical Cure. Alter using two bottles I
find myself nearly, if not quite, permanently cured.
I have since recommended over c ne hundred bottles
with the greatest success.

the

t

of two bottles of

SANFORD'S

die;

or

Audatear like silver
eye.

I

use

such remedies have

no

and Farriers

i

^

Two Steamers

-oA one and a quarter story house
Jri with one story Ell, wood-shed
and small burn, with one and threeacres of good land, a good
P quarters
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears 30 to 10 bushels apples yearly, all of
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo Countv, Me. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO.
tf32
Monroe, Feb. 3, 187(3.

—

Physicians recommend,

on a

House for Sale.

\ THK packet P. M. Bonney, Capt.
b -JL Thomas Bukgess, will make
trips between this city ami
■''£ weekly
Carver’s Harbor after this (lute,

—FUR-

TWO STORY HOUSE

very sightly spot
Winterport, lower village, in lull
_view of the Bay and River, with a
small orchard and land enough for a large garden,
a good well of water, and a cistern.
The above
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s
residence. For sale by
TIMOTHY MAYO,
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.
April 29, 1675.—tl-H

Carvers Harbor Packet.

Sanford’s Steamship Co.,

TOBACCO.
Stock of FRUIT ami CONFECTIONERY,
boat. All kinds CANNED GOODS and
JELLIES, SARDINES. PICKLES, KETCHUPS;
all kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, live Bbls. our
Country CIDER by the gallon or barrel for family
A Fresh
by every

use.

GEO. G. WELLS,
No. 13 Phenlx Row.

CALL

AT

Belfast Hardware Store
Before purchasing vour goods. There you will
find General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
aud VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, aud
FARMER’S TOOLS, constantly on baud aud
for tale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phenix Row.
t!42
April 20 1875.

